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The Tonne daugrhter of the Into
Colerldgre-Taylor is following a musical
career, and has already a number of songs

Tnrasn-Bonlba, a new opera by
Marcel Sninuel-Houssenu, was recently

A Brrent Opera Trnst, according: to
report. Is being proposed in tlif«
country, which would control all presenta¬
tions of opera, all singers, all opera houses,
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Jane Novak
in “The River’s End”

PUPILS RECITALS AND PLEASED AUDIENCES
These two necessities are always important and require serious thought on the part of the teacher,
•
making is not always an easy task, for reason that the musical appreciation of audiences is so varied, and it is
esired that the program will at least have something to please everyone.
• i* visualizing the different audiences, it would at first seem that a program could not be made to meet the musical appreciation of all sections without sacrificing the high musical standard desired to be obtained.
. .,
s. e r®smt of fatty years of effort to develop the best in American piano literature, and attributing much of our success
e serious study of audiences, we take the liberty of suggesting material which combines pleasing qualities with artistic merit.
i

IMAGINATIVE, TENDER, QUIET PIECES
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Jane Novak is an emotional ac¬
tress of sincere power and dis¬
tinguished ability. She has never
depended upon her beauty for
her success. Each part she plays
is studied long and carefully. She
uses her intelligence to make each
scene perfect in its art and realism.

I studied toilet aids as I study my
roles and I chose Ingram’s Milk¬
weed Cream after a very critical
selection. It has fully proved its
very unusual qualities to me.

I

WMBiSIibs i; i
s THE JOHN CHURCH COMPANY
London: 45 Wlgmore SI., VV.

Ingtams
^ Milkweed
in Tdery
Jar

Most women know that a cream must do more than cleanse and soften the
skin. That is why the use of Ingram’s Milkweed Cream is growing^so rapidly
everywhere. It has an exclusive therapeutic quality that actually tones up
the skin tissues.
Stars of the stage and screen who depend upon their good looks for their
very livelihood were the first to discover for themselves the distinctive merit
of Ingram’s Milkweed Cream. Today women in every walk of life use it daily.
Try it yourself if you wish a soft, delicate colorful complexion clear and
free from blemish.
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—the letter of
DR. JOHN H. FINLEY
President op the Lniversity
op the State op New York
New York State Commis¬
sioner op Education
“The influence of music upon
the individual has been known
since very early tiines. When
an evil spirit came upon Saul,
David was brought to play be¬
fore him until he was well. I
often think of Mr. Edison as a
modern David, not slaying
Goliaths, but playing with
varied instruments before the
world, which seems, like Saul,
to be possessed at times by an
evil spirit.”

6,000 Teachers Hear Astounding Triumph
of Phonograph’s New Art
In daring comparison made with Mario Laurenti
famous baritone of Metropolitan Opera Company, Mr.
Laurenti’s°foCiee

'at°ry Model Perfec% matches

The singer was a distinguished artist—member of
the famous Metropolitan Opera Company, New York
Mario Laurenti, the glorious-voiced baritone, one of
the truly great voices of the world.

W

°fSN’T.‘‘ >?e wonderful to entertain your
friends wdh the phonograph whose realism
, IT *1 J.h®se 6,000 teachers spellbound and
Mr. Edi^>n?F n ey
Write Ws beaut f 1 t 1 te to

„>U-°U Ju'f the amazinS stolT which follows,
i emember that you can have in your own home an
exact duplicate of the Official Laboratory Mode"
S 10l“

6 mUS1C'hlSt0ry at Albany on November

November 25, 1919 was the memorable evening when
Mr. Edison made his now-famous test in the State
N™ York-
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Th.® midience was one that truly represented you
fi nnnthC
th^ great An»erican public. The entire
6,000 consisted of teachers, principals and superin¬
tendents of the public schools of New York State
the fine, intelligent kind of men and women to whom
you have entrusted the education of your children.

ibl belp °l the illustration, drawn from an
actual photograph, you can follow in your mind’s
eye the whole marvelous thing that happened.
eahinMCnHSt0rdtb^ide a grarefl,l William and Mary
cabinet. He started to sing. His glorious voice filled
the auditorium. The audience, which had been a-buzz
™r!‘,slty throughout preliminaries, now settled
nack in its chairs, and surrendered itself to the ex¬
quisite artistry of Laurenti’s voice. Suddenly the
inn whk Sat UPin abr.upt sunrise- A low, wonderthfir tm1, I8" thr,Mg Vt le uuditorium. Folks rubbed
his InT
^aurenti’s lips were absolutely still, but
beautv
-n" M'e t°,.reacb them with undiminished
beauty. The New Edison had taken up Laurenti’s
realfsm'th»fs.,Re'CbeatiN0 his
with such perfect
ceased*to* sing?* hUman ear C°uId not teU that he had

announced He^hLTn'exaTl ^ ^ deale.r’s
fa^s1™“‘c^iSancost'^>f^^n^fi^a^d
LabOT^toryeModel',tokd0^verything^(vhich^v!is'acl'^C^l
by .the instrument used at Albanf and he^ hto give you Mr Edison’s unique ReaUsm Test so that
you can experience for voursplf
so that
the New Edison’s Re-Creation of musTc^1' P0WCr °f

Kr> juVrite
a?d address,

and mail, with our comDliments «

As plainly and simply as we can tell it, such is what
teachersdex.wesW1;t
r°uld ba'e and
hearddelight.
those 6,000
teachers express their amazement
As

Glad Music

A Wonderful Musical Conference

Some people are natural born scoffers.
They turn up
their impudent noses just for the pleasure of trying to make
their judgment seem superior to all others in their hearing.
They arc among the most hated people in the world. Just a
little while ago it was their custom to scoff at the “glad books”
and “glad propaganda” which did so much to bring cheer and
sweeten life during the maniac years of the war. Now people
realize that the glad books, which taught us to hunt for the
bright side of things, the good side of man, even though we had
to hunt with a telescope, were books which were a part of the
universal nobility that is in every man’s soul.
Why not lay the same stress upon glad music? Should
not every one of us every day hear a little glad music—music
sparkling with prismatic melpdies and fascinating rhythms?
Too few of us realize the need for gladness, mirth and hap¬
piness every day. The late Charles Farrar Browne (Artemus
Ward) was once summoned to Washington to a cabinet meeting
when Lincoln was President (Sept. 22, 1862). When he ar¬
rived Lincoln stopped the proceedings to introduce “Artemus
Ward,” and then read an entire chapter from one of Ward’s
books to the cabinet. The men were amazed that Lincoln, with
the weight of the civil war on his shoulders, should interrupt
an important meeting to read a humorist’s funny remarks.
When Lincoln, laughing heartily at the chapter, looked up and
saw his cabinet all sitting around solemn faced, he said: “Gen¬
tlemen, why don’t you laugh? With the fearful strain that is
on me night and day, if I did not laugh I should die—and you
need this medicine as much as I do.”
Glad music is soul medicine for all of us. If we still have
the Devil’s mortgage, WORRY, the best way to get rid of it
is by means of glad music, glad books, glad friends and glad
thoughts. Try it.

The Music Supervisors’ Conference, held in Philadelphia
during the week of March 22d, was the second important
conference or music convention held in the city of “Brotherly
Love” during the present season. The Music Supervisors' Con¬
ference was much greater in size than that of the Music
Teachers' National Association.
The conference has, we un¬
derstand, some three thousand members, the principal interest
being that of music in the public schools.
The body of men and women which came to Philadelphia
represented the most enterprising teachers of their class in the
country. The largest hotel in the city, the Bellevue-Stratford,
was the scene of the opening reception tendered to the confer¬
ence by the music clubs of the city. Many leading public men
of the city and leading musicians, as well as choral societies,
took part. All the available seats at the Metropolitan Opera
House were bought out months before for the delegates, in
order that they might see the New York Company at one per¬
formance. A great banquet was tendered to the entire con¬
ference by the Victor Talking Machine Company, and Mr.
Edward Bok purchased and presented to the members some
six or seven hundred seats for the Philadelphia Orchestra con¬
cert. These were merely a few of the high-lights during a
very busy week devoted to incessant meetings and conferences
upon music in its many phases.
This splendid body, under the leadership of its able presi¬
dent, Hollis F. Dann, Professor of Music at Cornell Univer¬
sity, made the finest kind of impression in the “City of Brotherly
Love.” Its work is one of the greatest possible significance.
What part in the education of the coming American citi¬
zen is more important than that unifying spirit which comes
from good music sung in the school, which will make him a
good citizen as nothing else can?

The Wolf in Sheep’s Clothing
JX“Clal Laboratory Model stands to-day as the

THOMAS A. EDISON, Inc
Orange, N. J.

VOL. XXXVIII, No. 4

That certain firms have employed the term “standardiza¬
tion” as a means of securing business cannot be objected to in
any way. However, when a firm puts out a series of books at
a rate that makes ordinary profiteering seem like kindly
philanthropy, and then attempts to have various legislative
bodies, clubs, etc., pass regulations making that set of books
the one and only set prescribed for use in the Public Schools, we
have something that the ordinary American should not only
condemn, but also endeavor to tear out root and branch. Pos¬
sibly one of the worst of all scandals in American Public School
history was the corruption of school boards in various States
and cities some years ago, so that the books of one publisher
were made compulsory for the use of the children, while the
works issued by other publishers were debarred, except in the
cases of a few minor works inserted to divert suspicion. As
long as we revere the proud words “a free country” we must
fight to keep everything in any way connected with education
uncontaminated by proprietary means and methods. If we
open the way for “standardization for revenue only” then—
not only in music but in all things—our State will be in danger.
If the “wolf in sheep’s clothing” comes into your district and
attempts to “put over” any system of studies sold at an
exorbitant price under the guise of “standardization” tear off
the hide of innocence and reveal the real animal—the enemy of
the best in American musical education and of that liberty
which is the foundation of American ideals and aspiration!

Prompt Payments for Lessons
In most businesses it has been the custom for years to
allow a discount for immediate cash payments.
Business men
cannot afford the waste of time and capital consequent upon
delayed payments.
The two great business difficulties of music teachers in
America are the matters of missed lessons and prompt collec¬
tions.
We therefore recommend that our teacher friends estab¬
lish the system, now employed by hundreds of teachers, of
charging in advance for a term of ten or twenty lessons. This
might or might not be encouraged by making a small cash dis¬
count for prompt payments, say within ten days.
A very fine way to bring about prompt payments, and, at
the same time, to combat the missed lesson evil, is by means of
a record book resembling the ordinary banking stub-check
book adapted to this special purpose. With such a book (hun¬
dreds are now using them, year in and year out) the teacher
enters upon his stub the name, date of the beginning of the
term and the ending of the term and the date of payment. He
then fills out the pupil’s record, inserting the dates of the
lessons, name, address, etc.
This is removed from the stubbook and given to the pupil, who in turn brings it to each
lesson for twenty lessons. As the lessons are taken they are
punched in the margin of the card. On the back of the card
is to be found information about the percentage of excellence
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which the pupil is expected to maintain, and also the following
statement:
“Lessons lost through any cause other than pro¬
tracted sickness will be charged to the pupil. This
custom is universal among teachers. Whenever pos¬
sible, pupils desiring lessons at other hours will be
accommodated if sufficient notice is given. Kmdly be
prompt. Time lost by tardiness is accountable to the
pupil.”
This stub-check book and lesson-card system saves an
enormous amount of fussy bookkeeping.
It was devised by
the editor for his personal studio use, and it worked so well
through many years that several other teachers in New York
adopted it. It was then published in regular check-book form
(thirty-five cards in a book) under the name of “The Stand¬
ard Lesson Record,” and it is sold at a nominal price.
The chief virtue of this, or any other similarly effective
system, is that it brings about prompt payments of tuition
fees. The pupil is kept informed of the coming end of his
term by the fact that each lesson is punched in the card as
it is taken.
There is no possibility of a misunderstanding over the
matter of what lessons have been missed or made up. It is
all on the card which the pupil brings to each lesson just as
the passenger on the train carries his ticket every time. Noth¬
ing irritates the average teacher quite so much as the time
required in the fussy work of bookkeeping. This system dis¬
penses with this, since it is as nearly automatic as can be. The
teacher hardly realizes that lie is doing any bookkeeping, for
it is distributed over the entire year in little records at each
lesson.
American pupils and American teachers are too practical
and sensible in this day to be anything but disgusted with the
poppycock of some would-be “Bohemian” teachers pretending
to have a distate for money—as though by the act of receiv¬
ing it they were polluting their art! Cant and hypocrisy of
this kind have little place in the frank, clear sunlight of healthy
American life. We do not deceive ourselves for the sake of
posing.
Moreover, if you wish to win the respect of the
American business men and women, who are often the ones who
pay for lessons, insist upon prompt cash payments, give the
discount for cash if necessary, and be able at all times to show
that your records of lessons, taken or missed or made up, are
accurate in detail, through some such practical, time-saving,
patience-sparing system as we have recommended in the fore¬
going-

_

Noted Educator Journalist Passes Away
Louis C. Elson died suddenly February fifteenth. He
was seventy-two years of age and had been active up to the
last. Born in Boston, he received his early musical education
from his mother. Later he went to Leipsic to study voice and
theory. Returning to America he became an educator, jour¬
nalist, lecturer and author of many valuable books.
Mr. Elson was connected with The Etude from the very
beginning and some of its earliest issues contain articles by
him. In recent years, however, his articles have not appeared
so frequently. He had a vast fund of knowledge and a most
interesting way of presenting his facts. His sense of humor
was extraordinary. His European Reminiscences are to many
as funny as Mark Twain at his best. Yet he coula be very
didactic, as his useful Mistakes and Disputed Points in Music
has proven to many students and teachers. Probably his most
famous book is his History of American Music which, despite
its high price, has had a very complimentary sale.
In expressing our deep regret at Mr. Elson’s death we
cannot refrain from calling attention to the fact, that he was,
like many of the greatest musical authorities America has pro¬
duced, essentially a pioneer. Mr. Elson thought for himself
and never hesitated to doubt any conventionalized opinions ex¬
pressed in print. We, in America, have perhaps given too little
importance to this principle which, above all others, may dis¬

tinguish our American musicians from those of the older nations.
A large part of the success of such a gifted genius as Percy
Grainger comes from the. fact that he has the pioneer’s mind, the
mind of the investigator who breaks the chains of tradition and
really thinks for himself. Debussy had such a mind, Wagner
had such a mind, Beethoven had such a mind. Their differences
were differences of genre.
In America, Benjamin Franklin was the first to. establish
what might be called the American pioneer method of investiga¬
tion. In a sense, Theodore Roosevelt, Thomas Edison, Luther
Burbank and other men of that ilk are modern prototypes of
Benjamin Franklin. Lowell Mason, W. S. B. Mathews, George
F. Root, George P. Upton, Louis G. Elson and others have been
splendid pioneers in musical educational methods in America.
Who is there to succeed such men ? Surely many of the workers
of the present, turned out of European moulds, can never take
their places. Perhaps our greatest need at present is more
young music workers who can see the great art. of music as a
whole from the larger, human standpoint.
There are still millions of Americans who will need educa¬
tional inspiration and instruction brought to them in the most
palatable and practical form.
Think for yourself, young man!
Value your Yankee common sense more than some transDanube ikon.
Invent, contrive, improve, penetrate—these traits are your
American birthright.
One Louis C. Elson, with his genial wit, his human out¬
look, his wholesome conception of our American possibilities,
is more valuable to America than a thousand incubations of
European conservatories trained to make milk-and-water imita¬
tions of Beethoven Symphonies and Wagner Operas!

Respect for Education
After it has been proven thousands of times that the
safety of the State, its prosperity, its progress, everything
that makes it noble, great and strong, is based upon the edu¬
cation of the citizens of the State, it would seem wholly un¬
necessary to be called upon to show that the proper payment
of the men and women who give up their lives to the education
of the young should be one of the first considerations of the
State.
How can we hope to have our young people respect edu¬
cation when we see teachers paid salaries that are in some in¬
stances less than the wages of common laborers?
Give the teacher more money—not because the teacher
needs it, or even because the teacher deserves it, but because
if you do not you are gradually undermining the very things
which make for your own safety, happiness and success in the
State.
We know of one instance where a butler in a private home
received nearly twice the income that a teacher of French in
that home received. No matter how many French lessons those
children received, their attitude toward education would always
be a patronizing one, and the social and cultural aspirations
of the parents could not rise above a state far more ignoble
than their former poverty from which the war had raised the
family on profiteer wings.
Give the teacher more money; respect his status or run
the risk ot exploding a volcano of blood and ruin such as we
now see in Russia. The teacher is the guide, the builder the
emancipator of our land. All honor to the teacher!

Some Excuse for Jazz
Army medical workers reported that injured and depressed
men showed indications of great stimulation when they heard
jazz music” with its pandemonium of sounds. Now we learn
by a news notice that a man in a small Pennsylvania town was
confined to his bed in a helpless condition as the result of a
automobile accident until he heard some “jazz” music
he immediately got up and dressed and went down town’ Can
anyone furnish a better example of an escape from “jazz”?

Music for the Man of
To-Day
An Interview Secured Especially for The Etude with the
well-known Author, Playwright and Musical
Lexicographer
MAJOR RUPERT HUGHES

“In the building of a new world there is scant room
for anything but the most practical, the most neces¬
sary things. Thus in the making of our country our
forefathers, by sheer force of circumstances, were
compelled to give the most of their attention to those
things which pioneers regard, as essentials. With an
Indian, tomahawk in hand, sneaking around one door
of a cabin, and hunger sneaking around the other,
there was naturally little time for the tenant, with his
wife and half a dozen children clinging to his knees,
to meditate over tne beaucies of Herrick or Purcell.
“Stern necessity moulded our forefathers, put iron
into their blood, and gave us the heritage of which we,
as Americans, are so justly proud. But this very neces¬
sity. seemed to lead many of them into the mistaken
thought that music was, first of all, not in any way a
necessity, and not being a necessity, it was therefore a
feminine calling—something to while away the time of
girls and women, whose men folks could afford to let
them escape the slavery of the kitchen, to say nothing
of the field and the barn. Music became one of the
chief studies of the young ladies’ seminary—not music
as we know it now, but music apparently made as a
kind of background for crinolines and long curls.
Nothing of this is left, and the Maiden’s Prayer, of¬
fered daily upon countless old-fashioned square pianos,
is silenced, save when grandmother goes into the par¬
lor and works her rheumatic fingers over
tfie keys—every blunder reminiscent of a
golden past.
A Notable Change
“Just what has brought about the not¬
able change in American life? What has
introduced music, not as a pastime, but as
a daily need to thousands and thousands
of American men who only yesterday
might have looked upon Apollo, Orpheus,
Amphion and Arion as prototypes of the
effeminate in man? Knowing the Ameri¬
can man as we all know him, let us admit
that it was possibly the great success of
the many musicians in the material side of
musical work which led many so-called
‘Captains of Industry’ to realize that ‘per¬
haps there is something in music after all.’
“With musicians making fortunes of
amazing size; with building after building
going up in all parts of the country in
honor of music; with the musical indus¬
tries producing a revenue that still makes
some of us gasp, it was not surprising that
the gentleman, who had been brought up
to think that the one righteous and noble
thing in human life was business, should
suddenly realize that after all art, when it
is art which the human appetite requires,
is a wonderfully lucrative thing, even
though it is not hitched up to a typewriter
and an adding machine. Whetted with
just enough curiosity, Mr. Business-man
gradually found himself taking more and
more interest in music, until one day he
made the discovery that he was actually
reading articles upon music in the daily
papers, learning the names of singers, and
perhaps wondering what their ‘batting
averages’ were.
“Then came the piano-player and the
phonograph. Here he at least could go
through part of the process of making
music. It was not always to be locked up
in the fingers of his wife or his daughter.
Once tasting the joys of music-making,
even in this artificial fashion, he found a
new interest in life, a new and unexplored
field for mental recuperation, a field which

Biographical Note
famed for producing men of exceptional
i Benjamin Franklin down to the present
succeeded so well in so many callings os
and was educated a
at Yale. Ills training in music wa received under Wilson
Kelley in New York
a. Smith in Cleveland, Edgar Stilh
.....
and Dr. Charles
Austin Pearce ... „„..lon. In addition to
lag “American Composers/’ “The Music Lover’s Ency..... edia” and other valuable books upon music. Major Hughes
has done much significant work-in musical composition. In
- '
- achieved distinc* --th“
, playwrights, one of \
rs upon general subjects of int~
i authority upon certain phai
__ __ ... the. National Guard
twenty years, he joined the expedition
bolder. Upon the outbreak of the recent w
United States Army and was - raised
major. With all his manifold interests and ...... .
Hughes has retained his love for musical work and
possesses a large collection of works upon Musical The)
In composition he isown jttdi. . .
sacred traditions of the ci
grew more and more lovely with every step. Mr.
Business-man became a music ‘fan,’ as his friends said.
He bought books on music, bought tickets for con¬
certs, operas and recitals which he had formerly
secretly pitied his wife for attending. Much to his
surprise, he found that this interest in music, like golf
and the ‘car,’ took his mind from other things, made

his intellect rest, banished business for the nonce,
benefited him, exhilarated him, made him a better man
for the workaday world.
“This is simply the history of thousands and thou¬
sands of men. Once I was dining with J:he well-known
theatrical manager, Daniel Frohman. He said to me:
‘What is that tune that opens the third movement of
the Sixth Symphony of Beethoven?’
“I had to confess that, despite my musical education,
I did not remember it. (How many of the readers of
The Etude could write it down now?) In a few min¬
utes the tune did come to Mr. Frohman, and he whistled
it to me. Then he said:
“ ‘Mr. Hughes, what is meant by a triad ?’
“This is indicative of the kind of musical interest
which great numbers of American business mep are
now taking in music. Mr. Frohman knew his melody
from the Sixth Symphony, but did not know the most
elementary things about chords.
Fortunes in Music
“The fortunes now being made in music by a great
many men have gained respect for the musician among
those of our ‘practical business men’ who have the ma¬
terialistic streak of our pioneer ancestors strongly fixed
in them. Far be it from me to sneer at the business man
who looked down upon music because every second mu¬
sician seemed to be able to do very little
more than scrape out of his art a bare
existence. Of course, there are thousands
of poor musicians and always will be, but
in every occupation there are thousands of
poorly paid workers in comparison with
the rich men at the top. No state of so¬
ciety, since the beginning of time, has ex¬
actly escaped that except in the books of
Utopian dreamers. Where there is one
George F. Boldt in the hotel business there
are thousands of bell-boys and porters;
where there is one Carnegie in the steel
business there are thousands of operatives;
where there is one John G. Johnson in law
there are thousands of poor lawyers—and
so on. Paderewski, Caruso, McCormack,
Heifetz and numberless other artists the
world over are earning a fortune every
year. There are now teachers who are
earning from thirty to fifty thousand dol¬
lars a year. Is not that a yearly fortune?
“Possibly one of the reasons why music
has earned the reputation for being a
poorly paid profession is that, for the most
part, the thousands of teachers of music
scattered all over the country who do not
receive nearly so much for their services as
they should, are people of education and
entitled to social standing and recognition
in their communities. If they did not have
this social standing by common consent,
and only a few heads of the profession
stood out in the limelight before the public,
the great fortunes earned by men in the
profession and in the industry of music
would be more conspicuous. The poorly
paid worker in industry accepts a kind of
lower social status, but the poor but cul¬
tured musician, because of his education,
naturally demands social recognition of the
first order, regardless of a lean pocketbook.

n the photograph will outrage
“Rupert Hughes.”

Should My Son Take Up Music?
“In some days gone by, the average
father would far rather have had his son
become a harness manufacturer or a shoe
dealer than become a musician. Now he
knows that if the son works as hard in
music as he might in business, and if he
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elects to do the profitable as well as the artistic things,
he stands a chance of becoming a man with an income
which few financiers would despise. If he is a com¬
poser of successful compositions and receives adequate
royalties upon the mechanical rights of his works his
annual income under very favorable circumstances need
not drop below the five figures of the rich man of fic¬
tion. Indeed, there have been cases of musicians whose
incomes have not only run into the hundred thou¬
sands, but who have been compelled to make in¬
come tax returns large enough to irritate a real
Croesus! But, you say, there are only a few Carusos,
McCormacks and Paderewskis. True, but in propor¬
tion to the size of every industry there are only a very
few men with enormous incomes equal to these men.
There are men like Irving Berlin and George M. Cohan,
whose incomes from popular successes have been enor¬
mous. As in everything else, we must have music to
suit the oatmeal taste as well as the Pati de foie gras
appetite.
This interesting and stimulating interview
will be continued in The Etude for May, in
which Mr. Hughes gives his opinions upon the
future of American Musical Composition.

Don’t Be Discouraged!
By E. von Schlechtendal
When you come to think about it, is it not a won¬
derful consolation to know that when you feel dis¬
couraged (and whoever has not had spells like that?)
that there is nothing written in music that cannot be
accomplished in some way, if you only knew how.
In other words, there is no difficulty in technic that
cannot be made easy.
But who shall find the key to the puzzle? That is
the task for the teacher—his only task.
He should not only be able to find the way to a
proper analysis of the difficulty, after a thorough diag¬
nosis, but he should also have the courage, energy and
patience to explain the road to success. After that
comes perseverance, which means he must not rest
until he finds the pupil entirely relieved of his burden
and ready and willing to apply the cure to a similar
case with enthusiasm. That makes the work of both
teacher and pupil interesting—yes, fascinating. It also
vindicates the teacher’s point of view that the pupil
has no right to say:
“I can’t do it 1 Yes, I see you can; but I never will!”
Make him change his mind, not by preaching but by
actual help!
There are, therefore three things necessary for a
teacher: First, the knowledge, viz., to find the exact
place of difficulty and how t6 overcome it. Second,
the gift, the energy and patience to explain and to
demonstrate. Third, more patience and more energy
to see it done? Done! not started, not attempted,
not satisfied by the pupil's exclamation:
“I see! I understand!”
But now the teacher is confronted with the difficulty
of seeing it "through." That means watching the daily
improvements, weekly improvements, monthly improve¬
ments in this particular problem.
Oh! it is not so easy, my fellow-teacher, to do all
that for someone else for a few dollars. If it were
your own case, you wouldn’t mind persevering. But
to go through all of this for every new pupil, know¬
ing beforehand all the objections and spells of dis¬
couragement to overcome, means real self-sacrifice,
genuine interest and enthusiasm. But it can be done!

The Need for Wrist Freedom
The greatest care must be exercised by the teacher
in seeing that the pupil does not hold his wrists stiffly.
Nothing must be allowed to militate against the most
perfect ease and freedom of the wrist. It must be
absolutely loose and unimpeded in all of its three
movements:
1. Upward or downward in a vertical direction.
2. Laterally from side to side.
3. In a rotary tilting direction.
There must be no exaggeration in holding the wrist
—it must be neither too high nor too low. The point
of regl importance is that the wrist joint must be
free. The wrist joint can only be free when none of
the opposing muscles are allowed to act.—C. W. Pierce
in The Art of the Piano Teacher.
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Psychic Influence in Modern Music

I

By Cyril Scott
(This article is the conclusion of Mr. Scott’s widely discussed article which appeared in the
January issue of “The Etude.” Mr. Scott, one of the most dtstinctive of the English com_i^ invest!o-ator in osvchic matters.)
We have in London now a very highly trained
psychic named Mr. Robert King: a man well known all
over Great Britain for his eloquence in lecturing, in
addition to his other powers; though whether his
fame has spread to America I am not competent to
say. I am, however, inclined to think he was requested
to make a tour -in the States, but declined owing to
pressure of work on this side of the Atlantic. Be
that as it may, I have known Mr. King many years now
and have had ample opportunity of witnessing his re¬
markable powers in more directions than one. I may
mention, to begin with, he is benign, healthy, modest,
tolerant, altruistic, and extraordinarily well-informed
on all subjects; in a word, he is all that a psychic
should be, and as great a contrast to the hysterical
pseudo-psychic as it were possible to imagine. I well
remember the first day I ever met him. I was taken,
one hot summer afternoon, by a priest (now a Bishop)
of the old Catholic Church, to Mr. King’s house in North
London. The district itself was ‘‘old world” and “back
of beyond” as we say; Mr. King having selected that
locality because of its Aura: though I cannot very well
go into the rationale of auras in this article.
We came to a terrace and stopped at No. 13—a mys¬
tic number to begin with—and having knocked, a calm,
very benevolent, middle-aged gentleman with a beard
opened the door and gave us welcome; and a very
kindly one at that. In fact, Mr. King ha$*a way with him
which puts people immediately at their ease; and makes
it evident that he loves humanity, and is resolved to
help people with his supernormal faculties, and his
extra knowledge and wisdom.
Art on the Astral Plane
We did not go into the question of Art and Music
that afternoon, as I was more concerned with getting
some facts about the Astral Plane which had puzzled
me in the course of my occult studies, but in later inter¬
views (and they became frequent) I was able to learn
many interesting and strange things in connection
with the creative side of music. Nor was Mr. King
alone the investigator, for I have had other psychics
present at ourtlittle seances, each looking at the com¬
position I was playing from a different plane. I have
on one or two occasions stayed at the house of some
mutual! friends (a Mr. and Mrs. C.) and spent long
and delightful evenings in this type of investigation.
Mrs. C. on her part will go off into a trance, taking her
to what is known as the Devachanic Plane, while Mr.
King will “look at” the music from the Astral Plane,
observing the thought-forms and colors produced by
the particular type of . composition in Astral matter.
Now it is interesting to learn that the color and forms
produced by certain types of mqdern music are of a
far more brilliant and subtle.order than those produced,
by what we term classical music—however shocking
this statement' may sound to the orthodox. In fact,
the countless interlacing curves and spirals, not td
speak of the irridescent scintillating hues utterly beg¬
gar description; for not only is our dimensional space
involved, but colors which do not exist on the physical
plane at all. I may also add that in the midst of all
this, Mr. King saw the face and form of one of those
glorious entities known as Devas: for music is so to
say the actual speech of these Devas; and it is they
who inspire the receptive musician with music itself,
or do so through an intermediary, as the case may be.
But here again the descriptive pen fails us, and I can
only hope to point out one or two distinguishing char¬
acteristics. The first is an absolutely luminous body,
with radiance reaching out in all directions to a consid¬
erable distance; the second is a capacity to make that
body quite small, if, for some reason, circumstances
demand it. A third characteristic is that the face of the
Deva (at least the one seen on this particular occasion)
was neither masculine or feminine, but of that type of
beauty which possesses no facial marks of sex at all_•
thus one might almost call it of an intermediate sex.
Nor is this strange to an occultist, since only on the
physical and astral planes can sex be said to exist; the
soul itself being sexless, as we understand it here
below.-

As to Mrs. C’s experiences (she, as already men¬
tioned, having gone off into a trance) they can only
be inadequately imagined and not described. The key¬
note of her feelings, however, she said, was ecstasy,
and one so intense as to render all consciousness of the
physical body impossible—in other words she became
not jwb-conscious, as in sleep, but sn/’er-conscious. Ac¬
cording to her, hosts of Wonderful Deva-forms sur¬
rounded her and swept her up in an ecstasy of light
and color and sounds of unimaginable beauty. In fact
on several occasions she appears to have gone so far
away, that it was some time before she returned to
the body, and necessitated our repeatedly calling her
back to physical consciousness. She would then, with
a smile apologize, admitting that the only drawback to
the experience was that she had missed the actual
physical music as a consequence of her celestial ex¬
cursion.
Past Incarnations
This same lady had the faculty of remembering her
past incarnations, as also of reading the past incarna¬
tions of others. Nor does she attempt to flatter her
friends by telling them they were kings and queens
and other grandees in their past, as does the spurious
type of clairvoyante who is aiming rather at acquiring
money than telling the truth. As for myself, although
I was in the very remote past something in the nature
of a military general of semi-barbarian tribes, since
then I can lay no claim to being anything higher than
a bard, a priest, a composer, etc., while in many lives
I was a very ordinary type of individual as far as
anything in the way of fame was concerned. In my
bardic incarnation I was apparently beheaded for voic¬
ing political indiscretions, nor did I fare much bettbr
in my very last incarnation, when I got killed in the
French Revolution;—which reminds me there is a
German adage which runs “one gets used to every¬
thing,” so that by now I ought to be getting used to
being executed!
But to return to other matters. It would appear that
whereas the classical music still pertains to the human
(even including the immortal Richard Wagner) ■ the
“moderns” are getting beyond the “human” altogether,
and giving an adumbration of the “Music of the
Spheres” or the Celestial Music—as it is called in
occult philosophies. At least this is what we came to
perceive through psychic investigation, as already
pointed out. It would seem in fact that the subtleties
towards which the moderns (or better said, some of
the nobler moderns, like Debussy, Ravel, Scriabinc.
Eugene Goossens, etc.) are tending, are nearer tin
Celestial type of music than any hitherto known in the
history of that great art. This, of course, casts no
aspersions on the great classics, but merely shows per¬
haps that music is still evolving and has by no means
reached its zenith yet.
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Slow Practice the First Step on the
Road to Virtuosity

During the past twenty-five years it has been my
pleasure and privilege to meet and converse to some
length with practically all of the great pianists of that
time upon various problems dealing with pianoforte
practice. As a rule, during the conversation the artist
has in some manner touched upon the great desirability
of exaggeratedly slow practice.
This seems a principle so definite and fixed that it is
remarkable that teachers do not employ it more. In a
memorable article first published in Dwight’s Journal
of Music and then republished in The Etude nearly forty
years ago, the late W. S. B. Mathews discussed the
matter at length in his inimitable manner.
The article was valuable because it not only stated
the advantage of slow practice, but actually showed
the pupil how such slow practice should be done in a
manner to produce the best results. We propose in the
following article to extract the salient points of Mr.
Mathews’ article for our readers and present them
with such new light as has appeared since that time
upon the subject of slow practice.
Motor Impulses and Sensory Impulses
The psychological principle, “Any series of muscular
acts may become automatic by being performed a
sufficient number of times in a perfectly correct se¬
quence,” was the basis of Mr. Mathews’ whole theory.
The problem is, however, how to acquire this automaWhy does slow practice produce the result better than
rapid practice? Since, playing rapidly, one gets in
more repetitions, why cannot one learn quicker when
playing at a rapid speed?
This was Mr. Mathews’ explanation:
“There are two kinds of nerves—the motor and the
sensory.
“The motor nerve transmits from the bram or some
lower nerve center an order for the muscle to contract
or expand and it operates in accordance with the com¬
mand.”
In other words the motor nerves are the servants of
the will.
“The sensory nerves transmit impressions from with¬
out to the brain or some lower nerve center.”
The sensory nerves are the bridge between us and
the outside world.
“Motor and sensory impulses are propagated at dif¬
ferent rates of speed. The motor impulse travels at
the rate of about 92 feet a second, and the sensory at
the rate of about 149 feet.”
Thus, in the process of very slow practice, the motor
impulse causes the act of touch, and the sensory im¬
pulse telegraphs back to the brain the fact that the
touch has been accomplished, while the mind is able to
judge whether it has been done right or wrong. Mr.
Mathews expressed it thus:
“First, the volition to play a certain note.”
“Second, the consciousness of having played it.” .
“Third, the moment of repose in which the mind
clearly apprehends the next note to be played.”
In very rapid playing it must be obvious that the
transmission of impulses is so fast that the mind loses
this power of discrimination,—of judging and adjust¬
ing. Slow practice seems to make everything clear.
The difficulties disappear and every note stands out
clearly and sharply so that it may be remembered
easily.

By ALLAN J. EASTMAN
play the scales very slowly with a full tone, as connect¬
edly as possible, only gradually advancing to a quicker
tempo and with metronomic evenness.”
Hans von Biilow: “Do not play too fast. You must
bring out the harmonic and melodic beauties, and you
cannot do that if you treat the piano like a sewing
machine.”
Ossip Gabrillowitsch: “If the ideal touch is pre¬
sented to the pupil’s mind through the medium of the
ear he will be much more successful in attaining the
artistic ends acquired. His oral sense must be con¬
tinually educated in this respect. He should practice
very slowly and carefully at the keyboard until he is
convinced that his arm is at all times relaxed.”
Teresa Carreno: “Let me recommend very slow
playing with the most minute attention to detail.”
Mark Hambourg: “When practicing, study a piece
as you would poetry, idea for idea—play a bit slowly
and evenly, then take the next idea and do the same.
Do not play the piece through until it has been well
learned.”
Emil Sauer: “My mother always insisted upon
slow, systematic practice, and I could not have had a
better teacher than she was.”
Bloomfield Zeisler: “Always practice slowly at first.
.This is another way of telling the pupil to concentrate.”
Alexander Lambert: “Always practice slowly and
carefully. If you come across a difficult passage, prac¬
tice it with each hand separately, repeating the passage
first slowly and with strength, and then faster and
more softly until you have mastered it.”
Emil Liebling: “Practice slowly, then still slower,
and finally very slowly.” ,
John J. Hattstaedt:
“Play slowly. Practice with
repose. Never allow yourself to be hurried because of
lack of time.”
Brain Impressions
E. R. Kroeger: “No matter how fast the tempo
indicated, practice slowly at first. Each finger should
be carefully raised and lowered in order to drill dis¬
tances between the intervals. The brain thus receives
distinct impressions of individual notes instead of con¬
fused impressions of notes in groups.”
Oscar Beringer: “I am strongly in favor of prac¬
ticing slowly at first.”
Eugenio di Pirani: “I emphatically approve of slow
practice.”
Ernest Schelling: “Always begin your practicing
slowly and gradually advance the tempo. The worst
possible thing is to start practicing too fast. It in¬
variably leads to bad results and to lengthy delays.'
The right tempo will come with time and you must
have patience until you can develop it.”
Edwin Hughes: “Slow practice means fast progFrancis L. York: “Practice slowly forever, but at
rare intervals play the composition as if for an audi-

Perlee V. Jervis: “Practice slowly; you can secure
perfect control of fingers, wrist and arm in no other
way.”
Louis G. Heinze: “Practice slowly—the only way
to gain speed.”
Slow practice does not mean dragging, or dawdling
over the keys. On the contrary, the fingers’ movements
Famous Pianists and Practical Teachers on
up and down should be made with the greatest possible
Slow Practice
' rapidity. Only the tempo of the piece is slow. In
Many of the greatest of teachers have advocated
fact, with the mind taking in the musical situation very
slow practice—here are some quotations:
■ slowly, it is possible to develop those quick finger move¬
Anton Rubinstein: “Play in the beginning slowly
ments which make for very rapid playing when the
tempo is advanced. This is what Mr. Perlee V. Jervis
and firmly until the new piece has entered into your
means when he says: “Practice slowly; you can secure
fingers. After that only, must you dare to use the
pedal, and give expression and phrasing to the melody.”
perfect control of fingers, wrist and arms in no other
way.”
G. Mathias: “Chopin always obliged his pupils to
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IV
How to Establish Automatic Playing with Artistic
Possibilities
There is a mistaken idea about automatic playing.
People seem to think that the word implies that it
must be machine-like. This is not the case at all. Not
until the fingers are habituated to move through a piece
without compelling attention to little technical nuisances
can one begin to introduce that wonderful thing called
expression. The artist must sketch his subject out
upon the canvas and work in the main features before
he can hope to put in those finishing touches which
often distinguish him from his mediocre competitor.
Slow practice is the open door to automatism, but
the well organized systematic industry of the pupil is
the only thing which will carry him through that door.
It is a well-known fact that Leschetizky recom¬
mended some of his pupils to put a pile of counters
on one side of the piano.
As the pupil played
through a piece once with absolute correctness one
counter was moved from one side of the piano to the
other. If it was played correctly a second time another
counter was moved over. However if the pupil played
it the seventh time with the slightest mistake all the
counters were moved back and the-whole process began
over again. Thus by many slow repetitions, all exactly
alike, the habit of automatism was established, the pupil
gained confidence and artistic results ensued.
The writer knows, from long experience in teaching,
that this idea is a most excellent one. It puts a curb
upon the careless pupil, compels concentration and
checks that pernicious habit of racing through the
practice hour and having nothing to show for all the
work at the end of the hour. Better fifteen minutes
of real accomplishment through slow practice than two
hours of rapid practice leading nowhere.
Excellent for Memorizing
This plan is also an excellent one to employ in
memorizing. The writer with his wife gave a long
series of lecture recitals introducing dozens of the
great art songs, many with complicated accompaniments.
All of these were given entirely without the use of
notes at the recitals. It was only by very slow practice
and the use of counters testing each song until it could
be repeated flawlessly sixteen times, that the real confi¬
dence leading to platform success was accomplished,
Mr. Mathews had a similar plan somewhat more in
detail that is very interesting and we are quoting from
him. Let us suppose that the pupil has ten measures to
perfect, to vanquish as it were. He would probably
proceed much in this fashion at first in his slow prac¬
tice. Let X represent the measure in which the mis¬
take occurs.
First time (very carefully).. 123456789 10
Second time . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 x
Third time . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 x 10
Fourth time . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7x 9 10
Fifth time . 1 2 3 4 5 6x 8 9 10
Sixth time . 1 2 3 4 5x 7 8 9 10
Seventh time (carelessly) ..1234x67xx 10
Eight time (very carefully) 123456789 10
Ninth time (carelessly) ....1x3456789 10
Tenth time (very carefully) .1234 5 6789 10
Gradually the mistakes are ironed out and the hands
become habituated to a perfect performance. Then
the finer points in interpretation can be studied—and
not until then.
An editorial in The Etude some years ago was
really a preachment upon slow practice, as it showed
how the principle of magnification—making things
larger—was at the base of many sciences. The only
way to magnify the piece you are studying is to play it
very slowly. It is gratifying to note that there is hardly
a piece in existence that will not respond to this treat¬
ment except certain pieces with mixed rhythms—that
is, pieces in which there happen to be, let us say, seven
notes in one hand against four or six in the other. In
such a case slow practice does not seem to be so ef-
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“Magnify this four times by making each quarter of
a measure equal to a measure and see how the difficult
look disappears.
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“After all “slow practice” is the magic word, which
banishes both complications and bad habits.”
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The Romance of a Famous Song
Judge Galloway’s “The Gypsy Trail”
The great success that
has followed The Gypsy
Trail, Judge Tod B.
Galloway’s famous set¬
ting of the Kipling
poem, has a romance be¬
hind it which should be
of much interest to all
who have sung or heard
the song.
Judge Galloway is the
composer of some forty
songs, many of them
pronounced successes,
yet music to him has
been only an evocation
in a very busy life.
With his extraordinary
melodic gifts it seems unfortunate that he has not given
more time to music instead of to law, business and the
bench. His story of how The Gypsy Trail, one of the
most successful songs of the last quarter of a century,
came into existence is very romantic and very interest¬
ing.
Judge Galloway is not a musician in the technical
sense of the term, and it was necessary for him to have
some one transcribe on paper the ideas he had worked
out at the keyboard. He writes:
Judge Galloway’s Story
_ “In the early SOs there came to Columbus, Ohio, a
little German music teacher—Marie M. by name—a
veritable pioneer of music in the Middle West. Of
gentle Birth, remarkable mentality and ability, her life
was a humble romance. When only 17 years of
age, she sang before the King of Prussia and was
presented by him with a diamond ornament. She had
appeared successfully in Der Freys chute in Berlin, but
so sensitive was she as to her personal appearance—
being short and unprepossessing—that she gave up her
stage career. Her accounts of her concertizing in
Germany as a child remind one of Mozart’s early
. experiences,
“Her family, induced by an elder brother who had
preceded them, to come to America, soon found them¬
selves destitute in a strange land through this brother’s
dishonesty. Thus the young woman, Marie M., was
obliged to support her mother and herself by giving
concerts with Ole Bull and the then unknown Theodore

Thomas and by teaching music. Before coming to Co¬
lumbus she had taught music at a young ladies' semi¬
nary in Pittsburgh, and while there Edward M. Stan¬
ton, then a struggling young lawyer, afterwards the
great war secretary, fell deeply in love with her and
proposed marriage.
“Immediately after her arrival in Columbus my
parents became interested in the young woman and
assisted her in obtaining pupils. The little daughter
of a deceased brother, owing to the misconduct of the
child's mother, was awarded to Marie. My father acted
as her attorney in the court proceedings. As a little
child I remember seeing our colored coachman escort¬
ing the child to and from school to prevent her being
abducted by her mother. After this, for thirty-five
years, Marie M., the little music teacher, went out of
my life and thoughts.
Poetic Justice
“One day, in the whirligig of time, while I was serv¬
ing as Probate Judge, her niece, now grown to woman¬
hood, appeared before me and made application to
have her aunt committed to an insane hospital. On
careful investigation, I found that the little old lady,
far from being insane, had been the victim of this un¬
grateful niece, who was endeavoring to get hold of
her little property, accumulated through hard years of
teaching. Not only through portentous circumstances
was I able to save Marie M. from unjust persecution,
but renewed an acquaintance and friendship which
came like a benediction into my life. As an expres¬
sion of gratitude she asked me if she could transcribe
some of my songs, knowing that I was unable to write
them myself, and she asked permission to send seven
of them, including The Gypsy Trail, to her friend,
Theodore Presser, for publication. She said: ‘I have
never seen Mr. Presser, but I have purchased music
from him for years, and I know that he is my friend
as he has always been so courteous an i his letters are
always so kind. Let me send some or. your songs to
him with a letter. I know that he will accept them.’
My little old friend was right. The songs were at
once accepted and published as Memory Songs, and
through th':. circumstance I began publishing my songs
—a thing I had never before contemplated.”
During the war Judge Galloway, past the military
age, enlisted with the Y. M. C. A. and served in France
for nearly a year. Many of his songs have been sung
by some of the foremost singers of the day.

Recipes for Profitable Practice
By Marjorie Gleyre Lachmund
It is surprising how many people there are who have
no idea how to practice profitably. In many cases
where a pupil does not advance as he should it is be¬
cause he does not use his practicing time to the best
advantage. Of course some pupils do not practice
enough and show no interest. But many times this is
the result of their not knowing how to practice. The
pupil may be wasting time and energy in the wrong
direction. What is the use of spending an hour a day
at the piano if nothing is accomplished? Perhaps some
of your own pupils are in this position right now, and
a few helpful suggestions to them will go a long way.
Many children never practice their lessons one or two
measures at a time. They will play the whole piece or
exercise through without even stopping to repeat a
measure in which they have made a mistake. You
should insist that when they miss a note—or even hesi¬
tate or show nervousness—the faulty measure be played
over eight or ten times, or until absolutely sure. In
the case of a difficult piece, or one hard to read, it
should be practiced one line or a few measures at a
time. This gives the pupil a chance to familiarize him¬
self with the tricky passages, whereas if he plays the
piece through, by the time he reaches the end he will
have forgotten the various hard places and it will be
just as hard to play the second time.

Another good way to practice is with each hand alone.
This is valuable in acquiring a sureness of touch and
an independence between the hands, and it is an aid
in memorizing. In almost every case, except sight¬
reading, it is wise to go through a new lesson with each
hand separately before taking it together.
It is a good idea to tell the children to look ahead
while they play. They should learn to read a whole
measure at a glance, so that while they are playing it
they can see what comes next. This is especially help¬
ful at the end of a line of music where the inclination
is to hesitate while the eyes travel back across the
page to the beginning of the next line. The habit of
looking ahead once acquired hesitation is done away
with. Another remedy for hesitation is very slow
practice. The pupil should play slowly enough for
every note and chord to come exactly in time—not just
a little too late. Then the speed is gradually increased
with gratifying results.
Speaking of slow practice—there are very few pupils
who practice slowly enough or enough slowly. Evenone should play very slowly part of the time, especially
those inclined to carelessness. A careless pupil should
be made to wait before striking a note or chord and
verify it first. That is, recognize the note and make
sure the proper finger is over it. So many seem to

guess at a note, and if they get it wrong guess again_
and again—until they get it right, instead of stopping to
find out what note it is.
The pupil should be taught not to jump on notes that
he some distance apart, but to gage the distance first
and then reach for them carefully. In passages with
chords, they should be told to notice and remember
how one chord fits into or leads up to another-not
Harmonically, in this case, but more with regard to
fingering and position of notes.
Every piece and exercise should be fingered properly,
and the pupil should be required to use the correct
fingering. Some teachers are lax in this respect, and it
is a most reprehensible neglect. For it leads to habits
of carelessness and slovenliness, and when a pupil takes
a different fingering each time that he plays a piece
he can never be really sure of it.
rSaIly’i? t!°?nderrate the value
encouragement.
Children thirst for appreciation, and generous praise
fault-finding.
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fective. These passages must be acquired as a “knack”
as it were. The Etude editorial follows:
“What is probably the fundamental principle of all
study is the one which pedagogs have discussed the
least. It might be called “magnification”—making
things larger. It is the bed rock upon which has been
built all modern advance in astronomy, chemistry,
biology, botany, pathology, geology and indirectly a
vast number of industries and sciences, ranging from
agriculture and sanitation to engineering and miltarism.
“In order to perceive clearly and unmistakably one
must first of all make things larger. The world was
possibly first awakened to this great fact through the
invasion of the microscope and the telescope in the
realms of the unseen. Shortly after Columbus came
back through the unknown seas men began to develop
strong desires to explore in all directions. Dutch opti¬
cians invented the telescope and the microscope during
the ensuing century. Just as the voyage of the Nina, the
Pinta and the Santa Maria set navigators agog, the new
apparatus for making the eyes penetrate the invisible
led scientists to see that the universe must be explored
anew. Galileo, the son of a musician, improved the
telescope in the sixteenth century, and then went
through the horrors of martyrdom because he dared to
publish what his instrument revealed to him as truth.
Now lenses make it possible, for one to see objects onemillionth of an inch in size.
“In music-study the same principle of magnification
is of great importance and use. It takes or. two aspects
—magnification through enlarged note type and magnifi¬
cation through lengthened time. Teachers of little chil¬
dren who have not yet found how advantageous is
large, clear note type, such as is now employed in the
best juvenile editions, are to be commiserated.
“Magnification through prolonged length is of equal
importance. Take the following from Bach’s Fuga
XVIII from the Well Tempered Claidchord, which to
some pupils is a maze of complications in its original
form.
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The difference between classic piano playing and
the performance of to-day is determined chiefly by
the difference between classic music and our own.
There is, however, one singularly significant trait of
“modern” music which has not yet become a charac¬
teristic of its interpretation on the piano. Music itself
appears to have run quite mad, and people addicted
to reckless application of terms call it Bolshevistic.
In his recently published volume of memoirs the ven¬
erable Saint-Saens entitles it anarchistic. He vows
that there are no longer any principles, that there are
no good chords, no bad chords, no false chords. Any
aggregation of notes is legitimate.
But the composers of “futurist” music are not all
mere composers. Neither is their sole aim the destruc¬
tion of artistic law and order. There is assuredly
nothing anarchistic in the piano music of. Debussy,
nor can it be reasonably argued that there is anarch¬
istic tendency in Pelleas et Melisande. Those who
have most sternly opposed the method and style of the
composer in this opera have gone no further than to
declare them nugatory. In the performance of De¬
bussy’s piano music no radical departure from the
technic of Liszt and Chopin music is demanded.
Schumann’s Important Inventions
We habitually trace the development of contempora¬
neous piano technic from the art work of Schumann,
Chopin and Liszt. The first was not a trained tech¬
nician, and the novelty of his musical ideas led him to
ask of the piano achievements which, at first, seemed
foreign to the nature of the instrument. But how
naturally his innovations blossomed in the strongly
individual piano style of Brahms! Schumann s inven¬
tions were not numerous, but they were important.' His
characteristic rhythms, his creation of peculiar rela¬
tions between melody and accompaniment, his use of
interlocking passages and the participation of both
hands in the enunciation of the melody were his princi¬
pal contributions to piano music.
Chromatic passages in double thirds, arpeggios so
widely dispersed and so graced with passing notes that
new fingerings had to be devised and a wholly new
technical treatment of scale playing, stand out as prom¬
inent features of Chopin’s technic. But of still deeper
import was his revelation of the use of pedal combi¬
nations in the production of tone color effects. Liszt
further developed this, as he did all other elements of
technic. To him, too, we owe the exploration of the
resources of the different kinds of touch, the inde¬
pendence of finger and the value of the loose wrist.
Liszt’s etudes remain a compendium of the technic of
th? piano.
Under Liszt’s influence probably more has been done
in the direction of studying pedal and touch than
along other lines. In 1875 Hans Schmitt published a
book on the use of the pedals, and in it he repeats
what Rubinstein said to him: “I consider the art of
properly using the pedal as the most difficult problem
of higher piano playing, and if we have not as yet
heard the instrument at its best, the fault possibly lies
in the fact that it has not been fully understood how to
exhaust the capabilities of the pedal.”
Command Over Expression
On the other hand, we find Tobias Mathay, in his
Art of Touch, writing, “The purely physical act of
playing consists solely of an act of touch—an act of
tone production. All the gradations of agility (fle^tness of finger), duration (staccato and legato,) as well
as the contrasts of tone inflection, depend solely and
directly on the nature of this act, and it is, therefore,
upon our expertness in the art of touch that the
whole superstructure of pianoforte playing rests. The
art of touch may, indeed, be concisely defined as: com¬
mand over the means of expression.”
No contemporaneous pianist is likely to agree un¬
reservedly with Mr. Mathay. He will rather believe
that the most splendid achievements of our technic
are those to which mastery of touch contributes per¬
haps the major part, but which would be impossible
without some fulfillment of Rubinstein’s expectations
in regard to the pedals.
But there is a far more important theme to be
discussed. We shall do well to question ourselves as

to what is the ultimate artistic purpose of the piano
playing of to-day. We cannot fail to perceive that
bewildering tone color is its highest technical achieve¬
ment, but what does this color aim to accomplish?
First and foremost we cannot help seeing that the
pianist’s tone color corresponds to the orchestral com¬
poser’s instrumentation. When the composer creates a
new and ravishing instrumental effect merely for the
sake of the effect, he may make a contribution to the
technic of orchestration, but he adds nothing to the
riches of musical imagination. He is enlarging our
means of expression, but he himself expresses noth¬
ing but color. The composer of piano music who
seizes upon the new variety of tonal hints and ex¬
hausts the resources of the palette in compositions
created entirely of musical paint says little or nothing,
and says it in a Johnsonian concatenation of terms.

W. J. Henderson
To protest against music of this type is to set one’s
self in opposition to the entire trend of the tonal art
at this time. T.veryone seems burning with an irresist¬
ible desire to paint a picture, or tell a story. Titles of
compositions range from mythological to historical.
Occasionally your intense modern comforts you with a
“prelude” or an etude. Prelude to what? Probably
to an etude or perhaps a Chant d’amour, but usually
to another prelude, because, forsooth, Chopin wrote a
group of them constituting opus 28. “Eagle’s feath¬
ers” Chopin called them. Chopin entitled them pre¬
ludes apparently because they never arrived anywhere,
being made of various odd fragments gathered in note
books in the course of years, and akin to the detached
color and technic “studies” of the painter of pictures.
But our modern master rarely indulges in a prelude.
His fancy needs something more definite upon which
to lean, and for this, at any rate, the hearer is grate¬
ful, for he too frequently finds himself lost in a laby¬
rinth of bewitching sound combinations through which
there is no discoverable path to any definable goal. But
have you ever taken note of the unfinished character
which seems to belong to every piano recital not in¬
cluding at least one work in pure music? When you
see at the beginning of the list Prelude and Fugue in
D Minor, Bach, you are wholly aware—though you
may not be thrall to this form—that you are going
to hear a prelude to a fugue, and that you will hear a
fugue which will be a fugue and not a little, undevel¬

oped polyphonic dwarf, staggering under a giant’s hel¬
met. When you see on a program Sonata m B flat you
may mentally condemn to eternal oblivion all writers
of sonatas, but you confess that you are about to listen
to something which is music, just music, and which
does not invite you to probe its significant depths with
the aid of a sonnet by Shakespeare, a drama by Hen¬
rik Ibsen, a-chapter in August Comte’s philosophy, or
a painting by Arnold Boecklin. When you have satu¬
rated your spiritual nature with a piano afternoon
in which there was no absolute music, you depart from
the recital hall with a vague, yet very present hunger
in your soul. You went to hear music, and you were
asked to consider the sun, moon and stars, to smell
the perfume of the roses of Arcady, to eat a philoso¬
pher’s feast or to close your physical eyes, and with
those of your mind to see paintings. You grow weary
of the pursuit of intellectual phantoms. You rejoice
if the player be Qrnstein who, at least, smites inhar¬
monious thunders from the keys and tells you it rep¬
resents anger. At any rate, it seems to have been con¬
ceived in hate and born in rage.
But, after all, the pianist of to-day seldom invites you
to listen to a recital containing no absolute music. He
may confess to his secret soul that he cannot ade¬
quately perform pure, independent music, and that he
dare not approach to it nearer than Chopin’s B flat
Minor Sonata. In this he finds some support of his
feeble aspirations in the presence of the funeral march,
although there may be a too pertinent fitness in the
ensuing sighs of the wind over a grave. But he will
at least have offered you a sonata in which two move¬
ments apparently aim to be nothing but music.
Only the desire to be always chronological, or the
prostration of the devout before the altar of history
brings to the pianist’s program the fresh singing of the
larks of the musical dawn. One feels that in many
cases the pianist is throwing sops to the critical Cerbe¬
rus, and that his heart is not in the era of Bach or that
of Beethoven. Doubtless this is one reason why in
the current season several pianists have concentrated
their forces upon Schumann’s F Sharp Minor Sonata,
a work which demonstrates the perfect feasibility of
putting new wine into old bottles.
Why Not Pedals?
By most pianists it is felt almost instinctively that
the employment of all the resources of the modern
instrument would be out of place in the performance
of Mozart or Beethoven. Who ever hears liberal use
of combined pedals in the works of the old masters?
And yet why not? If we play Bach on a modern
grand why should we not use all the means with which
we are provided? We may try to be chaste, but we
cannot go even as far as the first prelude in the WellTempered Clavichord without translating Bach into a
seventh heaven of tonal splendor. The transition from
the clavichord to the piano is one of immeasurable
distance, even when the touch is restricted to the dryest terms. When we come to the Chromatic Fantasia
and Fugue there is no artistic reason why we should
not do our utmost to make its tonal features resemble
those of one of the reverend Abbe Liszt’s twittering
translations of St. Francis of Assisi or his Benedic¬
tion de Dieu dans la Solitude. The music courts mod¬
ern methods. It was sent to Bach as a “vision of the
world and the wonders that would be.”
In this matter a fine artistic judgment is the pian¬
ist’s only salvation. Without question certain works
of Mozart’s would become masses of incongruity if
performed with all the tricks of touch and pedal de¬
manded for one of Liszt’s glowing Hungarian rhap¬
sodies. The third pedal can be used—and frequently
is used—with propriety and beautiful effect in some
of Beethoven’s sonatas, but continence must be the rule
in applying its resources to music conceived before it
was invented.
Listening to the innumerable recitals which crowd
every passing musical season, one can be continually
interested in observing the variety of conceptions as
to style and method entertained by experienced per¬
formers. Some regard it as essential that the classics
should be played with a dry tone and a legato sug¬
gested rather than actually created. Others strain
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every nerve to keep the piano vibrating with a million
overtones, so that the clearly drawn melodies of Bee¬
thoven or Mozart are discernible only like stars dimly
peering through summer clouds.
Some pianists never use the “soft” pedal in classic
sonatas. They eschew combined pedaling as an un¬
pardonable sin against historical propriety. But when
the classic group is finished, and they begin the inevi¬
table Chopin they use combined pedalling incessantly
and make all the master’s melodies whimper like sick
children. Such players would do well to ponder a
passage in Kleczynski’s book on the interpretation of
the music of the great Pole:
“Chopin frequently passed, and without transition,
from the open to the soft pedal, especially in enhar¬
monic modulation. These passages had an altogether
particular charm, especially when played on Pleyel’s
pianofortes.”
This paragraph contains much food for thought, and
not the least important item is the phrase “especially
when played on Pleyel’s pianofortes.” It is very dan¬
gerous to say anything about pianos, but possibly'one
may be permitted to note that each make has its own
characteristics, and that what may be effectively done
with one kind may perhaps fail when tried with
another. Yet, how many pianists, hearing an effect
produced on one make, try to imitate it on another
which is not suited to it. This, however, is aside from
the main channel of thought. The point just now is
to observe that Chopin’s magic certainly did not lie
in incessant employment of both pedals at the same
What of pedaling and touch in the performance
of the kaleidoscopic compositions of the ultra mod¬
erns? Is there anything one may not do? An habitual
observer of piano playing, such as the writer of this
article, would be inclined to say that there was not.
Certainly the performers—I had almost said interpre¬
ters—of the images, clouds, water reflections, bird hummings, insectiverous flashings and other bewildering
natural phenomena, do not hesitate to keep the strings
answering one another like deep calling unto deep.
Impressionistic piano playing it certainly" is. Outline'
seems wholly inconsistent with its nature. Let one
phrase of its melody be enunciated in detached notes
and the nvnd instantly forms an image of a well full
of cracks. Shimmer, shimmer, glimmer and glitter, till one
almost repeats the curse of Alberich on the waters of
the Rhine, which so irritated his nostrils. And yet,
without playing of this type, the music is not properly
communicated to the audience. We must not forget,
however, that some of the “modernists” have some¬
thing else to offer. Mr. Grainger, for example, says:
Modem French Composers
“The soulfully sensuous and wistfully tender and
pathetic creations of the modern French composers
have occasioned a reaction against ‘banging’ and overenergetic virtuoso playing in general, for which we can
never be too thankful. They have reintroduced certain
types of charmful pianism that had been neglected
since the days of Couperin and Scarlatti. They have
also opened our eyes to the entrancing beauties of cer¬
tain long-pedal effects which are particularly convinc¬
ing in Debussy’s Reflet dans I'Eau, Pagades and in
Ravel’s Jeux d’Eau and Oudincs. There are, after all,
many very purely percussive and bell-like and gong¬
like effects peculiarly native to the nature of the me¬
tallic modern piano, which lay dormant until so won¬
derfully developed by Ravel and Debussy, which, no
doubt, they owe in part, if not chiefly, to their contact
with Gamalans and other Eastern instruments, and rauMr. Grainger’s passionate attachment to the bell-like
and gong-like effects tinges all his compositions, and it
will surely have results in the playing of many pianists.
Cyril Scott is credited by Mr. Grainger with impor¬
tant explorations of the possibilities of irregular
rhythms unsuited to ensemble performance, but read¬
ily mastered and presented to the hearer by the solo
player.
All these elements enter into our consideration of
modern piano playing, of which the resources cannot
be near exhaustion. In fact, no thoughtful observer
can deny that much of what a dozen years ago (or a
little more) seemed to verge upon the revolutionary
has already become conventionalized. Pianists turn
on the latest illuminating currents in pedalling as soon
as they enter the realm of the* modern impressionistic
composers, and they try to resemble each other as
closely as possible. It is conceivable that Debussy and
Ravel would have been the first to rebel against the

application of stereotyped methods to the performance
of their almost intangible compositions.
If we are to paint pictures we certainly must have
color. And it appears to be the eager desire of mod¬
ern composition to do anything except make music
which shall challenge consideration as music and noth¬
ing else. How far can the piano go in the direction
taken by the orchestra? The writers of orchestral
music balk at nothing. Strauss has even told us the
story of a domestic day, and shown us the hearthstone
‘joys and sorrows of papa, mamma and the baby. Perosi has graphically shown us that Peter s wife s
mother lay sick of a fugue! Mayhap the piano will
yet explain the causes of social unrest or lecture on
hvfn-n#* snH scientific olumbing.

Much of what is done is not new in itself. Kuhnau
wrote Bible sonatas a great many years ago. Why
wonder that Cecil Burleigh offers an Ascension so¬
nata now? But Mr. Burleigh did only what Kuhnau
did. He wrote a sonata, and gave titles to the move¬
ments. The contemporaneous composer sneers at such
naivete. Perhaps, with the aid of what Harold Bauer
calls the “a-tonic” system and the third pedal, pian¬
ists will yet be able to delineate the emotions of a
seventeen-year-old debutante from Chilicothe, travel¬
ing from Columbus, Ohio, to Pottsville, Penna., in a
bi-plane, with a Boston Tech, man as pilot. But at
present, endeavors in such directions result chiefly in
“atmosphere”—and the bewilderment of the listener.

Temperament,^Technic and Tact in Accompanying
By Hamilton Harty
ic composer, coiiducli the London SymTbi Etcds.J
It is remarkable that there are so few first-class
accompanists in this country. Even in London, where
there is so much scope for them, one would be hard
put to it to find half-a-dozen who are in the front rank,
and those who are familiar with musical conditions in
the provinces are aware that it is a distinctly rare thing
to find a competent pianist who can successfully under¬
take the particular duties of an accompanist.
This particular branch of the musical profession
would, no doubt, attract a greater number of talented
musicians if it were not that the general public makes
the mistake of considering musicians who specialize
as accompanists as, of necessity, deficient in some qual¬
ity, the lack of which prevents their becoming solo
pianists.
Most professional musicians are aware that this
idea is an entirely false one, but the public in general
is too prone to cling to it, and it is high time means
were taken to disabuse their minds. In the days when
old-fashioned arias with their thin, conventional accom¬
paniments, or ballads of the type of Ben Bolt and
My Pretty Jane were the most difficult music the
accompanist had generally to deal with, a more or less
primitive equipment was sufficient; but nowadays in
modern music, especially in modern songs, the piano¬
forte part requires a musician of personality, and,
moreover, one possessing a complete and finished
technic.
There are many passages in the songs of Wolf,
Ravel and Debussy, for instance, that would require
serious study on the part of the most talented of solopianists, besides a high degree of musicianship which
they do not invariably possess.
A Complete Error
The widespread conviction that what is principally
required from the accompanist is the faculty of sub¬
ordinating his personality to that of the artist he is ac¬
companying is a complete error. The pianist is, rather,
in the position of taking part in a duet and must as
often as not be prepared to assume the dominant place.
It is simply a question of whether the musical sig¬
nificance of what is being performed lies more in the
solo or in the accompaniment; and what is really re¬
quired from the accompanist is a quick perception of
the constant changes in these values, and the judgment
which will enable him correctly to interchange the
varying roles of leader and supporter.
The work of the accompanist is of a most interest¬
ing nature, and his knowledge of varying types of
music tends to become more comprehensive and catho¬
lic than that of most musicians. Not only does he, of
necessity, become acquainted with practically every¬
thing that is written for voice, violin, ’cello and other
solo instruments—but, nowadays, he is expected to
have a similar knowledge of all kinds of - chamber
music in case he should be called upon to take part
Besides this he comes into intimate contact with
great artists in almost every branch of music, and ex¬
perience of their various methods gives him a broader
outlook and a greater knowledge than he otherwise
could—in most cases—hope to acquire. It seems a
pity, considering the importance and scope of his par¬
ticular art, that a more distinctive name than “accom¬

panist” has not been found for a musician whose quali¬
fications must be of a very individual nature.
There is no doubt that “accompanist” conveys a
wrong impression to most people.
It often appears that, in the eyes of musical critics,
the accompanist is about as important as the piano
he plays upon; a certain degree of skill is expected
from him, and in most cases his work calls for
neither praise nor blame.
The accompanist is so often before the public, of
course, that it would be absurd for him to expect
a proper criticism each time he appears, but there are
times when, for example, he is concerned in the pro¬
duction of new music, that the importance, musically,
of his work entitles him to due consideration. Such
stock phrases as “Mr. - played the accompani¬
ments in his usual efficient manner,” or, usually, "Mr.
-accompanied,” are sometimes less than, fair, and
do not tend to encourage public interest in a somewhat
neglected art.
The press, however, like the Almighty, helps those
who help themselves, and accompanists who are seri¬
ously interested in this subject would find their posi¬
tion improved, and their art better appreciated, if they
would insist, by means of equal prominence in pro¬
grams and advertisements, on being recognized as on
a plane not lower than that of the artist they are
accompanying.
It is difficult to replace the word “accompanist”
by something more fitting, but the following suggests
itself as simple and workmanlike:—
Pianoforte—Mr. -.
If one were asked to define the qualities which go
to the making of the first-class accompanist, it could
be claimed that they were all included in these three—
“Temperament, Technic and Tact.”

Temperament is a natural gift, of course, but, tlv
no one lacking it has a right to take music or, inde
any other art as his profession. As regards techr
which is an acquired quality, the modern accompan
can never have a mechanism too complete or polish.
He will find full scope for all he is capable of in t
direction, and the more ease and facility he possess
the more he can concentrate his mind on purely musi
considerations.
Tact is rarer than either of the other two requii
ments, perhaps it is the most rare of all gifts, and
is so personal a quality that there is little use
giving rules for its acquirement. In the special re
tiMs existing between the accompanist and the art
with whom he is collaborating, questions will oft
arise as to the proper rendering of a certain passaj
and though he may know perfectly well that he is
the right the tactful accompanist will not insist up
his opinion if the result of pressing it would be
endanger the confidence and sympathy which h
hitherto existed between his partner and himself.
To the aspiring accompanist the writer can give ot
Gani
v thls,confcti°n-it is to be like the w
Galileo, who, when he was constrained by force
Tnd oMLdStann°UnCemlnt.that the earth was
and obliged to agree with the general opinion that
breath “a l l
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Some Important Facts About Studying
Real Composition
By F. CORDER
Professor of Composition at the Royal Academy of Music, London, Eng.

When writing for the instruction of the beginner
it is of little use to deal with the higher branches of
composition, for the nature of a string quartet or an
orchestral piece is beyond the comprehension of the
tyro. But in speaking of real composition it is neces¬
sary to cast a glance over the whole field of the art of
which the song and the pianoforte piece form but an
outlying portion of hardly any account.
The best definition of musical composition is “the
knitting together of musical fragments on a definite
plan.” If, instead of “fragments” we say “themes”
(i. e., complete tunes), we have to admit the operatic
selection to an equality with a fugue by Bach. It is
not a question of which of the two you personally pre¬
fer, or even understand; the point is that the latter
involves what is called artistic skill, while the former
does, not. There arc musical patchwork pieces of great
beauty and charm, such as the novelettes of Schumann,
and there are ingenious compositions of terrifying dull¬
ness, such as Brahm’s double concerto for violin and
’cello; all we are concerned with for the moment is
the point that musical fragments can be and have been
built up into structures which not only defy the flight
of time—one or two tunes have done that—but which
attain to heights of sublimity and depths of feeling far
beyond the scope of single ideas, however brilliant these
may be. As regards the condition of a “definite plan,”
this is always of the simplest, as pointed out in my
last paper. The measure of merit in a composition is
the skill with which it is built up and the impression of
unity it makes.
A Survey
It is necessary here to take a slight survey of what
composers have striven for during the 500 years or so
of their efforts. Beginning, naturally, with vocal music,
when the tune was found insufficient for the setting
of psalms and unmetrical prayers, the first and most
instinctive device for expansion was to let the voices
enter one after the other, in such a way that the second
covered up the pauses of the first. Hence the round,
the canon, the madrigal and motet were gradually de¬
veloped, and culminated in the highly ingenious art of
fugue, which, like Gothic architecture, .may be con¬
sidered the ultimate effort of craftsmanship. When
this could be carried no further, attention turned to
instrumental music, which then went through a period
of equally marvelous elaboration, a period not yet
ended, but which cannot be far from its limit. Be¬
ginning, first, by playing just the same music, or the
same kind of music as was sung, instrumentalists soon
demanded something giving more scope for digital
dexterity, and the invention of the keyboard, as ap¬
plied to the organ, did not at first help them much, but
with the invention of the clavecin matters quickly im¬
proved. But music in the polyphonic style—that is,
music written as if for several independent voices—
was not found very suitable for one person playing on
a violin or harpischord, so, although it has never been
discarded, a new method had to be evolved, more ef¬
fective for the performer. It was only natural, then,
that instrumental music should develop along the lines
of the dance-tune, and it did so- The drawback of the
shortness of pieces founded on such tunes it was sought
to overcome in various ways. The first and most
obvious was to play in succession several tunes of as
different character as possible. The suites of Bach
and Handel are the best examples of this device, but it
was a poor one. The constant stopping and beginning
again prevented anything like a bold impression. The
devices of variations and ground bass gave no better
results, and very gradually a more satisfactory solution
was found through the less rhythmical prelude, in which
small portions of melody were interwoven with pas¬
sages made of scales and arpeggios. All through the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, then, this florid
kind of instrumental music was developed, all the
European cultured nations working independently, yet

on the same lines, until the suite had grown into the
sonata of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, with whom
what may be called the pure architecture of music
again said its last word. When structural beauty
ceased to bring admiration, the sister arts were invoked
and what was called, at first, program music, was
evolved. Early in the nineteenth century Spohr and
Weber were the leaders in the new romantic move¬
ment, which sought, by means of poetic association, to
arouse the interest of the amateur in music, the tech¬
nical merits of which he could not hope to understand.
The charming concert overtures of Mendelssohn and
Sterndale Bennett were followed by the more ambitious,
but less attractive, symphonic poems of Liszt, Berlioz
and their school; fierce raged the strife of the critics
over the lengths to which it was “permissible” for de¬
scriptive music to go; each fresh composer felt obliged
to see his predecessors and go one better, until the
unfortunate discovery that he might write the most
outrageous nonsense without fear, since there was no
authority with power to lock him up; this discovery,
I say, brought about a state of reckless revolution
which might be compared to Bolshevism, were this not
to give it too great importance. Some people may find
their nerves agreeably stirred by Scriabine’s Pro¬
metheus and others by the syncopated southern or¬
chestra, or what used to be termed in my boyhood a
Dutch concert (where everybody played how and what
he liked. This was a family joke among the Bachs
200 years ago). But the majority of sober people
with musical ears will take little heed of these foolish
extravagances, and will find their pleasure now, as al¬
ways, in picking out a few grains of musical beauty
from many bushels of mere chaff.
It should be obvious, from this fleeting glance at the
history of the art of music that, as with the student of
any other art, the education of a musical composer will
consist chiefly in his devouring and digesting the works
of his predecessors. The art itself is made up of such

Previous Articles in This Series
[Editob’s Note:—Many of The Etude readers
who followed Professor Corder’s instructive and at
the same time always entertaining articles on musical
composition will be delighted to have them resumed.
There are literally thousands of people who have a
strong desire to construct a little musical composition
—if they “only knew how to go about it.” Profes¬
sor Corder’s articles have been so plain that anyone
playing third or fourth grade piano pieces who has
had a good drilling In scales and keys should be able
to appreciate them, in connection with this course
as it has been running In The Etude we can confi¬
dently advise a good beginner’s harmony, such as that
of Preston Ware Orem. Indeed by procuring the pre¬
ceding and the succeeding nrticles in connection with
self-stndv in the elements of harmony, many might
easily learn enough to essay a few simple pieces. To
the one who can compose, but who is not yet sure of
Ms ground, Professor Corder’s articles will be found
invaluable. The previous articles In this series have
been] :
January, iprp—How to Compose.
March—How to Use the Three Chords of the
Key, and to Make Cadences.
April—Inversions and Part Writing.
May—The Dominant Seventh.
June—Ornamental Notes.
July—Uncommon Chords.
August—The Minor Key.
September—Part Writing.
December—Borrowed and Fancy Chords.
January, 1920—Making Melodies and Tunes.
February—Shape in Music.

multifarious details that any analysis of these in a
book only becomes wearisome; when large numbers
of works are known it becomes a matter for the stu¬
dent’s intelligence to generalize from these what he
had better do and leave undone. Exactly how he shall
accomplish his purpose is a very different matter.
Technic is a slow and wearisome acquirement, in no
art more so than in composition. A sympathetic and
experienced teacher can show him many a short-cut;
without this assistance he will not get far. It is often
asserted that such and such a great composer was en¬
tirely self-taught; I doubt if this can be truthfully said
of anyone.
In this matter students are far better off in the
present day than they were formerly. There are even
books which give some help; the present writer can,
he believes, claim the honor of being at least first in
this field. Aforetime people used to write huge vol¬
umes on harmony, or even on elements of music, and
impudently entitle them schools of composition. Such
were the bulky treatises of Antoniotto, of Charon, of
Colet, Weber and Reicha—all in two or sometimes
three volumes, folio. Even the more modern works by
Asioli and Czerny contain no atom of advice or in¬
struction for the learner—as, for instance, how to make
a piece go on when it gets stuck, or how to get contrast
in your subjects without making the work seem patchy.
All the writers do is to gibber about “the ancients,”
and then proceed to teach the A, B, C of music as
voluminously as possible, with heart-breaking tables
and diagrams, until somewhere on the last page you
find some such sentence as this:
The Art of Finding Ideas
“Invention is the art—or rather, the faculty—
of finding ideas. This term indicates that we
consider it almost entirely as a gift of nature.
... It is this which creates those new and
original productions which resemble nothing
which has preceded them, and which serve as
models for all that come after.”
One wonders what works are here alluded to. They
must have been the very first ever written, if they were
to serve as models for all later works, yet they are
spoken of in the present tense.
Such vague generalizing is absolutely useless. The
development of a young composer proceeds along defi¬
nite lines, though for no two is the process quite the
same. The three essential factors are: 1, Earnestness,
which includes industry: 2, Intelligence, which includes
memory; and 3, Aural Culture, which is never the same
in any two individuals. All the twaddle about gifts of
nature dissolves away when we come to examine into
the growth of these three powers in a musician. Some
will say that ear is a pure gift, but although the power
to imitate and differentiate between sounds is some¬
times met with in very young children, it more fre¬
quently is entirely absent until adolescence, and many
fine composers have not possessed it to anything like
the degree of their musical inferiors. With some it
grows unassisted, with most it requires laborious help.
Is general intelligence a gift? The whole system of
education is framed on the supposition that it is not,
but has to be coaxed into being and gradually built up.
There are minds that startle you by the speed at which
they develop, but they do not always “make good.”
There are dullards who learn with provoking slowness,
hut they sometimes go further than the most apt.
Personally, I am inclined to give most importance to
the first of the three factors, and to regard Devotion
as most intuitive. Something—God knows what!—
says to the child or the youth, “Music is the only thing
worth living for,” and thenceforward it becomes his
obsession, no matter what obstacles stand in his path.
Yet even to this I can recall exceptions: there have
been those who drifted into the practice of their art
without any special predilection for it and who yet
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rose to high rank, simply by industry. This kind of
career is quite common in literature and painting, but
less so in music and sculpture, where the artist cannot
hope to live by the practice of his art.
The education of a composer should proceed on the
following lines: So soon as his proclivity is dis¬
covered he should be given elementary exercises in
rhythm (a course on the side-drum1 is ideal) and sing¬
ing. As soon as possible he should be set to wrestle
with the difficulties of musical notation, this being as¬
sociated with the rudiments of music (i. e., the struc¬
ture of scales and keys, etc.), from which he would
pass by easy stages to a knowledge of simple melody
and harmony, such as I have outlined in the previous
papers of tliis series. Thus far any human being of
normal intelligence and either sex could be led at a
very early age; but any further progress is possible
only to those who respond to this education by show¬
ing special aptitude (which, of course, is of infinitely
varied degree).
The cases in which music has been thus fostered
are, however, rare; in general scant attention is paid
to the budding talent until it has attracted attention
by its uncouth attempts to perform the impossible—
to compose without knowing how—and its strivings
are then usually stifled for a while by the uncongenial
labor of learning to play on an instrument. So it
comes about that the majority of young musicians
have to toil painfully at twenty over what they should
have acquired with ease at the age of six or seven,
and by the time they have spent two or three years on
-the necessary preliminary exercises of harmony and
counterpoint, get so impatient to learn orchestration
that they never attain the power to write a decent
quartet, vocal or instrumental. Composition is gen¬
erally learned entirely by practice—solvitur ambulanda
—it is picked up as they go along and merely done,
badly till experience corrects the worst faults and al¬
lows the despondent but persevering student to do
better. Intelligence, self-criticism, ambition, all these
come to the rescue, but a more systematic course of
training would be of far more assistance. As for the
vanity of the young composer who thinks his works
better than those of Beethoven, I have never met with
this vice, though 1 have heard it so bitterly reproved by
critics and the like. Whatever it may be in other arts
the young composer, so far as I know him, is under
no delusion as to the value of his product. It is always
so immeasurably below his ideals that I often wonder
that he has the courage to go on and retrieve his
blunders.'
Anonymous Contribution
If he would only study more patiently and slowly!
But there is the unfortunate necessity of earning a
living, to which end he seeks engagement as a halffledged organist, as an incompetent and unwilling
teacher of piano, as a publisher’s devil, as anythipg
but what he really should be doing, and then we sneer
at him for failing to “make good.” Well-meaning aftpatrons occasionally offer liberal premiums for com¬
positions and are surprised and pained to find their
schemes produce only a heap of crudities. They rarely
■have the sense to see that this is inevitable, that artistic
work is not to be attracted by the mere jingle of
dollars. The only course is to take the trouble to find
out an artist worth helping and to say to him, “Write
what you please and I will stand the expense.” You
might evoke some first-class work this way, or you
might fail to find it, but perpetual failure shows that
the device of anonymous competition is wasteful and
barren of results.
The most curious point about the real artist in all
arts is his desire to keep a little ahead of his admirers’
taste and comprehension. If his best work is under¬
stood and appreciated it sinks, in his mind, to the level
of pot-boiling. He must fly higher than the crowd or
he is doing nothing. This is the instinct that makes
for greatness, yet it is not because a man is incompre¬
hensible that he must be great. One remembers how
the critics, a century ago, deplored this tendency to
extravagance in Beethoven. “If he would only return
to his earlier and more lucid style!” they groaned,
forgetting that no artist can possibly go backwards in
his progress. But at least they were fain to acknowl¬
edge that Beethoven’s development from simple lucid¬
ity to complex obscurity was an orderly growth. More
frequently the young composer, through too lavish ex¬
penditure of means, starts in a wild, confused style
which he will slough with time and experience—if
these are permitted him. Arthur Sullivan used to say
to his pupils, “Write out all the ugly and the pretty
will come.” This was excellent advice, for a com¬
poser’s first period, when he has yet to find his real
style, is a period that has got to be gone through, and

blind, dogged industry is the only thing
hdpj..
The majority of young stragglers give up th Ja«e
contest before reaching their second penod-the only
one that counts-and are judged by their works of
unfulfilled promise.
•
i
And now see! I have expended all this time and
space in talking about composition instead of being
practical and telling the student just what to do m
order to become a good composer. But I wanted him
to know what kind of a kingdom it is that he surveys
before he tries to become monarch of it. In our pre¬
vious paper he has been guided through the extensive
jungle on the outskirts and has now to make his way
over a very broken country, in which there is no defi¬
nite path. To. drop the metaphor, he has to study
1. The expansion of normal 8-bar melodies into those
of greater length.
2. 'fhe handling of cadences.
3. The strictest of strict counterpoint.
4. Choral writing.
5. Instrumental writing.
The study of melody and how it can be extended
should involve a development of his rhythmic sense,
often the weakest point in a student who has devoted
himself to the learning of harmony. The thorough
comprehension of cadences is another matter in which
many young musicians are curiously lacking. It con¬
trols the whole shape of music of every kind. The
study of strict counterpoint is the most uncongenial
part of our" education, but it is most essential for the
acquisition of the power to break up the melodic line
and endow the bass with melodic interest. It has to
be studied as a purely technical exercise—just like
double trills In instrumental practice—and therefore
it matters little hovy pedantic the rules are so long as
you obey them. It is like learning to dance a hornpipe
in fetters, or run with a jug on your head. From
this to the art of pure choral polyphonic writing is a
natural transition, and though some sneer at this as
learning to write without ideas others will understand
how to educate that elusive thing called style. It also
improves the power of reading a number of lines at
once, so necessary before we can begin orchestration.
This latter study, so fascinating to all would-be com" posers, cannot be approached until the student is a
highly proficient reader and transposer. Even then his
efforts will be quite futile unless he can correct his
impressions by having his attempts tried over on an
orchestra. Where this is impossible he must curb his
ambitions and write only for what instruments—how¬
ever incongruous the assortment—are within his reach.
The real thing to be acquired is the power of putting
into pen and ink the effects imagined. This curricu¬
lum of study seems rather overwhelming, I know, but
it should spread over a number of years and the dry
bread of discipline be rendered palatable by the sweets
of imagination. In all the arts technical labor and
free fancy must go hand in hand and pursue their
development together, but woe be to him who neglects
the one for the sake of the other! Real composition
is of many kinds and degrees; it begins where rhyth¬
mical tune-making ends; but many people are unable
to perceive any difference between the two, so in order
to elucidate this matter I shall have to beg you to
follow me through a final discourse in which I shall
treat—and I promise faithfully not to bore, you—of
that simpler kind of music-making which I am forced
to call musical jerry-building.

How Shall We Spend It?
By T. McLeod
t- r
in us is a sort of Divine capital, which ]
we are privileged to invest as we will. To the vast
majority this investment is a matter of no moment. |
To others—those who think-it is a ser.ous respon-1
sibility. Most of us live lives of pleasure, varied
by necessary work to store up the means or mdulg- I
ing ourselves in the particular kind of pleasure we
The pleasant whirl of the social life engages 1
many; others “go in for” making things—gardens, I
houses, building up a comfortable fcirtune ni”' h as J
children collect bright buttons or birds eggs. Still
others move along a higher pa'h and become s in¬
dents, scholars, scientists.
Instead of bright but
tons, or birds’ eggs, they collect facts, seek ou new
combinations of old facts. It is all-whatever way
we look at it-the collection of something; for the
faculty of acquisitiveness is large in every son of his j
mother born into this world.
One of the most satisfying things to collect is
—music. True, it is, the most intangible of all
things, but it pays large in dividends. One has more
all-round pleasure out of it than anything else. And

Introducing Yourself to the Pupil
By Sidney Bushell
How do you proceed when a pupil presents himself
for his first vocal lesson ?
Do you start him “tone producing immediately
before you, practically a total stranger and a recognized
tone critic at that? If you do, is it any wonder if you
get an entirely false impression of his possibilities,
fatent or otherwise, and in consequence incur the risk
of starting him wrongly ?
Surely it is better to “break the ice” first, and avoid
this danger.
.
'
My conception of the first lesson is that it should be
more of a fraternizing session; a time to establi?h
amicable and sympathetic relationship, instead of
plunging into work right away.
' By your attitude you can impress him that you are
as enthusiastic about giving his voice a chance as he is
himself. If possible, get him to talk about himself: his
voice, and his ideas as to how it is produced. By judi¬
cious questioning you will be likely to learn far more
about his needs when actual vocalizing begins than by
making him sing at once.
Sketch for him, briefly and untcchnieally, the facts
concerning voice production. It is probable that his
knowledge in this direction will go no further than a
hazy notion that tones are, in some way or other, pro¬
duced by the vocal chords, and that his thoughts have
never gone beyond the area of the throat with regard
to singing.
What a help it will be to both of you later on. when
you have to make reference to the resonators, the
masque, and so on, if, in this first lesson, instead of
, having made him use it blindly, coupled with the handi¬
cap of nervous self-consciousness, you have, as it were,
taken his instrument to pieces before his eyes and
helped him to understand the duties of the various
parts. Lead him to understand that the vocal instru¬
ment is there and ready for use, and all that he has
to do is to learn, under your direction, how to use his
instrument to the best possible advantage.

The Thought Touch
When I was studying in Europe I happened to get
into a “nest” of students and teachers who talked
Touch, Touch, Touch, from morning to night. Every
conceivable angle of the fingers and the arm and the
hand was discussed. The. only thing I missed was the
“thought touch.”
No matter how persistently and conscientiously you
endeavor to cultivate touches that are automatic in their
administration to the keyboard, you will have nothing
in the end if you do not have the “thought touch”—
that is, if you do not put a thought behind all of your
single and collective keyboard operations. Michaelangelo, whose masterpieces become greater in the
world estimation as the centuries roll by, was not
merely a gfeat sculptor, architect and’painter, but a
great thinker, statesman and poet. He had the idea
of the thought touch in art constantly in mind and ex¬
pressed it, “The hand that follows the intellect can
achieve.” Far better to follow your intellect, than to
follow a method and leave the intellect out of the
consideration.

Scales in Four Octaves
By Angela Becker
How many piano teachers teach the one octave
scale? Probably more than one would imagine. Some
(and let it be said softly) neglect the scales entirely.
They, of course, are the worst offenders. One could
almost impossible to master the four octave scale; but
Do not allow your conscience to rest until you instruct
your students to play the scales in four octaves.
At first a young student may hesitate and think it
almost impossible to master the four octave scale; but
if each hand is practiced separately before playing
both hands together the apparent difficulty will be
removed. What a satisfaction it is to the students to
be taught to play the scales properly. It is often to
them a convincing evidence of having a first-class
teacher, besides being invaluable to them in their
musical training. It may require a little extra effort
for some teachers, as does anything really worth while.

Getting the Most from Technical
Exercises
By OSCAR BERINGER
Professor of Pianoforte Playing at the Royal Academy, London

.

In order to impress the meaning of technique once
more, I quote from last article. The word technique is
used to describe the mechanical preparation in music,
as in all other arts. In pianoforte playing the object of
technical exercises is to train the muscles and nerves of
the fingers, hands and arms to perform their physical
musical functions. In order to produce variety of tone,
the movements of fingers, hands and arms require dif¬
ferent action. It becomes necessary, therefore, to in¬
clude touch in our research. In fact the two are so
bound up together that you cannot separate the one
from the other.
Franklin Taylor in his book of Techmque and Ex¬
pression puts it very neatly as follows;
“Since the pianoforte is, by reason of its construc¬
tion, one of the most mechanical of all instruments,
everything must in reality be produced by mechanical
means, and there must be a suitable technique for every
kind of speech of which it is capable. Thus there is
the proper technique for rapid passages, whether of
single or double notes—for sonorous chords, for light
and delicate staccato, for a broad and singing melody,
for an infinitely delicate phrase like a whisper, for
accompaniment to a melody—even for a single note,
that the right quality of tone may be produced. AH
these varieties of technique, each of which requires
separate and special study, form,' taken collectively,
what is known as touch.”
,
Another factor which must also have its place in
these physical training exercises is rhythm. Rhythmi¬
cal accentuation plays a most important part in the
proper performance of technical exercises
Before
dwelling on the practical aspect of technique I think it
will not be without interest to give a short sketch of its
evolution up to the present day.
Revolutionary Changes
We need not go further back than the middle of the
19th century, as the instruments before that time dif¬
fered so much from our pianos now-a-days, that their
manipulation required very different treatment. I have
already told you in a former article that in 1850 and
even later all passage work was taught with finger
movement only, the arms being held close to the body
in as rigid a position as possible, in order to prevent the
arm muscles from rendering any assistance. Even
octave passages were played with a stiff wrist and arm.
The very light touch of the piano of that period made
it possible to play—yes, even in an artistic manner—in
that straight-jacket position. This would be manifestly
impossible on our present instruments
With the advent of composers like Beethoven,
Chopin, Liszt, etc., whose compositions extended the
technical possibilities of the instrument in all direc¬
tions, pianoforte makers set to work to produce instrumerits to meet these demands. They extended the
compass of their pianos, and tried above everything to
produce a fuller quality of tone, which necessitated
thicker strings and heavier hammers. Also another
string was added to each of the middle notes of their
pianos. This of course had the effect of making the
touch much heavier. All these many improvements
have given us such magnificent Concert Grands as are
produced by Chickering, Steinway, Broadwood, Bechstein, Erard and others. So let us be thankful and try
to acquire a technique that will permit us to produce
all possible nuances of which these fine instruments are
capable.
Louis Plaidy, born 1810, died 1874 in Saxony, was
the first who published a book solely containing techni¬
cal studies.
While such teachers as Moscheles and his contreres
still taught everything (even octave playing), with stiff
wrist and arm, Plaidy advocated loose wrist in octaves.
This was a distinct advance, but it was permitted only
in staccato. For legato the fingers had still to step as
hi eh as oossible, and to produce the tone you were
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Thalberg’s Advice
Great pianists of that day, especially Thalberg, born
in Geneva 1812, died in Naples 1871, did perceive the
impossibility of producing a singing quality of tone
by striking the key. In his L’Art du Chant Applique
au Piano Thalberg says: “One of the first conditions
for obtaining breadth of execution as well as pleasing
sonority and great variety in the production of sound,
is to lay aside all stiffness. It is therefore indispensable
for the player to possess as much suppleness and as
many inflexions in the forearm, the wrist and the
fingers, as a skillful singer possesses in his voice.
We must draw from the piano all the sound it can
emit, not by striking the keys, but by playing on them
from a very short distance; by pushing them down, by
pressing them with vigor, energy and warmth. In
simple, sweet and graceful melodies, we must, so to
speak, knead the piano; tread it with a hand without
bones, and fingers of velvet; in this case the keys ought
to be felt rather than struck.”
Now this sounds all very nice and ideal, but it does
not take us much ‘forrarder.’ For instance we are not
told how that “kneading” process is to be accomplished,
nor how we are to make our hands feel “boneless.”
Friedrich Wiek, the father of Mme. Schumann, in his
book Piano and Singing warns pupils against striking
the key and also against unnecessary key pressure after
sound production, “for fear of being laughed at by
every piano-maker’s apprentice.” He evidently meant
to convey that the apprentice knew more about key
treatment than did most of the pianoforte teachers of
Deppe’s Innovations
But to Ludwig Deppe, born 1828, died 1890 in
Berlin, belongs the credit of first going systematically
and scientifically into the question of key treatment, in
other words, pianoforte touch. Deppe was not only a
pianoforte teacher, but an all-round musician. He was
for some time conductor of the Imperial Opera in
Berlin. He was, however, so impressed with the neces¬
sity and importance of reform in pianoforte playing
that he gave up all his appointments to devote himself
entirely to pianoforte teaching.
Unfortunately he left behind little or nothing in writ¬
ing, but some of his pupils have published books on the
Deppe method, from which we can gain a pretty clear
insight into his ideas and system. Some of these books
are by American pupils of his—the most notable being
by Amy Fay, Clark-Steiniger, Galand and others.
Since Deppe started the campaign, many have followed
and have aired their special views on the subject of
pianoforte touch. These include Matthay, Townsend,
Breithaupt and Dr. Steinhausen, the latter a surgeon,
who treats the subject entirely from the physiological
standpoint. In my opinion his book is the most import¬
ant one that has so far appeared, but I do not think it
has been translated into English. In trying to sum up
the results' of this campaign, I find that the chief aim
in all these various books is to advocate the use of arm
weight versus muscular finger action.
Breithaupt, in his book, says: “All books of technical
studies ought to be destroyed. It would be the salva¬
tion of humanity.” Further on. he remarks: “Velocity
and the much vaunted finger egalite have their seat in
the brain, and can only be acquired by a free rhythmic¬
ally harmonious swinging of the arms. All mechanical
studies are useless and false, because movement and
muscular contraction which has not a definite object
neither exercise nor cultivate the brain.”
If this were true, what a blessing for aspiring pian¬
ists—no more technical exercises! But unfortunately
weight touch, important as it undoubtedly is, does not
exhaust all the manifold means we have to employ to
produce tone variety, nor is it possible to get real agility
in passage work without exercising the finger muscles.
For Heaven’s sake let us use all means at our command
to try and make the piano express everything it is
capable of doing.

I quite agree with Breithaupt that purely mechanical
practice of finger exercises is futile, but why practice
them purely mechanically? I have already shown in
my last article how this can be avoided, and therefore
need not go over the ground again. No, you may take
it from me that it is impossible to become a really
capable and artistic pianist without going through a
course of technical preparation. After these prelimi¬
nary remarks, I now come to the practical .part of the
subject.
Kinds of Touch
The first point to be considered is which kind of
touch, legato or staccato, should be taught first. At
present this is still rather a controversial point. Some
teachers prefer to begin with staccato touch. I un¬
hesitatingly say legato. My long experience in teach¬
ing has shown me almost invariably that those pupils
who begin first with staccato touch find it very dif¬
ficult to acquire a satisfactory legato touch afterwards.
In fact, some never acquire it at all and, uncomfort¬
ably conscious of the lack of smoothness, down goes
the pedal, often in places where the pedal should not be
used at all. After all, a beautiful legato is more im¬
portant than the crispest of staccatos.
Having settled this point, we will now consider the
order in which the various technical exercises ought to
be taken. Five-finger exercises naturally come first.
The fingers must rest on the surface of the keys, and
the keys must be depressed by arm-weight, the whole
arm from shoulder to finger tip participating in this
operation. The weight must be transferred from finger
to finger, care being taken that the same amount of
weight is being applied to each finger. Thus the amount
of tone will remain the same, be the note played by
first or fourth or any other finger. As the pianoforte
tone decreases rapidly, especially in the higher notes,
it is advisable not to practice too slowly. One note
must not cease before the next ,is played, else you would
have no legato. Legato means joining one note to an¬
other with no cessation of sound between.
It is advisable that pupils should commence with twofinger exercises at first, then with three, four and
eventually five. Schmidt and many others have pub¬
lished exhaustive five-finger exercises. It is therefore
not necessary for me to give examples here. I cannot
impress too strongly upon teachers the necessity of
practice in transposition from a very early date. The
student should be made to transpose at the keyboard,
not from printed or written notes. At this early stage
some teachers still advocate five-finger exercises with
one or more notes held down while the free fingers
are exercised. I am afraid I was one of the culprits
myself a good many years ago. Such exercises are
undoubtedly both useful and necessary, especially so
as to ensure correct part playing. They should, how¬
ever, never be attempted before the pupil is thoroughly
accustomed to keep the arms in a loose condition, all
the muscles being in a relaxed state. Commencing these
exercises too soon invariably leads to stiffening of the
arms; in other words, contraction of the muscles.
So far the hands have been stationary on five suc¬
cessive notes. The next thing they have to learn is to
move over the keyboard without altering their shape,
excepting for the necessary slight contraction and ex¬
tension which these exercises require.
Even Movement of the Arm
The most vital point in these new exercises is the
even movement of the arm from group to group. The
arm must, so to speak, float over the keys, the muscles
feeling thoroughly relaxed. .If this is not insisted on,
the result will be jerky and uneven. These exercises
must also be transposed at the keyboard, the fingering
remaining the same throughout, regardless of black
keys.
We begin these exercises with three-finger groups, as
two-finger groups would compel the hands to be raised
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between every two notes, which, at this stage would be
harmful, as it would prevent a continued legato.

In simitar mo/inn. left hand an f)na lower.

The Importance of Scales
Now is the proper time to begin scales. It is not
advisable to take them sooner, as they require a change
in the position of both the hands and arms, in order
to allow the thumb to pass under the fingers, io
facilitate this movement the hands must be turned
slightly inwards, the right wrist turning slightly to
the right, the left in the opposite direction. In the
scale of C, for instance, after the first three notes, the
thumb has to pass under the third finger to reach its
destination. This necessitates a slight turning move¬
ment of the lower arm from the elbow, and a little
more when the thumb has to pass under the fourth
finger.
.
.
It is easily realized that the movements in scale
playing are much more complicated than those required
for the previous exercises. In most Technical Study
books, preliminary exercises for thumb movement are
given. These must be taken cum granum sahs. Those
exercises, for instance, with tied fingers are bad, as
they have the effect of stiffening hands and arms. The
weight required to keep down the tied notes will also
prevent the equal distribution of weight. If pre¬
liminary exercises seem to be necessary, it is better
to take them from the actual scale itself. That is to
say, divide (the scale into two portions, first the one
which requires the thumb to move after the third
finger, and then the portion which requires it after
the fourth—no notes being held down. It is not ad¬
visable to commence with the C major scale as other
keys are much easier, for instance E or B. These
keys require a less artificial shape of the hand, and
it is also much easier for the thumb to reach its note
after a black key as this leaves more room to pass

m0„
h.nd, be .»>»
I should recommend beginning a,
?
movement, choosing scales in which the fingering rs j
identical in both hands. Not to commence scales with
C S may startle some people, but as I am tatang
for granted that previous exercise5 have been't ansoosed into different keys, there ought to be no theo¬
retical difficulty, and, technically, C major is the most
difficult scale of all, in consequence of being on all

Chopin invariably made his pupils begin their scales
with B major. To acquire an absolutely perfect
legato, it is necessary to insist on slow practice and of
course with separate hands. Not until each hand can
play its part without hesitation perfectly smoothly.
Five finger exercises are not only of use to be¬
ginners, but are also necessary for advanced students,
as they help to keep the hands and fingers in good
playing condition, and are also the best test of finding
out the equal distribution of arm-weight from finger
to finger.
Many teachers take scales after five finger exercises,
but, in my opinion, it is better to take broken-chord
exercises first as they do not require an absolutely
new movement. The only difference is a slightly
greater extension of the hand. For very small hands,
it is better to begin these exercises with the dominant
seventh before taking octave positions. A slight
lateral movement of the hands and arms makes it
quite possible for small hands to play even broken
chords in octave positions perfectly smoothly. It is of
the utmost importance that even these primitive ex¬
ercises should be always played rhythmically, the
rhythm being constantly changed. This helps not only
in fostering a rhythmical sense in the pupil, but also
compels him to keep his brain on the alert, and prevents
any possibility of purely mechanical finger movement.
Transposition is particularly necessary in these ex¬
ercises, as it will materially assist the student in sight
reading. Most passages in compositions being con¬
structed in scales or arpeggios, transposition will nat¬
urally help him to analyze such passages almost at a
glance.
The following are a few specimens of these exer-

I
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WNatukrany we begin with one octave before extend¬
ing to two, three and four.
Before Concluding my remarks on the practice o
scales I must call attention to the fallacy which still
exists in certain quarters that the arm is to be kept
perfectly still, the elbow being on no account allowed
to help the thumb to smoothly reach its note. But in
heaven’s name, why should not the elbow assist if it
helps to make the scale easier and smoother
The
arm must move gradually along with the hand, the
wrist swinging slightly upward each time the thumb
rnnroaches its note It will be found that this neces¬
sitates a slight movement of the elbow. In this way
the most equal tone is ensured, and the greatest
rapidity attained.
Extended Arpeggios
Extended arpeggio study is the next Pr*™ *e
have to consider. The position and condition of fingers,
hands and arms are very much the same as m scale
playing, only that the swinging movement of the arm
is still more pronounced on account of the greater
intervals the thumb has to reach. This necessitates
an undulating movement which may almost be likened
to the waves of the sea—naturally not those occasioned
by a violent storm. And, similarly, the movements
must never be exaggerated, but must always be free,
and look graceful.
. • ,
My next article will conclude my remarks on teahnical
exercises and will also have something to say on their

The Hateful Half Hour’s Practice and Some Ways of Overcoming It
By Mrs. M. R. Homer
A QUESTION which seems to puzzzle most mothers is
how to get the child to do a required amount of prac¬
tice. In my experience that which produces results
with my small daughter in her study of the violin
is to make her daily practice appear like play rather
than work.
The half hour right after luncheon seems to be the
best time for this, much better than after school when
the normal child should play out of doors.
Some days we pretend that We are having luncheon
down town at a cafe noted for its fine music. For
days they haven’t had any music and I say that I
won’t come any more unless they do have music. She '
immediately begins to play the game, and as soon as
possible she hurries to the living room and gets out
her violin and plays to me, while I slowly finish my tea.

Sometimes we are at the theater. I am one of tne
big audience and come in late. As I hurry to my
seat I whisper to the lady near me, which may be the
piano lamp or a jar of flowers,^“So sorry I am late.
Aren’t they going to play again?”
Suddenly she starts to play, and as I listen breath¬
lessly she bows and smiles and graciously consents to
an encore with my accompaniment on the piano, which
sometimes is my desk or the sewing machine, and while
I make believe play the harp she repeats over and over
her not very musical scale.
Of course, it is not altogether easy for a busy mother
to take the time, but if with a little tact and camou¬
flage she can play the game and get cheerful work out
of a child’s usually hateful practice hour, it’s well
worth while.

—-—--

How Some Composers Compose
The supposition of the general public is that compos¬
ers sit down at the table or at the piano and write down
at once some beautiful masterpiece snatched from the
gorgeous wells of inspiration. As a matter of fact,
most works are carefully worked out mosaics of an infi¬
nite number of trials.
Mr. Harry Rowe Shelley, the eminent American com¬
poser, who was a pupil of Dvorak, recently completed

an anthem, and accompanied the manuscript of his
latest anthem, Search Me, 0 Lord, sent for publication
with his original sketches, indicating in some way the
number of additions, changes, corrections he had made
in the space of a few measures. The enclosed cut shows
the process that this had been through. The entire
sketches made for the anthem occupied two large pages
of music paper.
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Attention as a Factor in Piano Study
By CLARENCE G. HAMILTON, M.A.
Professor of Pianoforte Playing at Wellesley College
interest is so excited in this way that he will master
a piece ordinarily much too hard for him. A young
pupil of mine became enthused over Lhevinne’s playing
of Poldini’s Marche Mignonne. It seemed a hopeless
task for him to attempt, as he was in the lower third
grade; but in an incredibly short time he was able to
play it accurately and with unwonted spirit; and m
consequence the whole field of his accomplishment was
enlarged.
.
A less direct, but equally cogent, source of appeal
to a pupil’s attention is in the stimulation of his
imagination. The above mentioned pupil was anxious
to study the Marche Mignonne because it was asso¬
ciated with pleasurable experiences.
If, now, we
can connect any other desirable piece with such ex¬
periences, similar results will follow. Let the piece
suggest some familiar ideas; let it be associated with
some scene or story, so that it is no longer a dry suc¬
cession, of notes, but represents a sail on the lake, a
game of tag, a military parade, or the like. How much
of the popularity of Beethoven’s Op. 27, No. 2 is due
to the title Moonlight which was bestowed upon it by
someone with a genius for advertising? Give the pupil
a piece with a title such as Schumann’s Soldiers’ March
or Happy Farmer, from Op. 68, and he will instantly
vivify it with a whole train of interesting events. If
a piece has no such title, he may be encouraged to in¬
vent one, and to work out its application for himself.
I once induced a beginner to work zealously upon
Wohlfahrt’s little duets by getting him to suggest a
title for each, Santa Claus’ March, Brownies at Play,

Every piano teacher will agree that there are few
human attributes so unstable as attention. That a
pupil is present in body, indeed, is no ■ud'Cation whatever as to the location of his mind, which ,hke the
Hindoo’s astral body, may be wandering anywhere on
the earth or the heavens above. Nevertheless, until
instructions are understood and acted upon, they are
worthless; hence the teacher realizes that he must use
every possible device to seize upon this mental willo’-the-wisp, and having caught it, to guide it along the
desired channels of thought and action.
We may distinguish between two general classes of
attention, immediate and derived. In immediate at¬
tention something attracts the mind instantly and
spontaneously, because it fulfils some urgent de¬
sire of the person thus affected. For instance, it is a
bright January day, and little Johnny’s mind is occu¬
pied with the idea of trying his new skates, with
which he was presented at Christmas.
But Johnny has “examples” to make up after school;
hence, in order to obtain the object of his immediate
attention, he must fasten upon the problems winch
must first be solved; an attention that is derived from
the necessity of the case. He has no personal interest
in these problems; but he labors over them desperately,
because that is the only way in which his attention
may be free to follow its own inclinations.
Evidently, Johnny will skate, when his attention is
immediate, with much more pleasure than that which
he displayed in the school room, where his attention
was derived, and even forced. Perhaps, however, on
the next morning, the teacher will present to Johnny
A Means to an End
some new problems in arithmetic of so interesting a
I am not now making a plea for program music, ex¬
nature that they will claim his attention as immediate.
cept as a means toward a vital end. When this imagina¬
In consequence, he will work over them with a zest
that will produce results infinitely better in quality than
tive touch has served its purpose, which was to make
the necessary connection with the pupil’s previous ex¬
when his attention was derived.
In piano teaching, therefore, the question arises
periences, he is prepared to turn his attention to the
not simply how to attract the pupil’s attention, but how
to secure attention of the best possible quality: namely,
an attention that is immediate, rather than derived, or
forced. The old idea of thankless tasks and dull
routine must accordingly be softened down, if the proper
quality of work is to be produced; and the pupil must
be brought to feel that his piano study is an agree¬
able occupation, satisfactory to his natural desires and
instincts.
Pleasing Music
Unquestionably, the most direct means of appeal to
the pupil's attention is through pleasing music. Dry,
pedagogical music implies in every case forced atten¬
tion, if any; bright, attractive music secures imme¬
diate and vital attention. Hence music should be
selected, not merely for its intrinsic value (which, of
course, should always be considered), but also for its
power of appeal to .the pupil’s taste. In general, that
taste demands primarily modern, up-to-date music
rather than the classics, just as a young person pre¬
fers to read for his amusement a modern novel rather
than Shakespeare or Milton. Let the classics be in¬
troduced judiciously, therefore, in small doses and as
the pupil is prepared to appreciate them. In the words
of Tobias Matthay:
“Give the children music which they can enjoy
(and that will probably be quite' modern in feeling)
and from this gradually lead them to perceive that
which is in an idiom more difficult for them, an older
idiom, or one more complex, and hence more difficult
to master. Lead always from the simple to the com¬
plex in idiom, in construction, and in feeling; lead
from the idiom of to-day to an understanding of the
idiom of yesterday.”—Matthay : Musical Interpre¬
tation.
Often, too, a pupil will ask for a piece which
he has heard somewhere, perhaps at a concert. It is
always well to gratify such a wish, unless it is obviously
impracticable, since it may arouse that immediate in¬
Clarence G. Hamilton
terest for which we are striving. Sometimes the pupil’s

distinctively musical factors. Attention, indeed, must
have more than one element to feed upon, otherwise it
will fly away to other pastures. So, to keep the pupil’s
mind engrossed with his music, let us present the latter
in as many aspects as possible, each of which may claim
his attention in its turn. Let us show him the beauty
of the melodic curve, the continually recurring pulse
of the rhythm, the essential unity of the phrase, with
its progression up to the point of climax. As the
piece unfolds, let each large division deliver its indivi¬
dual. message, and finally let all be fitted together into
coherent shape. Above all, the pupil should be taught
to listen to his music by ear training exercises that
deal with important motives of the piece, or by hear¬
ing the piece played, as a whole or in parts, and by
commenting upon its interpretative features. Some¬
thing should also be learned about the composer, his
school and rank, and the distinctive features of his
style.
In considering the subject of the pupil’s attention, we
must bear in mind the two occasions on which this is to
be sought—during the lesson hour and also during the
practice periods. All the contributing factors thus far
mentioned—direct interest in the piece, imaginative
ideas connected with it, study of its musical compo¬
nents—applyx equally well to each of these occasions.
Moreover, any device that will attract the attention dur¬
ing the lesson is sure to react favorably upon the
practice time; and vice versa. A new idea vitally
grasped in the lesson time, for instance, inspires the
pupil to work it out in his practice, while the successful
solution of problems by practice makes the pupil eager
to display his new-found knowledge at the lesson.
Serviceable capital may be stored up by cultivating
the pupil’s curiosity. Teach him to think about the
music by asking him questions whenever practicable,
instead of solving the difficulties for him. If something
is wrong in his playing—rhythm, fingering—ask him
to find the error, and when he has found it, to mark it
himself for future guidance. Let him examine and
describe the melody and the form; let him look up
definitions, or details of the composer’s life in the refer¬
ence books with which he should be provided. This
active condition of his mind may result in his turning
the tables and asking questions on his own account—
a blessed relief from the placid apathy with which so
many pupils are afflicted! So let there be a constant
interchange of ideas between teacher and pupil, in
which the teacher apfdies the match to the pupil’s en¬
thusiasm, that is ready enough to take fire if it only
has the proper incentive.
Require Careful Investigation
Similar methods may be employed in the pupil’s
practice, if he be required to perform certain tasks that
will necessitate a careful investigation of the music,
such as to write the fingering to given passages; to
add or correct phrasing marks; to set down and
describe prominent motives; to examine and decide on
the form of the piece, etc. In other words, instead of
going through a perfunctory succession of finger mo¬
tions, he will proceed to study the piece as he would any
school lesson.
Variety of treatment is another means of holding the
pupil’s attention during the lesson. Topics should cer¬
tainly be presented in an orderly succession; but an
order, however logical, should not be inevitably fol¬
lowed. Naturally, the lesson opens with technical drill;
but even this drill may be cleverly varied so that it
does not become monotonous. Scale studies, for in¬
stance, may be alternated with arpeggio exercises, and
these types varied by drill upon special muscular
motions, or by technical figures drawn from other
material in the lesson. After this drill, representing a
new study by A, a new piece by B, a review study by C
and a review piece by D, these may be taken up in the
order: A, B, C, D; A, C, B, D; B, A, C, D; B, A, D, C,
or in many other orders, so that the pupil may con-
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when the mind is
lesson and practice are b,e;L

tL" mwnin^
the routine of

By J. Keller Kirn

SaffyiaS^Unfortunately, piano Icssonsmust often be

The Ultimate End
Perhaps the best substitute for immediate attention
is that which is excited by the thought of an ultima
end. We all know the value of having an object in
view for which to strive. Just so, the pupil will prac¬
tice with redoubled vigor if he has a definite and
interesting object toward which his attention ls ducted.
And this object must not be too remote. It is not
enough for us to tell a child that he will appreciate the
ability to play when he is “grown up. That time is for
him in the infinite distance, far removed from present
endeavor. But let him have a certain occasion in mind
—a recital, a Christmas party—on which he is to play
a certain piece, and his practice upon it will take on a
new meaning. With the younger children very tangible
rewards may be offered, such as a gold star for a wdhlearned lesson, or even payment for practice. The latter
method, in which a child is given perhaps a penny for
each ten minutes, may be very effective incidentally 1
teaching the value of money and the independence of
a salaried position!
. , ,
•
Pupil recitals, mentioned above, furnish further in¬
centive in the wholesome spirit of rivalry which they
encourage. Each pupil, observing the attainments of
his companions, desires to do as well as they, or even
better, if possible; and in consequence, attacks his work
with added zeal. The same incentive may come from
meetings of pupils at the teacher’s studio or home dur¬
ing which they interchange ideas about music and take
pride in displaying their progress to one another. Class
lessons, when practicable, have a similar effect.
It is evident that attention will be more easily secured

A child in a short time learns to recognize “A” as
the first and “Z” as the last letter of the alphabet as
" vw p! “M” and “N,” the letters in the center of
quickly as
advanced student of music

to perform at least a part of their practice befo
school, when a twenty-minute period is often^ more
fruitful than an hour late in the day or « * ejen. g.
the f Ptoan t; count in cTrdcr to ascertain the lowest
There is no extraneous incentive to attention, how
“dS highest note, although there are exactly the same
number of lines used to portray music on a piano as
ever, that can compare in power with the; en*Uf a®mA
the teacher Per contra, if he is apathetic and dull
there are letters in the alphabet.
during the lesson, he has destroyed all hope of arousing
Numerous attempts have been made to make it pos¬
the pupil’s interest. A teacher who is so tired or borea
sible to read notes as quickly as letters but until re¬
thaUie lies back with closed eyes, and wandering mind
cently all such methods have been radical and imprac¬
while a pupil stumbles through his piece, has no ngh
tical. The following system does not necessarily r to be giving a lesson; for he is harming rather than
quire new means of printing music, but may be adopted
benefiting the pupil. Whatever our fatigue of mind
bv any teacher who cares to introduce it merely by
or body, let us during the lesson be constantly on the
maldng the leger lines, as indicated, a little heavier
job,” inciting the pupil to his best endeavors, quick to
(that is E and F above the treble staff-and A and G
detect errors, just and alert in criticism, fair in praise
or blame.
^This'method to facilitate sight ^adin3uf he^icr
Let the Teacher be “ Gai ”
lines to indicate the first and last lines of staffs above
An old French treatise on piano instruction enumerat¬
and below the regular staffs.
ing the qualities of a successful teacher, concludes with
1 Indicates the first and last lines of the staff of the
the advice, “above all, let him be gat.
Exactly; let
the teacher be bright and cheerful, enthusiastic, even
bTIndicates the first and last lines of the staff of the
a bit humorous toward the particular matter in hand,
added treble clef.
~ - .
and he will create a “play” atmosphere that will make
3 Indicates the first and last lines of the staff of the
of music a recreation rather than a drudgery and
treble clef.
.
, ,
„ , ..
that will tend to produce a music-lover rather than a
4 Indicates the first and last lines of the staff of the
mere technician'. If, as is true, it is the intense desire
added bass clef.
for some object or ideal that arouses the immediate and
5 Ordinarily a person would have to stop and count
most effective form of attention, let us fill the pupil s
the lines to ascertain this note, but by this syf enJ y°u
mind with that joy in musical expression with which
can see at a glance that it is on the second added line
every music student should be inspired; let us show by
above the staff of the added treble clef and is C at
our words and acts that we ourselves are actuated by an
the extreme end of the piano, while 6 is A, the last
equal enthusiasm for our chosen art, and the problem
note in the bass of the piano.
of attracting and holding his earnest attention will be
7 You can see at a glance that this note is E on the
effectually solved.
first line of the staff of the added treble clef, while 8
is B on the third line of the staff of the added treble

Check It Up

Cl 9fand 10 The lines of the staffs of the bass and treble
clefs are to remain normal.

By Watson Y. Buckley
all
fact i
In business, engineering, science,
branches of the various undertakings in which men
expect exactness and care, elaborate provisions are
made for “checking up.” No work passes out until a
competent checker goes over it to see that it is right.
The more important the work the more need there is
for care and competence upon the part of the checker.
The active student, whether under the tutelage of a
good teacher, or whether studying alone, should care¬
fully check up his work in every study and every com¬
position. Indeed it might not be a bad plan for the

i a slip of paper such head.ngs
student to wi
as these.
1. Where can the touch be improved;
2. Where can the fingering be bettered?
3. Where is the tempo at fault?
4. Where is the expression indefinite?
5. Where is the rhythm halting?
;
M .
Remember, if some one did not “check up,’ no
bridge would be safe to pass over; no order of goods
would reach you in satisfactory condition; no prescrip¬
tion would be safe to take; no building would be safe
to tenant. Check Up.

Why Can’t I Play, After I Have Studied for Years ?
By Lillian B. Martin
Knowing how to play and playing are two distinct
things and should receive undivided attention of all
who yearn for musical supremacy. One may possess a
thorough knowledge of music and yet be unable to ren¬
der a selection perfectly. Knowing how to play, and
not being able to play, is characteristic of many pianists.
There are pianists who have taken music lessons for
years, understand music thoroughly, know how to play,
and know how a piece should be played, and yet who
are unable to play a piece as it should be played. Being
unable to play after studying music for years strongly
indicates carelessness of past method, inadequate prep¬
aration and the study of advanced lessons before the
elementary lessons were mastered. The teacher. is
partly to blame for such deplorable results for not in¬
sisting that the pupil thoroughly master a lesson before
proceeding to the next, but the pupil, as well, should
have been sufficiently interested in his work to endeavor
to acquire accuracy and technic.
Few people can take up a new piece of music and
play it through without making a discord, nor should
everyone expect to do so without years of diligent prac¬
tice
But anyone who has studied music for years
should be sufficiently qualified to play old familiar music
without murdering the harmonies and miss-firmg the
melody.
Accuracy and velocity demand a great deal of earn¬
est practice. Practice is the guide to perfection and
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An Improved Method to Facilitate
Sight Reading
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stantly come in contact with what is unexpected and
so be stimulated to interest. The pupil may be taught
to give equal variety to his practice by luting the
several items, giving a fixed time to each, and changing
their order from day to day. He may be asked, too, to
transpose his technical exercises into various keys, and
by playing them in a different key each day, to have
constantly something new to think about.
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unremitting interest is indispensible to accomplishment.
If one’s musical education has not been all that could
be desired, one has always an opportunity to improve.
If you find any difficulty in playing a piece of music
correctly, and you are constantly making serious mis¬
takes in your music, do not be discouraged, but en¬
deavor to improve. If you find a piece of music dif¬
ficult to play it would be advisable for you to practice
each measure separately before attempting to execute
the entire selection. In this way you can easily discover
the difficult points, and you can readily rectify the seri¬
ous mistakes you constantly make while trying to play
a selection. And in this manner you can learn to
analyze each measure in a selection, will know the •
piece thoroughly and will avoid the humiliation of
stumbling over the notes when you desire to play
smoothly and correctly for a listener.
If you will devote two hours daily to practicing
and analyzing each measure of a piece of music you
will easily remove the difficulties which confront you;
this will also stimulate your musical interest and you
will derive much more pleasure out of your music when
you have put serious work upon it. The greatest dif¬
ficulty in playing the piano lies with the left hand. The
left hand is not so flexible as the right hand and for
this reason the left hand requires a great deal more
training and practice, and daily exercises for the left
hand should be diligently practiced.

ine ioiiowmg is a. poruun oi uie ivacniiminn' n
Prelude, marked with heavy leger lines to facilitate
reading:

A Gracious Assent
It is a sort of shyness on the part of the musical
performer to hesitate and make demur when asked
to play. How much a gracious and instant assent lends
to the playing of even a simple piece. It takes cour¬
age to play at once, but that, like everything else,
is a matter of practice. Get your mind into the habit
of assent. Determine beforehand that you will say
yes when you are asked to share with the listener
the boon of music that you have so laboriously ac¬
quired by years of practice. Particularly is this a
point for emphasis in the teachings of the child
Insist upon its playing with cheerful alacrity upon
request, and we will have more agreeably disposed
musicians to give'us of their musical riches when wc
ask them to play.

Secrets of the Success of Great Musicians
By EUGENIO DI PIRANI

Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy
Has anybody realized that Mendelssohn is the most
popular composer in America? Why, no marriage
takes "place without him, or at least not without his
famous Wedding March. Its theme is synonymous
with nuptial benediction “for better for worse 1 in tne
“movies,” in Vaudeville a few notes from that com¬
position brings better than any other suggestion a
complete picture of the hymeneal altar before your
eyes. Mendelssohn has married more couples than all
the priests in the world taken together!
Emerson in his Compensations says that for what
is given to us in exuberance on one side something else
is taken away from the other—quid pro quo—give and
take. We find this theory strikingly illustrated in Men¬
delssohn’s career. Wealth, the most favorable oppor¬
tunities, contentment and happiness were granted to
him in the most lavish measure. His existence was
almost entirely free from care and sacrifice. But
just the absence of struggle and sorrow deprived his creations of that depth of feeling, of
that dramatic intensity, of that note of tragedy
which can only be expressed by those who have
suffered, and which alone in the work of art stirs
the innermost recesses of the listener and makes
him weep, tremble, pulsate in sympathy with the
composer. Mendelssohn might have become a
second Bach or Beethoven had he had enough
suffering to fecundate his genius.
See the life of other famous musicians—see
poor Schubert not being able to buy music paper
to write down his inspirations and being com¬
pelled to teach reading and writing to the chil¬
dren of the poor for his daily bread; see poor
Chopin who died in Paris “without a grave—un¬
knell’d, uncoffin’d and unknown!”
What a contrast to Mendelssohn, whose mu¬
sical talents were carefully and systematically
cultivated from early childhood, whose loving,
tender parents continuously supervised his edu¬
cation, his development, and supplied his every
A Remarkable Family
Felix first saw the light in Hamburg the 3d of
' February. 1809. His father, Abraham Mendels¬
sohn, grandson of Moses Mendelssohn, the emi¬
nent philosopher, was a well-known banker in
that city. Felix was the second of four children.
Fanny, the oldest, then Felix, Paul and Rebecca.
His mother Leah (born Salomon) had a most
brilliant mind. The name Bartholdy was as¬
sumed by her brother, Consul-General Bartholdy.
upon his conversion to the Christian faith.
Felix’s father also assumed this name. When
the French entered Hamburg in 1811 the entire
Mendelssohn family escaped to Berlin, where the
bank founded by the father is 'still in existence.
Abraham M. was a devout Israelite, but he per¬
mitted his children to be baptized in 1821 and
educated them strictly in the Christian religion.
The greatest understanding of Art and Music
prevailed in his house. The educa'ion of the four
children was entrusted to distinguished private teach¬
ers, Professor Heyse, the father of the poet Paul
Heyse, giving lessons in general science; Berger in
piano playing; Henning in violin; Zelter in theory, and
Rosal in painting.
All four children showed decided talent for music.
Fanny became an accomplished pianist; Rebecca sang,
and Paul played the violoncello. Soon, however, the
exceptional gifts of Felix attracted general attention
and although the prudent father consulted Cherubino in
Paris, 1825, as to the fu ure career of Felix the choice
of his vocation had at that time already been made.
The unlimited wealth of his father made it possible to
engage a small orchestra composed of excellent players

with whom Felix could rehearse his instrumental com¬
positions.
This Happened Every Sunday
What a privilege to a young composer! As a matter
of fact one of the greatest stumbling blocks of young
(and old) composers is the lack of opportunity to
hear their compositions rehearsed and performed. Emi¬
nent singers were engaged to produce the vocal com¬
positions of young Mendelssohn. Among these was
Eduard Devrient with whom Felix soon- was bound in
warm friendship.
The strong desire for knowledge which was the
predominant characteristic of his nature prompted Felix
to seek his friends—not among young men of his own
age, but mostly among much older ones, such as Marx
the musical aesthetic; Rietz the composer, and Mos-

VERNET’S FAMOUS PORTRAIT OF MENDELSSOHN
cheles the pianist. Two men especially had a distinct
effect upon him and upon his works, Weber whose
dignified and gentle personality and genial music im¬
pressed Mendelssohn deeply, and Goethe the great poet
to whom he was introduced by Zelter. Between the
then old man and the young musician there sprang up
a sincere and loving friendship. Felix visited his illus¬
trious friend for several weeks at* a time, and hour by
hour he played to him while the old man listened en¬
raptured to his music. Other famous guests at the
Mendelssohn house were the two philosophers Hegel
and Humboldt j Heine the master of satire, and Bettina
Brentano immortalized by the friendship of Goethe and
Beethoven. Thus Mendelssohn grew up encircled by
the foremost representatives of the intellectual life of
his country.

According to his biographies Felix was one of the
most charming of beings. At eighteen he had the grace,
the courtesy and the brilliancy of a cultivated man of
the world. He loved outdoor life, rode horseback, was
fond of swimming and indeed had a special passion for
water as shown in three of his concert overtures:
Fingal’s Cave, Meerestille and Die Schbne Melusine,
Mendelssohn declared once: “I think I love the sea bet¬
ter than the sky.” He was also a skillful billiard player,
danced exquisitely and everywhere he was admired and
imitated.
An Expert Contrapuntist
Under the thorough training of Zelter, Felix became
an expert contrapuntist and to write a fugue in the
severe classical style was for him mere child’s play. At
seventeen he was already at the summit-of his creative
power and wrote then his immortal overture of
Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s Dream. When
scarcely twenty years old he had composed his oc¬
tet, three quartets for piano and strings, two
sonatas, two symphonies, his first string quartets,
various cantatas and a great number of “Lieder”
and ballads.
The eleventh of March, 1829, he directed Bach’s
Passion Music in the Berlin Singakademie in
spite of the opposition of Zelter, who did not
like his chorus to sing under another conductor
than himself. This work was given for the first
time since Bach’s death. Felix said that it was
strange that the people had waited for one who
was born a Jew to revive this grand Christian
work. The success was so overwhelming that the
21st of March the work had to be repeated un¬
der Mendelssohn’s direction.
At this point Fanny’s engagement to Hensel the
painter was announced, and Felix felt deeply
grieved at the coming separation from his be¬
loved sister, to whom he had been so affection¬
ately attached. Never surely did brother and sis"
ter understand each other more perfectly than
these two. To relieve his mind Felix went to
London where he conducted all his most im¬
portant works. The English people were espe¬
cially delighted with his Midsummer Night’s
Dream. As he planned to start for home he was
thrown out of a carriage and for two months he
was obliged to lie still.
In Italy
The next autumn Mendelssohn went to Italy.
The wonders of Venice and the sunny spell of
the Bay of Naples inspired him with new
thoughts and he wrote or finished there many of
his best compositions including the Italian Sym¬
phony, the Scotch Symphony, the Hebriden and
the Walpurgisnacht, a setting of Goethe’s famous
poem.
In 1827 Mendelssohn tried his luck as an opera com¬
poser and wrote the Marriage of Camacho, which was
performed at the Royal Theatre in Berlin. The house
was crowded with benevolent friends and the applause
was lively, but it was more a succcs d’estime. Mendels¬
sohn himself was not deceived by appearances and
went home before the end of the opera. He never
afterwards ventured again on the operatic field. His
sound judgment helped him to recognize the limits of
his genius.
His Songs Without Words, written 1828, brought
him such immense popularity that in 1830, when he was
21 years old, a professorship at the Berlin University
was offered to him. He declined the honor, however,
and recommended for this position his friend Marx,
whose livelihood was in that way provided for.
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The wish of his friends to have him appointed as a
conductor of the famous Berlin “Singakadenue’ was
not ignored, though the place was given to Rungcnhagen, an assistant of Zelter. Mendelssohn was, later,
fully compensated by his nomination as director of
the Gewandhaus concerts in Leipzig, an event which
resulted in Leipsic becoming soon the musical center ot
Germany.
'
The death of his father in 1835 matured Mendels¬
sohn’s decision to marry. Cecile Jeanrenaud, daugh¬
ter of a pastor in Frankfort, a beauty of the most
delicate type, then seventeen years old, won his heart,
but when Felix became fully aware of his passion he
did not hasten to declare himself, as other more im¬
pulsive lovers would have done, but he left Frankfort
in order to submit the state of his affections to a cool,
unprejudiced scrutiny. He went to Scheveningen, Hol¬
land,’ where he spent a month passing judgment on his
own heart. This exceptional self-control would alone
suffice to explan the absence of impetuous dramatic out¬
bursts in his music. Cecile was first distressed at the
apparent coolness, but Mendelssohn was only acting af¬
ter the wise Italian proverb,"Chi va piano va sano, chi va
forte va alia morte’’ (He who goes quietly goes safely;
he who goes swiftly goes to death.) In a letter to his
mother he writes; “I would gladly send Holland, sea
baths, bathing machines, Kursaal and visitors to the end
of the world just to be back in Frankfort. When I have
seen this charming girl again, I hope the suspense soon
will be over and I shall know whether we are to be any¬
thing—or, rather, everything—to each other or not.” In
September his suspense was over, and his engagement
to Cecile was formally announced. Subsequently, his
marriage took ’place in her father’s former church. The
amiability and beauty of his bride made a universally
favorable impression. It was some time after the wed¬
ding before Mendelssohn’s sister Fanny saw Cecile
for the first time, and when, at last, she did meet her,
this fond sister of Felix, who naturally would be most
critical, was warmly enthusiastic over her.
Mendelssohn’s Tribute to Bach
After his marriage, Mendelssohn resolved to com¬
memorate in a worthy manner the one of his predeces¬
sors to whom he felt under the greatest artistic obli¬
gation, and whom he most resembled in the sever¬
ity of his studies. Johan Sebastian Bach, the great
cantor of the Thomas School at Leipsic, ought to have
a monument in the city in which he had labored so
long. Mendelssohn undertook to erect such a monu¬
ment out of his own means, and he resolved in addi¬
tion to make the rising generation of musicians more
familiar with the works of the immortal master. He
gave a number of concerts whose proceeds were de¬
voted to the statue, of Bach and at which only Bach’s
works were produced. The first was given at St.
Thomas’ Church. It was an organ concert. Mendels¬
sohn performed the fugue in E flat, the fantasia on
the choral, Adorn Thyself, the prelude and fugue in
A minor, the Passacaglia in C minor, with its twenty
variations, and he closed with a free fantasia on the
choral, O, Sacred Head Now Wounded.
After the concert Mendelssohn went to England to
direct the great festival at Birmingham, where his
Hymn of Praise was given. On this occasion he was
invited by the Queen to visit her at her palace. Queen
Victoria, who, as well as her husband, was a great
friend of art, and herself a distinguished musician, re¬
ceived Mendelssohn in her own sitting room, Prince
Albert being the only one present besides herself. When
he entered she asked his pardon for the somewhat dis^
orderly appearance of the apartment, and began to
rearrange the articles with her own hand, in which
Mendelssohn gallantly offered his assistance. Some
parrots, whose cages hung in the room, she herself car¬
ried into the next apartment, in which task of elimi¬
nation Mendelssohn helped her also. Queen Victoria
then requested the guest to play something. After¬
wards she sang some songs of his which she had sung
at a court concert. She was not wholly satisfied with
her own performance, however, and said modestly to
Mendelssohn, “I can do better—ask Lablache if I can¬
not—but I am afraid of you!”
How the Conservatory Began
In the year 1842 Mendelssohn wrote to Moscheles:
“Now or never must a conservatorium come into being
in Leipsic.” In order to procure the necessary funds
Mendelssohn applied directly to the King of Saxony,
who had the control of a large sum of money left at
the decease of a wealthy Leipsic citizen, Blummer by
name. The king granted the money, and in 1843 the
Leipsic Conservatory was inaugurated. Mendelssohn
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Some Anecdotes
himself assumed the instruction of composition,
Schumann unfortunately had to retire m 1^’
delssohn assigned the theory classes to Hauptmann
and Richter, violin to David, and organ to JBeckerPiano playing was first in the hands of Mendelssohn
and Plaidy. In 1846 Moscheles was added as leader o
the piano department, and in a short time the conserva¬
tory acquired a virorlc} fame.
The death of his favorite sister Fanny, in the year
1846 was a tremendous blow to Mendelssohn. He
never recovered from it. Neither Felix nor Fanny
could live long without the other, they had often said.
He went to Berlin and saw Fanny’s rooms just as she
had left them. He grieved and brooded over his loss,
and he exclaimed: “A great chapter is ended, and
neither title nor. beginning of the next is written.
The last days of August, 1847, Mendelssohn was in
Switzerland, before his return to Leipsic, and was
taking a walk with a fried on the “Hohenbuhl,” com¬
manding the lake of Thun. While he was climbing
up to this nook the tinkling of cowbells came up from
some pasture land not far off. Mendelssohn stopped im¬
mediately, listened, smiled, and began to sing the pas¬
torale theme from the overture to Guillaume Tell.
“How beautifully Rossini has found that!” he ex¬
claimed. “All the rest of the introduction, too, is
truly Swiss. I wish I could make some Swiss music.
He spoke with true admiration of Rossini and Doni¬
zetti’s Fille du Regiment. “It is so merry, with so much
of the real soldier’s life in it.” Shortly after his re¬
turn to Leipsic the third of November, he was attacked
by an apoplectic stroke. He became unconscious and
never revived again. He died on the fourth of Novem¬
ber, 1847. The grief over the loss of the beloved
composer was boundless.' It seemed as if a general
gloom had fallen on the whole city. Large placards,
announcing his death, were posted upon the walls and
an imposing funeral took place on the seventh of Novem¬
ber in St. Paul’s Church. The red pall was borne by
his friends, Robert Schumann, David, Jade, Haupt■ mann, Rietz and Moscheles.
A noble feature in Mendelssohn was his treatment
of other artists, particularly those whose gifts differed
widely from his own. Liszt was heartily welcomed by
him at his first appearance in Leipsic in 1840. Another in¬
stance of Mendelssohn’s magnanimity occurred in 1843,
when Hector Berlioz came from Weimar to Leipsic.
Berlioz knew that his own musical ideas diverged fun¬
damentally from those of Mendelssohn, and he feared
that his reception by the latter would be rather cool.
He wrote to Mendelssohn, and his answer was as fol¬
lows : “Everything I can do to make your stay in
Leipsic agreeable to you I shall make it equally my
duty and my pleasure to do. I can assure you
that you will be happy here and be satisfied with the
artists and the public. I shall rejoice to give you my
hand and to bid you welcome to Germany.”

When Felix began to become celebrated Abraham I
Mendelssohn, his father, was wont to say with his own
dry humor: “Formerly I was merely the son of my
father, now I am merely the father of my son.
Once while conducting a rehearsal of Beethovens
Eighth Symphony, the allegretto in L flat not gomg at
first to Mendelssohn’s liking he remarked with good
humored sarcasm, that he knew every one of the gentle¬
men engaged was capable of performing and even of
composing a scherzo of his own; but that just now he
preferred to hear Beethoven’s, which he thought really
had some merits. It was cheerfully repeated
Beauti¬
ful! charming!” cried Mendelssohn, 'but still too loud
in two or three instances. Let us take it again from
the middle.” “No, no!” chorused the band; the whole
piece over again for our own satisfaction! and then
they played it with the utmost delicacy and finis
Mendelssohn laying aside his baton and listening with
evident delight to the more perfect execution.
What
would I have given,” he exclaimed, “if Beethoven could
have heard his own composition so well understood
and so magnificently performed!”
After the first performance of his Midsummer
Night’s Dream in London, the score was left in a
hackney coach and thus lost. Mr. Atwood, who had
it in charge was in despair, but Mendelssohn did not
mind it in the least and wrote it all over again promptly.
How much he was beloved by the public is evident
from the fact that at the Gewandhaus concert which
followed his engagement with Cecile the directors
placed on the programme He Who a Lovely Wife Has
Won from Fidelis and when the number was reached
and Felix raised his baton the audience burst into a
deafening applause, which continued a long time. It
was their congratulations to their idol.

Mendelssohn as a Pianist
A contemporary thus describes his skill as a virtu¬
oso : “The characteristic features of Mendelssohn’s
playing were a very elastic touch, a wonderful trill,
elegance, roundness, firmness, perfect articulation,
strength and tenderness at call in its needed place.”
His chidf excellence lay, as Goethe said, in his giving
every piece from the Bach epoch down its own dis¬
tinctive character, and yet, with all his loyalty to the
old masters, he knew just how to conceal their obso¬
lete forms by adding new modern graces of his own.
Especially beautiful was his playing of Beethoven’s
compositions, and the adagios most of all, which he
rendered with unspeakable tenderness and depth of
feeling.
Two monuments were erected to him, the one on
the terrace of the Crystal Palace in London and the
other in Leipsic before the Concert Auditorium.
Sir Julius Benedict in his sketch on Mendelssohn
writes: “In society, apart from musical subjects, noth¬
ing could be more entertaining or animated than
Mendelssohn’s conversation on literary topics. The
works’ of Shakespeare and other eminent British poets
were quite as familiar to him as those of his own coun¬
try, and although his accent was slightly tinctured by
his German origin, he spoke as well as wrote the Eng¬
lish language with great facility and purity. He drew
from nature and painted also very well and indeed
might be said to possess every social accomplishment.
It would be a matter of difficulty to decide in what
quality Mendelssohn excelled the most, whether as a
composer, organist or conductor of an orchestra. No¬
body certainly ever knew better how to communicate—
as if by an electric fluid—his own conception of a work
to a large body of performers.”

Ungentlemanly Modulations
Once when an English student had harmonized a
theme for his correction, Mendelssohn observed in a
surprised and disgusted tone: “Very ungentlemanly
modulations!” From a man of refined manners like
Mendelssohn this was a stern rebuke.
Once as he was passing by an old church Felix
entered and incognito asked to try the organ. The
aged sexton, a surly person with a sense of vast respon¬
sibility, refused. But Mendelssohn insisted on plavim
a few chords. Whereupon the wondering old man
gasped in awe-struck and repentant tones, “And I would
not let you play on my organ 1”
To a young musician he wrote; “I have only one
wish, that you may bring to light what exists within
you in your nature and feelings, which none save your¬
self can know or possess. In your works go deep into
your inmost being, and let them bear a distinct stamp:
let criticism and intellect rule as much as you please in
all outward questions of form, but in all inner and
original thought the heart alone and genuine feeling.
. So work daily, hourly and unremittingly—there you
never can attain entire mastery or perfection—no man
ever did—and therefore it is the greatest vocation in
life.”
Lessons From Mendelssohn's Life
Resuming, we find in Mendelssohn’s career the fol¬
lowing salient points:
The great oportunities offered to him by the unlim¬
ited wealth of his parents, especially the eminent teach¬
ers in all branches of knowledge, to whom his educa¬
tion was entrusted.
The intimate association with the most prominent
men of his time and the preference he gave in choos¬
ing his friends to older, more experienced men, from
whom he could gain enlightenment and inspiration.
His insatiable longing for knowledge and his inde¬
fatigable study of the classics, especially Bach and
Beethoven.
His exceptional culture and his refined manner,
which made him a welcome and desired guest in the
highest social circles.
The integrity of his character and the high moral
standard he followed all his life, partly a result of
the liberal and careful education given him by his
parents.
A NOBLE MAN AND A GREAT ARTIST.

ored precedent in mythological antiquity. At a Ron
festival in honor of Jupiter, 306 B. C., it is s;
musicians struck because they were asked to p
without pay. But a decree from high Olympus was
nounced and the awed musicians straightway bowed
the gods and fiddled.—Trade Union News.
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The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by N. J. COREY
• • ,
Tr/irh ” «What to Teach,” etc., and not technical problems pertaining
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to Ho
, ,
f u name and address must accompany all inquiries
Musical Theory, History, etc., all of which properly belong to the Musical Questions Answered department.

Bach’s Inventions
“1 Klndlv give the numbers of Bach’s Two and
Three Part Inventions in the order in which they
sb™'dWhaf dTthe letters G. P. mean in a composition?”—E. A.
1 Teachers of varying taste naturally differ as to
the order in which they would give these pieces. Very
few give them all, as it is better to select the most
attractive of them and spend more time on their pol¬
ishing. The list of worth-while music is increasing
so enormously that the matter of selection is becoming
more and more imperative. The following is the order
used by many teachers: Two-Part Inventions, Num¬
bers 8, 13, 14. 6, 1, 10, 12, 3, 4, 2. Three-Part Inven¬
tions Numbers 1, 2, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15.
2. The letters G.P. stand for Grand Pause, and
simply mean that you should make an impressive
pause before proceeding with the music.
'Information Wanted

at her age, and then if she wishes to continue study it
must be simply for what amusement she may derive
from it personally. If she enjoys fussing at it, it is no
one’s business but her own, only she should understand
that she will not be able to accomplish much. As you
say, etudes are useless in such a case, and one or two
simple exercises will suffice. You will find it a great
help if you give her some simple melodies with which
she is thoroughly familiar, such as Home, Sweet Home.
In these she can better realize when she goes astray,
either in time or note. If she is a churchgoer, give her
some of the hymn tunes she knows. 1 have known
dilatory pupils of this sort to “catch on” more quickly
with these little tunes than in any other way. Give
her nothing she will not be able to sing in her mind
as she learns it.
Advancing Slowly
“T have been taking music about a year, and can
play third and fourth grade pieces at sight slowly.
My
teacher
is
giving
me 1fet
Standard Graded Course,
hutve,?tlL
it. is v<.r.\ e’difflc5t
diIntuit.
T)n vou think it too advanced for me? My hands
are ^tiff and I cannot play fart no matter taw
simple the music. Do you think I could ever be
a successful music teacher? —K. a.

in the studio. They will never make satisfactory
progress if they come to the lessons with dread. 1
can think of no other reason for the nervousness you
mention, except awe of the teacher, and hence I answer
from that standpoint.
Standard Graded Course
“How many books of the Mathews’ Graded Course
1, 2 and 3?”—H. N.
The number of these books covered in one year will
naturally depend upon the amount of time spent in
practice, and by the amount of talent. The stage of
progress will also have a modifying influence, the
books are compendiums, indices of progress, and do
not contain all the work necessary for any grade. As
the pupil advances through them the pieces may not
be given seriatim, but other matter interspersed. A
talented pupil, practicing two hours a day, may cover
the earlier books at the rate of two a year, and I have
known exceptionally talented ones to cover three. As
the pupil advances into the later books, the ground
may not be covered so rapidly, as there is so much
supplementary matter to be taken.

,be played very ^fthiahDavf
i ^ ,hev »ty
too advanced for
met
« JS
need"to
arpeisggios?
need to practice scales and ‘™""
Should I use anv other instruction boo- y..
The seventh grade music is doubtless a little too
sides' Mathews' third grade book? If so, what?
difficult for you and would have .a tendency to increase
M. T.
the stiffness in your hands. One of the most frequent
1 The probability is that you.have not developed the
causes of stiff hands is playing music that is so difficult
requisite amount of technic for fifth grade music.
that both mind and hands are held in a constrained
Speed depends largely upon whether you have answered
condition while practicing. There is a good deal of
your second question for yourself, and said:
supplementary etude work that should go with the
■•Yes of course J must practice scales and arpeggios.
Mathews books. They by no means contain all the
I must’work them up, through long and diligent prac¬
practice necessary for each grade. At your age, twentytice kept up year in and year out, to a high^ degree of
three, there will be more or less stiffness that is natural,
velocity, with flexible, supple fingers. They are the
and which is the most difficult of all to overcome. You
root out of which grows the ability to play music at a
should, under these conditions especially, he very care¬
rapid tempo.” Then, too, your third question says you
ful about attempting too difficult music. Your tasks
are practicing third grade etudes, which would decide
should be comparatively simple, and it is well to take
for you that your fifth grade music, asked about in the
two or three things that are thoroughly learned, m
first question, is too advanced. If you are doing
which you can hold your hands in a flexible and supple
Mathews’ third grade selections well, your pieces should
condition, and practice them for weeks or even months,
be of the same degree of difficulty. Mathews is no
until your greatest speed is reached without stiffness.
an instruction book. You should work carefully in a
As to making a successful teacher, no one can predicate
book like Mastering the Scales and Arpeggwsthat in advance. It will depend on the thoroughness
although I know of none other like it. Czerny-L.ebl.ng
of your training, how well you understand all the
studies should also be used, and Heller, Opus 47 and 46.
steps that lead up from one: grade to another, your _
and later 45. As to your first question, however, your
industry in study, your natural aptitude for it, and
information is vague. If your “difficulty refers to the
lastly, your personality. You may become a most ex¬
amount of time spent in working up a fourth grade
cellent teacher for the earlier grades. Your best plan
piece, you have given no information as to how much
is to make a try for it, and results will prove your
vou have to give. What you might consider a great
fitness and success.
deal might be only the average amount. Furthermore
after you have worked them up, are your hands easy
Nervousness
and comfortable as you play ? If not,*'Sf ° da_
“I have noticed that some of my Pupils are
thing wrong somewhere; either a badly laid founda
inclined to be nervous, so much so that their hands
are almost continuously trembling all the time they
tion in technic or a stiff condition while practicing.
are Dlaying. As a remedy for the nervousness I
have emphasized the necessity of playing each
hand separately very slowly until practically com¬
A Pupil of Thirty
mitted to memory. What remedy would you sug“I have a pupil of thirty who stumbles
• gest?”—R. 3.
I’omeStimend nlf morTttan Vree Vnes of a piece In
A peculiar condition that seems inexplicable. The
twno weeks’ time
time. She puzzles
puzzles^oout notes and key¬
board with great difficulty. She ^as studied with
most ready explanation that comes to mind seems to
be that your pupils are afraid of you. Otherwise why
iWa0m°now omitting exercises, Riving^uc?lededCfn
should they develop this continuous condition . You
Cnlg^oniroS^Is’ffifs bright treatment?”
should make your pupils feel so comfortable with you
that they would like, if they are small, to come and
There are very few teachers who have not at 0"®
climb up into your lap. You should not allow them
ime or another been obliged to tackle a ProWem of
to feel that there is any stern side to the art, but that
his sort. I have known of many cases some of them
trying to play will be enjoyable because they are so
genuinely fond of music, but none of
em we
,
fond of you. The separate hand business, although
able to conquer the difficulties. The muscles are fixed
often essential for technical reasons, can have but little
the mind is fixed, and has never been directed along
appreciable effect upon the nervousness, especially if
these channels. I have known a few at this age who
it really is fear or awe of -the teacher. I would sug¬
have learned to play with a fair degree of success bt
gest that you approach them from an entirely different
in all cases they were endowed with a natural gift for
angle from that you have been following. Try and make
be?i„ wuh. i

Suggestions Desired
“1. Please suggest a few names of classical and
spini-classical pieces In fourth grade with lew
octaves and chords. Also hand expansion exercises,
for nunil of twenty who can just reach an octave.
“*P What exercises would you suggest for a reed
<*??“
S baeg'?rn1lD?fSetCw°elvegroveer'come poor
reading? Is In about the middle of second grade.
1. Mozart, Sonata No. i; Haydn, Sonata No i;
Chopin, False, Op. 34, No. 2, and Op. 69, Nos. 1 and 2<;
Schumann, Blumenstuck, Op. 19, No. 1; Schutt, Petite
Scene de Ballet; Reinecke, The Troubador; Raff,
Fable Op. 75, No. 2; Godard, Second False, Op. 50Hand stretching should be done very cautiously or in¬
jury may result. Children in their teens should mostly
allow nature to take its course. At best any expansion
will come very slowly and after months of practice.
Any passage work with two fingers will be good, such
as CE, DF, EG, etc., played with fourth and fifth
fingers’up and down the keyboard. Do not strike the
two notes together, but one after the other. Arrange
similar exercises for each pair of fingers, with longer
intervals between the notes. Playing the scales m dou¬
ble sixths is excellent for expansion for those who are
sufficiently advanced. Holding the hands in hot water
for a time, pulling the fingers of one hand with those
of the other is good. Play the following with fingers
in sets of three, for example, 2343 on first group, fol¬
lowed by same on others, repeating each many times;
then use 3454, and similarly in left hand, CDED,
BDFD, B flat, D, F sharp, D, ADGD, A flat, D, G
sharp, D, and extend farther if feasible with any set
of fingers. Do not overdo anything of this sort, and
see that it is practiced as flexibly as possible. Send
to the publisher for Exercises in Extension for the
Fingers, by Philipp, for systematic treatment This is
in fifth grade, however.
2. With very little exception any exercise work that
you find useful with second grade piano students will
answer the same purpose with reed organ students.
The fundamental finger action is the same.
3. Play duets with her, the primo part being in first
grade. Do not allow her to stop for mistakes, but
make her keep up with you. This will quicken her
grasp of groups of notes. Use Fery First Duet Book
and others which publisher will provide. Later, for
home practice, let her use any of the various collec¬
tions, always selecting a grade or so simpler than she
is studying. Practice at once near correct tempo, stop
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A Word of Encouragement

MARCHING HOME!

of 82. This virile military march

Etude Prize Winners
By Abbie Llewellyn Snoddy

We present herewith portraits of two more success¬
ful contestants in the recent Etude contest for composi¬
tions. Miss Brown’s prize winning work appears in this
issue, but that of Mr. Fernandez appeared last month.
MARY HELEN BROWN
Mary Helen Brown is a native of Buffalo, New
York. Her gift of music was manifested when she
was a child, and she was carefully trained under How¬
ard Brockway, Lucien Chaffin, Herman Klein, of Lon¬
don, and Noemann, of Dresden. Her work in instru¬
mental ensemble was supervised by Karl Korbach, Im¬
perial ’Cellist, Vienna. Miss Brown at first specialized
as a piano soloist, but found her work of musical
creation so much more absorbing that she abandoned
the career of a virtuosa, and devoted herself to com¬
position, varying this with very successful work as
accompanist and coach.
She has published many works, including songs and
compositions for piano solo, two pianos, violin and
piano, ’cello and piano, choruses for mixed and wom¬
en’s voices, etc., etc. The most important of these is
a chorus for women, with solos for baritone and for
the oboe, entitled The Armenian Maid. The text is
a translation from the Armenian, and the chorus is in
the form of a prelude and dramatic cantata.
'Miss Brown gives programs of her compositions m
recital throughout the country, and one of her manu¬
scripts autographed was requested by the Music Divi¬
sion of the Library of Congress at Washington for
their permanent collection. Etude readers will enjoy
her False Fran(aise, in this issue. This composition
was awarded one of the prizes in the recent contest.
JAVIER A. FERNANDEZ
Javier A. Fernandez was born at Mexico City,
Mexico, in 1879. He studied music with private teach¬
ers, including Senor Vicente Manas, with whom he
made great progress. In 1904 he became a student at
the Conservatory of Mexico. After studying there for
a short time Senor Fernandez came to New York and
studied under Raphael Joseffy at the National Con¬
servatory, for three years, during which time he made
successful public appearances in recital and concert
work. Since then he has lived in his native city, where
he teaches, and composes. He has written over SO
pieces for piano, and two operettas. Senor Fernandez
prize-winning composition, Ecstasy, appeared in the
February Etude. In this number will be found hjs
latest—Lullaby.

Do You Know ?
Do you know that Charles the VI of Austria thought
so much of the work of Johan Josef Fux that he had
the bed-ridden old man carried oyer two hundred
miles from Prague to Vienna on a litter in order that
he might superintend the performance of an opera at
thq* coronation.
Do you know that the ancient Greeks had a “goat
song” which was sung only when a goat stood upon the
altar of Dionysus to be sacrificed.
Do you know that Hail Columbia was written by
Joseph Hopkinson. (son of Francis Hopkinson, signer
of the Declaration of Independence) at a time when
America was threatened with a war with France. Hop¬
kinson felt that words adapted to the then popular
Presidents March, which centered on American pa¬
triotism and ignored the belligerency between England
and France' would be timely. It seemed to have been
effective as the war with France was averted.

How much do you depend upon the sense of touch
in piano playing? It’s easy to find out. Just try play¬
ing with your eyes shut. It will not be easy at first,
but it is valuable. The more ways you can help your
fingers to depend on themselves the better. And to
get the exact measure of the stretch for an octave
or an extended arpeggio by the mere sense of touch,
without looking at the keys, there is nothing better
than playing with your eyes shut, or in the dark. You
will be surprised to find how much you depend upon
your eyes. Save your eyes for reading music, and let
your sense of touch do its own part. This is one of
the sure short cuts to an easy technic.

Avoid Playing Upon an Imperfect Piano
Does your piano stick on certain keys ? Do not play
on it till it is fixed. Unconsciously you will get into
bad habits if you allow yourself to play upon it even
for a short time. The keeping of an instrument in
perfect order is akin to the quarterly visits to the den¬
tist. They are a nuisance, but they are necessary.
Your technic was hard to build up—do not allow any¬
thing to invalidate it.

A former pupil once told me of a winter’s experi¬
ence when she traveled nearly a hundred miles each
week, going part way by boat, changing cars twice and
spending a long dreary day in order to take lessons
from a particular teacher who was rather famous in 1
the locality.
.
“Not once did he tell me that he liked my work or ,
that a lesson was well prepared,” she said. “He usually
listened in stony calm until I had played my lesson
through, and then coldly and critically dissected it,
pointing out faulty passages, mistaken notes and wrong
shading. ... I wanted to know about those things,
of course, but oh, I did get so hungry for a few crumbs
of encouragement! It was so hard to go on practicing
and traveling that tiresome journey every week, with
never a word of praise to hearten me. Sometimes I
actually cried on the car going home, and nothing but
sheer determination to win my diploma at the end of
the year kept me pegging away. And do you know,
afterwards he told another teacher that I was one of
his best workers that year! If he had only told me
that, I’d have worked my fingers to the bone.”
Judicious encouragement is very different from fulsome praise. Even more rare than a day in June is the
pupil who deserves praise alone, but almost as rare, let
us hope, is the one who merits only blame—and the
music teacher needs to be careful lest he measure out
nothing but censure. If one pulls out all the weeds,
yet neglects to water and nourish the flower, one can¬
not expect to be rewarded with many blossoms. So, in
teaching, it is not enough to correct mistakes and re¬
pair poor technic; the good teacher must constantly
cherish the love of music in the soul of the pupil and
encourage him to a better performance and higher ap¬
preciation.
To this end, the task must not be made too burden¬
some. As there is some good in everybody in the
world, so there is some good in each lesson. If a
little run is smoothly done or a trill neatly played,
call attention to that as well as to the wrong notes
and faulty passages. The average pupil responds read¬
ily to just praise, and is apt to work the harder, in
order to merit a larger quantity at the next lesson.
Much depends also upon the attitude of mind and
condition of physical health with which the teacher
comes to the work. The girls in a certain conservatory
used to laugh and say that their grades under one
teacher depended not so much upon the amount of
their practice and preparation as upon whether the
teacher’s lunch had agreed with him that day! School¬
girl exaggeration, of course, and yet there is a grain
of truth in it. The tired, over-worked teacher cannot
give out an enthusiasm that is not genuinely felt, and it
is sometimes needful to exercise a good deal of selfcontrol in order that the corrections of a lesson may be
actuated by justice and not simply by irritation and
over-fagged nerves. A teacher should, if possible,
avoid giving too many lessons in one day, and should
refuse to take more pupils than can be taught with at
least a measure of enthusiasm and enjoyment.
In teaching it is neither good business nor good
artistry to run one’s machinery to the limit of its out¬
put, for the quality is thus bound to suffer.

Ring Laden Fingers
By H. W. Moodey
Many times my pupils have come to me with some of
their fingers so loaded down with rings that good play¬
ing was impossible. No one can play really well with
fingers weighted and encumbered with jingling trinkets.
We have heard of one teacher who formed such a
prejudice against rings that he always insisted upon
their being removed before playing. Better leave the
rings at home when you go for your lesson.

A “Change of Air”
The writer knew a young girl who was an earnest
student of the piano. Suddenly she began to decline
in health—became melancholy and low-spirited. The
teacher considered the matter from all points with
some anxiety, for she was one of his star students.
One day, as she played' a Chopin Nocturne, she bur¬
ied her face in her hands and burst into a storm of
tears. “What’s the matter?” her teacher asked. “I
don’t know,” she answered. “Well, I do,” the teacher
said, energetically. “You have had too much Chopin
lately.” At once he gave her some precise Hayden,
a playful and intricate fugue of Bach, a colorful bit
of Debussy and a rollicking composition of Grainger.
At once her mood changed, and soon she was herself
again. The earnest student unconsciously imbibes the
spirit of the composer studied. And lest that mood
become permanent, another composer should be
studied for balance.

Mr. Joseph L.Roeckel (widely known under his “pen-name’
is his most recent composition. Grade 4.

The Sense of Touch in Piano Playing

The Pedal Trill

Janvier A. Fernandez

Some contend that Paderewski was the first to em¬
ploy the pedal trill, but it probably dates back much
further. It is simply a means employed to secure a
beautiful morendo, “vanishing” or dying-away effect in
A sustained note or chord. The chord is pressed down,
and then the damper, or right-hand pedal, is pressed
down and released in rapid noiseless succession. The
effect is a delicate one, and it should be employed only
for appropriate artistic reasons.
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FEU FOLLET
A very effective MM number, ,equiri„8 , feathery touch and clear articulation, Mr, M*
wise inferior to that of the best modern French writers. Grade 6.
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PASTORAL CALM

An orgnn-like meditation, full of quiet charm. Grade 4.
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THE FAIRY WEDDING WALTZ

A little musical joke, introducing an old favor it e^show piece.” In making glissando, use the back of the second t inger ascending and the backof
the thumb descending.

In Waltz time

* Prom here go to the beginning and play to Fine; then play TRIO.
From here go back to Trio and play to FIFE of TRIO; then go hack to the beginning.
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A

refined and melodious drawing-room piece,requiring a tasteful style of delivery. Grade 4.

Andantino ben molto moto
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ANGELA BECKER,Op.21

A fasciriaiing drawing-room waltz movement, with some original points. Very playable. Grade 3..
± Tempo di Yalse moderate M.M.'J=144
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Worth While Works
For Use In Summer
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Profitable Vacation Courses
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Standard
History
of Music
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SUCCESSFUL FIRST INSTRUCTION BOOKS
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INSURING INTEREST

AND THOROUGHNESS

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE

Beginner’s Book

Price $1.50

MENDELSSOHN

A FIRST HISTORY FOR STUDENTS AT ALL AGES

SCHOOL OF THE PIANOFORTE-VOL. ONE
By Theo. Presser, Price, $1.00

Eiqht Delightful Weeks of History Study
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OFFERING MATERIAL

A PIANO COURSE

FOR CLASSES OF EVERY GRADE
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The Standard Graded Course of Studies
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
TEN GRADES—Price, $1.00 each-TEN VOLUMES
By W. S. B. Mathews
The Standard Graded Course is to Music like a keel to a ship. With

'""'"""weWmHelp You in Securing
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A HARMONY CLASS APPEALS WHEN A

Finger Gymnastics
by

60

Harmony Book for Beginners
By Preston Ware Orem, Price, $1.25

Lays a strong foundafo

I. Philipp
Opus

CLEAR, CONCISE BOOK IS USED_

pRICE> $h5°

A Decided Departure in the Completion of Finger
Work in Extension by a Writer who is Perhaps
the Leading Modern Technical Writer
There are combinations of fingering brought forth in
these exercises that have only been touched upon m pre¬
vious works. Equal prominence ts g.ven the five finge,

STUDY BECOMES A PLEASURABLE PASTIME
IN A MUSIC HISTORY CLASS_

Standard History of Music
By James Francis Cooke, Price, $1.50

of each hand and a careful examination of this work will
soon convince the musical pedagogue that this is one
of those works that forms an epoch in thejechmcal
world.

'

neHdiat it wllSro^e invaluabk in die class or for ‘self-help v.., k. This workhas

The moderately advanced player should use

these finger gymnastics over a number of years, in fact,
th^amjustthe type for daily study at the piano.
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Specially Selected Material for Summer Classes
Gladly Sent for Examination
Write and tell how many pupils you expect and the 1
are planning, and we shall gladly send to you material
The plan is to keep what you need for your pupils and retur
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The Brunswick ^Method Of Reproduction
That spirit of music
hithertb lost
now brought out in Brunswick Records
Leopold Godowsky
Pianist

It is now the privilege of the House of Brunswick to bring to music

Max Rosen
Violinist

lovers another innovation, another advancement in the art of phonography
—one as advanced as those revolutionary ideas introduced in The
Brunswick Phonograph.
We bring not only world famous artists with their individual interpreta¬
tions—not only the historic masterpieces of music, but in addition that
third inevitable factor—direction of concerted selections.

Individuality graven into them
alent of the musicians with
lposer.

We ask you to find this out for yourself and
|pass judgment in the same critical way we asked

Record is interpreted by a

lyou to judge Brunswick Phonographs.

accomplished artist technirt of recording.
t rare charm into Brunswick
Dorothy Jardon
Prim a Donna Soprano Chicago

'fjwick. See if you can find an equal,

will recognize instantly.
PPhes to all ensemble pro-

Thus we base the success of Brunswick Rec;!0rds Qn that on!y true standard: Comparison,

is, to bands, to novelties, to
ers.
ility. And intimacy. There

jAnd we feel safe that you’ll be enthusiastic,
S*
'
,
I The introductory list of Brunswick Records

-int of some guiding hand.

P*

reduction are synchronized.

f en . Ask f°r a catalog today, hear some of the

, we have, of course, the self>ns of the foremost artists
ttional.

Irene Pavloska
Mezzo-Soprano Chicago Opera C

be had of Brunswick dealers the natron

PdeCtl0ns of thc famous artists pictured here..
Then we know you’ll add some Brunswick
.flRecords to your library.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER COMPANY
General Offices: 623-633 SoutSWabash Avenue, Chicago
n Principal Cities of United
dexico and Canada

Archer Chamlee
Tenor

Hear

Brunswick Records—compare them. Hear some
■favorite air or selection as recorded by Bruns-

Brunswick Records can be
played on any phonograph
with steel or fibre needle

Canadian Distributors: Musical Merchandise
Sales Company, 819 Yonge Street, Toronto

Theo Karle
Tenor
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VALSE ERANCAISE

[prize Composition
\ TTitnde Contest

POST¬
PAID

A fascinating waltz movement,suitable for dancing or the drawing room.Grade 4

MARY HELEN BROWN

Introduction-Poco Allegro
1

si

BAKER’S DICTIONARY
( Baker's Biographical Dictionary of Musicians )

Third Edition- “Revised and Enlarged by ALFRED REMY M.A.

Regular Price

$ 599, Net, < postage extra >

Should, he in every Musical Library
Critical Comment

Contemporary Biog¬
raphies in the Diction¬
ary which demonstrate
its perfect up-to-date-

“The average biograph¬
ical dictionary of any¬
thing is an uninteresting
affair. But this one has a
great deal of ’attractive¬
ness to the music-lover;
for in it he can find out
the facts of the lives of the
old and new workers in
the field of music whether
executive, creative musi¬
cians or associated with
musical endeavor.”
—Musical America.

Sidney Homer
Frances Alda
Reginald De Koven
Victor Herbert
John Philip Sousa
Maud Powell
Oley Speaks
Charles W. Cad man

“In the very limited
time that I have had since
the recent arrival of the
new Dictionary I have
been enjoying it to the
limit. You have done
wonders in getting so
much new material, and
I have not yet noticed a
single statement open to
question.”
CHAS. N. BOYD,
A ssoc. Editor A mer. Sup¬
plement Grove's Dictionary
of Music and, Musicians.

Rudolf FrimI
Enrico Caruso
Rudolph Ganz
Percy Grainger
Harry Rowe Shelley
Eugene Ysaye
Efrem Zimbalist
Joseph Bonnet
Galli-Curci
Jascha Heifetz
Bryceson Treharne
R. Huntington Woodman

REMEMBER
The Special Price

$3.50
Postpaid

"It should be in the
possession of every musi¬
cal club and every teacher
and student."
—The Musical Leader.

This Offer
is purely an advertising campaign to stimu¬
late the introduction of this splendid book. It

Expires August 1, 1920
’

REMEMBER
The Special Pric

$3.50
Postpaid

For sale thereafter only at the Regular Price

Baker’s Dictionary contains over 2,000 new biographies,
including those of every musician (composer or performer),
every Vriter and theorist on musical subjects, and every man
or woman who has played a part in or exercised an influence
on the art of music in recent years. It js a veritable master¬
piece of reference and enlightenment. There are complete
bibliographies, indicating all important books, pam¬
phlets and magazine articles that have been published
about any of the personages, and a list of each’s works
also. Americans are given special prominence by the editor.
No other reference work or dictionary even approaches the
new book for detail and authenticity in this regard.

The volume is 6H x 9 and contains 1,100
pages.
It is bound in heavy pebbled buckram bear¬
ing handsome gold embossed lettering.
The paper is the finest book paper of its
weight and bulk obtainable.
In printing and all other mechanical details
it is irreproachable.

THIS OFFER GOOD AT YOUR DEALER’S OR DIRECT FROM US
3 East 43d Street *

G. SCHIRMER
entlon THU ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

* New York City
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Atjineful and graceful study or recitalpiece.Mrs. Ashford^ most recent piano composition.Grade 4.
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A graceful and effective drawing room piece of intermediate difficulty. Grade 3.
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WITH YOU IN THE LAND OF LOVE
T B B.henry

GEOFFREY O’HARA

A. fine modern ballad with a strong, and flowing refrain. Mr. O’Hara’s musical activities in connection with our Nation’s War Camps during the
World War have added much to his fame.
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LILY STRICKLAND
Bye ba-by Bun-tin’,

A pern from Lily Strickland’s new cycle Songsfrom Wa„
loves tligm.

Dad-dy’sgone a hun - tin’ Ter ,git
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LOUIS GALLET 1835->
Translated by NICHOLAS DOUTY
One of the f.ne.tof .Corn Fr.noh son*, Mr. Don.y's
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Scene: Hotel Pietronero, Chicago
Present: Members of the I.A.D.H. and Representatives of the Press
Hon. Slushington Graft
(President and Toastmaster)
Ladies and Gentlemen: Having par¬
taken of this sumptuous repast, so gra¬
ciously donated by a caterer friend of our
fellow member, Mr. Phineus G. Pull, it
would be unbecoming of us not to rec¬
ognize the fact that every part of this de¬
licious dinner is entirely complimentary
to us. Therefore, we, the members of
the International Association of Dead
Heads, may now begin the more intellec¬
tual-may I say spiritual?—part of our
evening, to which it is the custom of
toastmasters, from time immemorial,
to describe as “the flow of the soul.”
(Groans and applause. One member
starts to sing "How Dry 1 Am,” but is
quickly suppressed.)
Ladies and gentlemen, we will begin
our program with vocal interpretations by
Miss Polly Pass.
(Miss I’ass obliges with "Open, Ye
Portals, for Behold I Shall Enter.”
Mr. Graft
Of course. Miss Pass, you understand
that it is against the rules of our associ¬
ation even to give thapks for what we
receive.
Miss Pass
My musical education cost me many
thousand dollars. Why should I be
asked to give my services absolutely free
when you would not think of asking a
doctor or a lawyer or a plumber to work
for nothing?
Mr. Graft
That’s just it. We Dead Heads would
lose all our rights if it were not for the
musicians and others like them. Never,
under any circumstances, pay a musician
anything unless he is a member of the
Union, and then don’t engage him.
(Great applause, and cries of "Hear!
Hear!")
Miss Pass
(Contritely)
Excuse me' I forgot that I was play¬
ing for so many eminent Dead Heads. I
cannot tell you how I appreciate the
honor.
Mr. Graft
Now, ladies and gentlemen, according
to our custom, it is time to award our
annual prize to the Dead Header who
can claim the best record for the year.
We have ascertained that Mr. Ivan
Nerve has actually been admitted to no
less than two hundred and seventy con¬
certs, theatrical and operatic perform¬
ances during the year, and, what is more
—friends, this fills me with pride!—he was
admitted to three moving picture shows
and thirty-seven course dinners without
Paying a cent. Will Mr. Ivan Nerve
please come forward and receive the
club emblem, a beautiful pair of opera
glasses, donated by our leading jeweler,
Mr. Biffeny, engraved with our motto,
“Never give up”?
(Mr. Ivan Nerve blushingly comes
forward and receives the prize.)
Mr. Ivan Nerve
(Overcome by his feelings)
Mr. Toastmaster, Ladies and Gentle¬
men : It—It—I—I—that is, may I say that
this overwhelms me, when I think of the
hard, hard years during which I have
written hundreds of imploring letters to
aftists, actors, musicians and managers
when I think of the people I have dined

—a great expense, so that I could keep
my record clear of any suspicion of ever
having paid one single penny for a ticket,
this emblem of our club overwhelms me.
May I live to see hundreds of more ab¬
solutely free shows. Ladies and gentle¬
men, I thank you ! I would like to hear
fr,om Mr. Magnus Gall, the winner of the
prize last year.
Mr. Graft
Mr. Magnus Gall, will you say a few
words ?
Mr. Gall
I would like to ask Mr. Nerve how
many times he has had to sufier the
humiliation of being thrown out of man¬
agers’ offices?
Mr. Nerve
Only twenty-nine times this year. I
find that it helps a great deal if I enter
the manager’s door with a large cigar
pointed directly toward the manager.
This was the method employed by my
father, who heard Jenny Lind, Adelina
Patti, Joseph Jefferson, and Mrs. John
Drew without paying anything. Gentle¬
men, I am proud to say that I come from
a long race of Dead Heads.
Mr. Gall
Do I understand, Mr. Nerve, that you
have lived up to the regulations of our
association in every particular; that you
are not connected in any way with any
newspaper or periodical through which
you might return publicity to those art¬
ists deserving it, and that there was no
possible way in which you could return
the courtesy?
Mr. Nerve
Absolutely none—and, furthermore, I
am certain that at no time in my future
life will . I ever be able to make any
return for any ticket or favor I have
ever received.
Mr. Graft
Fine, Mr. Nerve! We are proud to
have you as a member. Is Mr. G. Watta
Cheek here?
Mr. G. Watta Cheek
Yes, Mr. Toastmaster, and I am glad
that you have called upon me. There is
something I wish to bring before this
body. There is a report going around
that I am such a confirmed dead-head
that if I had a ticket for Hades I
wouldn’t want to waste it. (Great con¬
sternation.)
Mr. Graft
Mr. Cheek, will you please make a re¬
port of this insult to our Executive Com¬
mittee for action?
(Commotion at the back of the hall.
Enter a Greek gentleman, very much ex¬
cited.)
Greek
Looka here—me de hat check boy.
See? De gent comes to my window, and
I say, “Gimme de mon!” He say, “Me
Dead Head; me never pay.” I say, “I
bet you dead-head if you don’t!” He
grabba da coat, and I soak him one
punch like this—bing! He say, “Whatta
you do that for?” I say, “You bum,
whatta want something for nothing; I
give you something for nothing,” and I
give him that something in the eye tena
time. Come on, now, ladies and gents,
fifty cents apiece or you no getta da
hatta and coat
(The meeting ends in appropriate dis¬
order.)

The Piano Record Is a Critical Test!
’T’O reproduce the music of a piano is one of the severest tasks you
4 can put to a phonograph. The result is usually tinkly and weak.
That is why we advise you to insist on hearing a piano record
as well as others.

The Highest Class

Talking Machine

in the World
welcomes this test because it fully reveals the greater beauty of the
Sonora which renders ALL VOCAL and INSTRUMENTAL selec¬
tions with matchless beauty and faithfulness.
Sonora plays ALL MAKES of disc records perfectly without
extra attachments and won highest score for tone quality at the
Panama Pacific Exposition.
Superb upright and period models, $60 to $1000
‘Co-Jay send for (general Catalog 4 or Period Catalog 4X

j^mtora JlljmtograiilT #aba (Hompany, Jttr.
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Hearing Tone Accurately
her so. He must do it in a sympathetic
One of the most incomprehensible tell accurately the sound of his own. way, not with any mealy-mouthed, fear
things about the study of singing for the voice? Alas, this is but one more mani¬ of telling the truth, but with appreciation
young pupil—and, alas, in too many festation of the mystery of nature, since for her mistake, and make her begin to
cases for those not so young!—is his the most difficult task we are ever called realize it for herself. When she realizes
inability to judge accurately of the qual¬ on to solve is to understand ourselves, that something is wrong, that her tone
ity of his own tone. At first this is so learn our own powers and how to make is not as good as it ought to be, while it
disconcerting, so contrary to all his pre¬ them of use.' Was it not Burns who said, will of course be something of a shock,
conceived ideas, that he is doubtful of “Oh! wad some power the giftie gie us if she, too, is worth a pinch of salt she
the fact and apt to be resentful. This is to see ourselves as ithers see us”?
will wish to correct her errors and learn
Have you never said to yourself, if not
one of the innumerable phases during
to do something that shall be good.
the study of the art of singing where the out loud to your neighbor, after hearing When two such people, teacher and stu¬
teacher must use tact, which means ■ s.ome young aspirant for yocal fame, dent, come together they will produce
“sympathetic appreciation of the pupil’s “Well, if I sang like that, at least I results that will be worth something.
would have sense enough to keep my
point of view.”
These are the only people we are talking
The average young pupil believes that mouth closed when anybody could hear about, people who mean business and
if he knows anything in this world it is me”? We all have thought it time after wish to do something worth while.
when he makes a good tone with his time, even if we may have been kind
own voice. This appeals to everybody’s enough, or discreet enough, to keep our:
Beauty of Tone
common sense, for anybody would think thoughts to ourselves. Yet taking these
Beauty of tone is the only thing which
that if he knew anything at all it was nasal, throaty, stiff and generally un¬
gives real value to a voice, since if there
the sound of his own voice. But in the pleasant voices and making something
be beauty of tone people will like to listen
study of singing the beginnings of prac¬ agreeable out of them is the regular daily
to the singer. If people like to hear you
tically all the difficulties lie in this fact, routine of the real teacher.
Take the young person whose singing sing then you are worth something,
that the individual cannot hear with any
whereas if they do not wish to listen to
accuracy the quality of his own tone. so much displeased you. Do you imagine
you because the voice is unpleasant then
Yet as the contrary belief is so wide¬ that it sounded unpleasant to her? Have
it does not make much if any differ¬
spread and firmly fixed the teacner must you not known many instances in which,
ence how high you can sing, or how long,
handle the question with fine understand¬ although you thought it bad, the individ¬
or how loud, or how much technic you
ing if he is to produce any good results ual who was doing the singing gave every
evidence of thinking that it was very have gained. Young students are apt to
and maintain his authority.
Until the young student has learned to- good? The fact that she was mistaken' be forgetful of this fundamental fact and
recognize good tone and to know accu¬ about it does not prove that she was a in their desire for power and range are
rately when he is making the right kind fool—not by any means! She might be apt to overlook the elemental fact of
' and when he is off the track, his practice very intelligent, with fine natural talent beauty. But if they develop their vocal
will be of little value, his progress slow for music and excellent vocal material, powers to the point of public appearance
because he has no confidence in himself. and despite all this sing very badly and the audience will quickly set them right
This is one of the many reasons why it be all the time blissfully unconscious of about this matter. The public may not
takes time to develop a voice and also
know much about, the details of vocal
the fact.
why most parents and all admiring and
If she comes to the studio, of a vocal technic, but it is very sensitive to beauty
criticizing friends must somehow be sup¬
teaclier he should know the moment she. of tone, and since it is the public for
pressed during this formative period.
begins to sing that it is bad, and if he is whose benefit you are seeking to develop
How does it happen that this apparent
your powers you would better keep this
paradox is true—that the .student cannot worth a pinch of salt he will have to tell

simple truth clearly in mind. By so do¬
ing you will save yourselves many tears
and much wasted effort. This is a fact.
Beauty of tone comes as the result of
freedom of tone production. This was
the foundation of the old Italian method.
The older Italians learned this centuries
ago and it was the understanding of this
law that enabled them to produce so
many great singers. It is as true to-day
as it was a hundred years ago. Freedom
of tone production means precisely what
it says. The absence of strain or rigidity
so that the vocal mechanism can function
with freedom and elasticity.
The young student almost invariably
thinks power and range rather than
beauty of tone. If he can sing a big
high note he feels that he has done some¬
thing worth while. But it may have been
forced, of unpleasant quality and so pro¬
duced as to work inevitable injury to his
voice if persisted in. It is not merely the
fault of youth, it is the very law of life
this desire for big returns quickly at¬
tained. It is but another manifestation
of that human instinct for big returns
which enables the “get-rich-quick” men
to flourish the world over. Everywhere
there have to be laws to prevent people
from being victimized because of their
impatience. They will even try to cheat
themselves and nowhere more than in the
vocal studio.
Of course, if you can make a fine tone,
then the more you have of it the better
off you are. But you must be sure that
it is a fine tone—and here is the rub. To
learn to distinguish between good tones
and bad tones you will have to go to a
good voice teacher, one who knows his
business and is not afraid of telling the
truth.

Fear is the Main Enemy of the Singer
Fear is the great enemy of the human
heart, the main obstacle ifo accomplish¬
ment. It is no more of a handicap to the
student of singing than to the student of
any other form of endeavor, but since it
is only the students of singing with whom
we have to do, it is their difficulties that
concern us.
At the very beginning fear plays its
part in the vocal studio, since almost all
students have heard so much about the
difficulties of vocal technic and the great
dangers of injury to the voice from mis¬
use, that they hardly dare do anything
for fear of doing something wrong. Of
course, a certain caution in approaching
any new thing is quite proper, but this
fear that most students have of their
voices is altogether hurtful to their
studies.
The first thing you ought to get clearly
into your head is that when you sing you
are doing something which nature intend¬
ed you to do and for which she specially

constructed your vocal mechanism. Anybody who can speak with an ordinary
human voice has the mechanism with
which to sing. It goes without saying
__ are much more
mnrp apnerouslv
criftthat some
generously gift¬
ed by nature than others, but if you can
talk you also can sing, at least as far
as the physical mechanism is concerned.
Whether or not you will ever sing well
depends on a great many different CUM"
siderations—aptitude for music, sensitiven»c, to innp
tmnd health, willingness to
ness
tone, good
W
work and many other things besides.
But at least it is a comfort and ought to
be an encouragement to know that you
have the apparatus.
Singing is action with brain and voice
coordinating to produce the tones of
beauty and power. Nobody ever learned
to Sing
majuug any
auy number
uumuu ui
sing Wlinoul
without making
of
mistakes, producing bad tones and getting
into all sorts of trouble. But those who
have the courage to try, gradually begin
to catch the hang of how the thing is
done and if they have minds to think

with, get good instruction and ai willing
to work they learn. Those who e fearafraid of making poor tones,
hurting their throats and doing other
like¬
things they ought not to do are very likely not to have anything to show for their
efforts save a lot of receipted bills and
unrealized ambitions.
People seem to forget the restorative
vigor
VlgUi to
ofA uatuiv,
nature. It
At is
13 astonishing
aotuniJiuiig with
wm*
the normal healthy individual how rapidly
nature can remedy the inevitable ills to
which we are all subject. Of course, if
you are weak and sickly it is hard luck
and about your only chance for success
in this life, whether as a singer or in any
other department of activity, will depend
on your building yourself up into health
and strength. But if you are a normal
human
iiuAiAa.iA being don’t
uou i bother
uuuiu yourself
j'uuiscn too
iuu
much about the extreme delicacy of the
voice. If you learn to use it reasonably
well it will stand up
un under a
a tremendous
amount of hard work.
Nature constructed the vocal chords

frequently worse in its effect on the voice,
than the most reckless shouting. You can
dually
to the sh°Uter that he is
“erv foolish and since he has the courage
L do things it is often possible to turn
his energy into the right channels. But
the timid one dares do nothing for fear

his whole vocal apparatus has become as
flabby and useless as his brain and is
good for nothing.
Have confidence in nature and dare to
do what you think right. Singing is
action. Let there be courage of mind
as there is strength of body. There is no
place for cowards in the singing world.

Elasticity and Relaxation

KARLETON HACKETT

out of the toughest material she knew
how to manufacture and she did a
mighty good j ob. The voice is very sensi¬
tive to misuse, just as the eye is very
sensitive to the presence of any foreign
substance such as a cinder, which is one
way she has of protecting sensitive parts
of the mechanism. If you misuse your
voice she will tell you so quickly and in
no uncertain terms. Then if you have
any wits you will find out what the mat¬
ter is, get it corrected and go on your
way rejoicing.
Nine times out of ten when young sing¬
ers complain about having sensitive throats
there is nothing really the matter with
the throat itself, but it is nature trying
to inform the individual that the throat
is not being properly used. People molly¬
coddle themselves, thinking that they
have weak throats and all sorts of >MS
when the truth is merely that they don t
know how to use them properly. This
cautious, timid manner of singing, which
is so common among young students IS
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; Beauty of tone is the basis of all the
value of the voice. All the range of its
use as an instrument depends in the end
on the beauty of the quality of the tone;
The beauty of the tone comes as a result
of the freedom of the tone production.
Volume, range, the ability to sustain the
long, flowing phrase, to run scales and
arpeggi, in short all of vocal techniC
depends on freedom of tone production.
The moment the young pupil begins to
sing there is tension, rigidity, stiffness
and awkwardness all through the vocal:
machine. This is due to timidity, to selfponsciousness and the uncertainty inevi¬
table when dealing with a new and strange
thing. It has nothing to do with talent
for music nr natural gifts of voice. Of
course, there is great variation in indi¬
viduals, some having much more courage
than others, catching the idea more
quickly and having the confidence to try.
But to a greater or less extent every
young student suffers from the inevitable
results of the timidity all feel when trying
to do something new.
Consequently one of the first things
which must be done is'to relax these
various tensions so that the tone can get
a chance to come out freely. Almost
everybody now understands something of
this principle—that the tone must flow
freely, without rigidity in the throat or
stiffness in the breath-controlling muscles.
Almost all young students understand
something, at least in theory, about the
necessity of relaxing these various ten¬
sions, but in this question of relaxation
there is a stumbling-block which has up¬
set any number of earnest workers and
so confused them that they did not know
at all what they were trying to do.
The tone-producing mechanism is a
part of our physical make-up, composed
of muscles, ligaments and nerves which
are governed by the same physical laws
during tone-making that they are in any
other form of muscular action. The proc¬
ess of making tone depends on the free,
vigorous functioning of the entire
mechanism, consequently tension and
rigidity interfere in a fatal manner with
making good tone; but complete relaxa¬
tion of all the parts would bring about
such a condition as would render it im¬
possible to produce any tone at all- This
is the confusing point when overmuch
insistence is made about relaxation with¬
out a clear understanding of just how the
mechanism works.
To make tone there must be a high
degree of activity in the tone-producing
muscles. Every instant of time while a
tone is being made the breathing appa¬
ratus is performing a most complicated
series of actions in regulating the outflow
of the breath, while the tone-producing
muscles of the throat are vibrating with
an intensity and a delicacy of adjustment
which is one of the most marvelous
phenomena of nature. Any tension or
rigidity which interfers with their free¬
dom of action makes it impossible to
produce a pure tone, while a complete re¬
laxation of all these muscles would put
them in a negative condition in which
they could not produce any tone at all.
There are certain complicated series of
! muscles which have nothing whatsoever
to do with tone-making, such as those of
the neck, the jaw, and the muscles of the

throat outside the larynx, and these must
all be relaxed, as any rigidity in these
muscles presses upon the larynx and pre¬
vents the actual tone-producing muscles
within from performing their functions
properly. But the tone-producing muscles
are in a high state of activity during the
production of tone and any notion of
relaxation which interferes with this
activity makes it impossible for them to
work at all.
It is the same law which works all
through every department of your active
life. We have all seen graceful dancers,
and we know that this grace of move¬
ment depends on perfect elasticity of
muscular action. If the dancer be stiff
his movements will be awi ward, labo¬
rious and devoid of all grace. But if he
should completely relax himself he would
simply collapse in a heap on the floor,
which certainly would not help matters
any.
If the breath-controlling muscles should
be completely relaxed the breath would
leave the lungs in a feeble gasp and it
would be impossible to produce a tone.
Yet if these breath-controlling muscles
be held too tight their action will be
labored, there will be too heavy a pres¬
sure on the tone-producing muscles within
the larynx and the tone will be forced
and hard.
Therefore, relaxation is a term which
must be used with understanding and
in a great number of cases what people
really mean is “elasticity.” Singing is
action in which the mind must be alert
and the tone-producing mechanism in a
high state of activity. If this activity in¬
volves stiffness and rigidity in the muscles
the tone will be bad, whereas if every¬
thing becomes too relaxed the tone will be
flabby and colorless and if this relaxation
be carried too far there will be no tone
at all.
Any number of young pupils have be¬
come hopelessly confused for the time
being on just this point. When they
sought to relax themselves completely
they found that they lost all control over
the tone, yet they did not dare permit
the normal vigor of the tone-producing
muscles to work for fear they would be
forcing. They realized that there was a
flaw somewhere, but they knew not how
to put their finger on it. They had heard
so much about relaxation that they did
not dare do anything at all lest they
should be using improper force.
Singing is action, the result of muscular
activity, and if the muscles whose func¬
tion it is to produce the tone are com¬
pletely relaxed it is evident that there
will be no tone. Get this clearly into your
head. The muscles which have nothing
to do with tone-making must, of course,
be completely relaxed so that they do not
interfere. But the tone-producing mus¬
cles must be free to work as nature in¬
tended, with vigor and elasticity.
The thing you have needed to under¬
stand was not merely the law of relaxa¬
tion but the law of elasticity. The toneproducing muscles must work and the
conditions must be such that they can
work freely and vigorously, or they can¬
not produce a tone worth listening to.
They must all be elastic, supple and
strong: For the actual tone-producing
muscles it is not the negative law of re¬
laxation which governs, but the active
principle of elasticity.
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Every student realizes the fundamental
necessity of vocalizing if the tone is ever
to be made pure and the scale even,
Every student realizes the need for distinct enunciation; at least, they are all
beginning to realize it now even if they
did not use to think so very much about
it. The point which a great number of
students fail to understand is the relationship between vocalizing and enunciation.
_
To vocalize is to sustain vowel sounds.
We study vocalizing in all its forms
the sustained tone, sea es, arpeggi and

£-**

can never become in any true meaning of of the tongue.
the word a singer.
The flow of the breath through the
When it comes to the forming of throat, which produces the tone, has
words the sustaining of the vowel sound nothing to do with the enunciation, which
is the fundamental essential. In every ;s done at the front of the mouth. If the
syllable of every word in every language tone, because of the freedom of the
the tone is made by sustaining the vowel tjjroat action, reaches its proper focus at
sound of which the particular syllable is the front 0f the mouth, enunciation becomposed. This produces what we recog- comes a simp]e matter, since the tone is
nize as the singing tone. The tone will then concentrated right at the place
be good if the vocalizing, the sustaining where the organs of enunciation can
of the vowel sound, is good; or it will be ^ ;t
llables
poor if the singer does not understand
^
^ ^ desire for d;stinct enunhow to produce the vowel sound corthere
any interference with the

For Restoring Color and_
Beauty to Gjay and Faded Hair.

GEORGE FROST COMPANY, BOSTON
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of the vocal apparatus. Too much in¬
sistence on “breath control” almost in¬
variably makes the pupil hold back the
breath so that not enough is coming to
set the tone-producing machine into
proper vibration.
The main trouble with all young students is that they go at their singing too
artificially and dare not trust at all to
natural law. In fact, most of them appear to have no notion that they are
dealing with natural law and using an
apparatus which was constructed by
Nature for the express purpose of making
tone.
Don’t be afraid to use your breath gen¬
erously, since it is the breath which makes
the tone. Above all learn to trust Na¬
ture. To sing is to do something Nature
intended and for which she has con¬
structed the vocal machinery. Give her
chance and she will do wonders for
you!

The significance of the Italian term,
“fioriture,” is flowery, or graced with littie flowers. It refers to the florid style
;
.
of singing in which the theme is decorated with embellishments, runs, cadenzas, trills. Has not this connotation of

the word in pianoforte-playing a subtle
meaning?
“Little flowers”—is it not
intel-est.ing to tr/ *> »ake our embellishments in pianoforte pieces so pretty, so
graceful, and so effective, that they will
have all the charm of “little flowers?”
Try it.

Songs played an all-important part in
the training of soldiers, and especially
those who were a part of the American
Expeditionary Forces. There are some
periods of my military training which I
shall never forget. One such period be¬
gan the moment I presented myself for
military duty, and continued until I was
thoroughly hardened. Drill, drill, drill;
rifle drill, bayonet drill, close-order drill,
extended-order drill—and it seemed a
hundred other drills; and then came long,
tedious hikes with full packs. These
drills and hikes all played important parts
in my physical and mental development.
Sometimes I felt as if I must drop from
exhaustion, for only a few short weeks
before I was a railroad stenographer. My
work in a railroad office did not require
pep, snap, stamina, nor a brain so clear
that it would automatically relay a com¬
mand to my nerves, and they in turn to
my muscles, to the end that the command
would be completed almost the instant
the command of execution was given.
Yes, the moment I reported for instruc¬
tion at a military camp I began to live a
OSTPONE the day when
new life, the purpose of which was to
beauty fades and youth’s
fresh complexion loses its charm.
make me a good soldier. And a good
Use only pure, dainty, harmless
soldier is one who respects rigid disci¬
pline; is one who receives an order or
command and instantly sets about to exe¬
cute it; is one whose vitality and re¬
FACE POWDER
sourcefulness are such that he is fit to
fight, ready to meet and overcome all
obstacles.
A very trying feature in this process
of hardening or seasoning is hiking, for
although hiking toughens the feet and
muscles, strengthens the legs and back,
develops the chest and subsequently the
wind and endurance of the soldier, yet
these changes are gradual, and hiking is
generally grilling at first. How easily
my tender feet developed blisters! How
quickly my rifle seemed to wear holes in
my shoulders, and how my arms ached
from holding the rifle in place! And my
pack, made up in “heavy marching order,”
seemed to double and even triple in
weight as the hike continued! The pack
straps sank into the soft flesh on my
shoulders, while the ammunition belt dug
into my sides! If the hike was conducted
on a warm day the perspiration slowly
soaked my uniform and trickled down
my face, and the dust clung to the uni¬
lir Coior’RMtorcr.Yfende'gTOy hair form and settled on my wrists, hands
and face) clogged my nose and found its
way into my eyes! And on rare occasions
when a gentle breeze bore down the road,
how momentarily cool and pleasant it
Scientific Hair Color Restorer
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Using he Breath
The voice is a wind instrument. The
tone is produced by the normal, steady
outflow of the breath through the throat
(where it is made into tone by the action
of the vocal cords) and up into the
resonance chambers of the head, where
it gains its' timbre and carrying power.
The young student must first of all
grasp the fact that the tone is produced
by the coming out of the breath. Too
many of them get the notion that breath
control means the holding back of the
hreath. Breath control, on the contrary,
is learning to govern the outflow of the
breath so that it shall always flow forth
:n, steady stream.
First get the breath flowing freely from
the lungs through the throat and when
this has been accomplished it is possible
to regulate the flow. The normal outflow
of the breath in singing is a thing in¬
tended by nature and for which she has
made careful provision in the structure

By Andrew Ross
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"The' distinct forming of the various freedom of throat action the result is
syllables depends on the manner in which always poor tone and an enuncia ion both
the consonants are enunciated. Here is labored and indistinct The tone-prowhere the student is apt to lose his bal- ducing mechanism of the throat and the
know what to do. For all enunciatory organs at the front of tne
practical purposes in singing the con- mouth work together m the simplest
sonants are formed by the enunciatory manner according to natural laws if the
organs which are (roughly speaking) the pupils understand these laws. If you
lips, the teeth and the tip of the tongue, speak in an ordinary human manner it
During singing the throat must always always seems as though you could pick
be in such a condition of freedom and the words right off your lips. The same
elasticity that the tone has an absolutely is true in singing if you understand the
open passage into the forward resonance laws of good tone production,
chambers. If the tone passes freely
The throat must always be perfectly
through the throat and forward to the free in its action so that it can produce
front of the mouth the enunciatory or- a pure musical tone; the syllables are
gans can then mold it into the various formed by the molding the tone receives
syllables with ease and distinctness. The at the front of the mouth by the lips, the
whole apparatus is then working nor- teeth and the tip of the tongue. Nature
mally, as nature intended, and the result has provided a perfect mechanism if you
is a fine tone formed into a distinct will learn how to use it according to her
word.
_laws-

Little Flowers
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By Walter W. Connel

But the pupil, not under^"^ fs
law of vowel formmg as apP >edto words
and desiring to enunciate the words dis
tinctly, is constantly interfering with tne
freedom of the throat action in seeking
to make the words distinct. The on y
result is a poor tone, because of mterference with the freedom of throat act;on> and an indistinctness of enunciation
|)ecause iie js not using the true organs
of enunciation properly.
The tQne js prodUCed by the action of
vocal cords in the larynx and they
have
fect freedom of action if
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Those Cloudy Teeth
Are Coated With a Film
All Statements Approved by High Dental Authorities
When teeth lack luster, a simple
test would probably show a film upon
them.
Millions of teeth which once were
dull now glisten. You see them every¬
where. The reason lies in a new teethcleaning method.
Dentists every¬
where are urging its adoption. And
people all around you are enjoying
its results.

holds food substance which ferments
and forms acid. It holds the acid in
contact with the teeth to cause decay.
Millions of germs breed in it. They,
with tartar, are the chief cause of
pyorrhea. All these troubles have
been constantly increasing, because
brushing methods failed to keep teeth
clean.

Film Ruins Teeth

Every dentist knows this. All urge
periodic cleaning in a dentist’s chair
to remove the fixed film. And dental
science has for years been searching
for a daily film combatant.
It has now been found. Five years
of careful tests have proved its effi¬
ciency.
Millions of people have
proved it.
The way is now embodied in a den¬
tifrice called Pepsodent. And a 10Day Tube for testing is sent to any¬
one who asks.

Film is that viscous coat whjch you
feel with your tongue. It clings to
teeth, enters crevices and stays. And
most tooth troubles are now known
to be due to it.
Brushing does not end it. The ordi¬
nary tooth paste does not dissolve it.
That is why so many brushed teeth
discolor and decay.
Film is what discolors—not the
teeth. It is the basis of tartar. It

Dentists Know This

Active Pepsin Now Applied
Pepsodent is based on pepsin, the
digestant of albumin. The film is al¬
buminous matter. The object of Pep¬
sodent is to dissolve it, then to day
by day combat it.
This method long seemed impos¬
sible. Pepsin must be activated, and
the usual agent is an acid harmful to
the teeth. But science has discovered
a harmless activating method. And

now film is combated on millions of
teeth in this efficient way.
Send the coupon for a 10-Day Tube.
Note how clean the teeth feel after
using. Mark the absence of the vis¬
cous film. See how teeth whiten as
the fixed film disappears.
Compare the results with old meth¬
ods. Let the clear effects show what
is best, both for you and yours. Cut
out the coupon so you won’t forget.

Pfl’DsaUaivl

When Music Joined the March
10-Day Tube Free
One day over in France when my regi¬
REG. U. S. I
—
ment had been “on the hike" for several
THE PEPSODENT COMPANY,
The New-Day Dentifrice
hours' something happened, something
Dept. 296, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.,
very simple in itself yet very electric in
Chicago, Ill.
The scientific film combatant, now ad¬
its effect on the marching men. The
Mail 10-Day Tube of Pepsodent to
leading unit in the column broke into song vised by leading dentists everywhere and
—a popular war song. Its air was imme¬ supplied by druggists in large tubes.
I
diately picked up by the succeeding units
in the column. Some of the men sang
| MANY SCHOOLS ARE OFFERING SUMMER VOCAL COURSES SE2E85P28G8ES
the words; others hummed the air; still
others whistled the rousing tune.
The effect of that song was like that
of recharging a wornout battery. Heads
MUSIC PRINTERS and ENGRAVERS
were thrown up and chests thrown for¬
SEND FOR.ITEMIZED PRICE LIST AND SAMPLES
ward. Snap and pep replaced a listless
and disinterested swinging of arms and
legs, and the latter synchronized perfectly
COLUMBIA AVE. AND RANDOLPH ST.™ ' "* *' ' PHILADELPHIA, PA.
with the tempo of the song.
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Learning to Play Bach’s Organ Music

One of the reasons Bach cannot be
counted among the popular composers is
that he is more often than not dully
played. Seldom do we hear anything
better than a more or less correct per¬
formance of the notes. And, as a mat¬
ter of fact, with a certain school of or¬
ganists, any attempt to infuse meaning
into his music, to bring out its'poetry, is
looked upon with a feeling almost of
horror. These gentlemen will lay such a
work as the magnificent D Minor Fugue
upon their dissecting table and after a
few dexterous thrusts with their scal¬
pels will disclose the many admirably
contrived canons which can be found
there. In awed whispers they will bid
you look.
“Behold, this is Science,” they tell you,
"See this, and this, and this.” Yet when
they play The Colossus, instead of bring¬
ing out its significance, its poignant mel¬
ancholy, too often we have to be satis¬
fied with something which is stodgy and
dull to a degree.
The chief reason for this dry and
monotonous playing is poor , phrasing.
Now the great mass of Bach’s music is
contrapuntal, his organ music being no
exception, and if the component voices
be carefully examined, it will be found
that they are instinct with rhythm. If,
then, we would derive the greatest pos¬
sible pleasure from this music each voice
must be correctly phrased, and all the
various touches which are at the com¬
mand of the player must be brought into
requisition. When considering the phras¬
ing of any of Bach’s works, we cannot
fail to be struck with the. fact—pointed
out by Parry, Widor, Schweitzer and
others—that his early training as a vio¬
linist left its stamp ineffaceably upon his
style: that not only are the themes
“string-y” in nature, but that the counter¬
point woven around them is generally of
a similar texture. This fact, of course,
demands that string phrasing should be
largely adopted—the unbroken legato, so
dearly loved by players of a certain
stamp, should give way to the “bowing”
effects, different degrees of staccato, and
as far as possible, the various kinds of

By Alfred E. Whiteheai 1, F.C.G.O., A.R.C.O.
phrased—that is another story. As a
One of the chief glories of Bach is
that quality which for the want of a matter of fact, the tempo of such a piece
better word I will , call his humanness. as a Bach fugue should not be chosen
When we remember how formal and in¬ from the point of view of the performer,
adequate was the technic of the pre- but rather from tha't of the listener. The
Bach composer we are lost in wonder ■tempo adopted must be the one which
at the ease' with which the great cantor will enable the listener to follow the parts
could imbue such a fettered form as the clearly, to appreciate the design of the
fugue with the many phases of his per¬ piece and, in short, to “place” every note
sonality. Witness the exaltation and reli¬ correctly. This, of course, will be de¬
gious fervor of the E flat (St. Ann’s) pendent largely upon the acoustic prop¬
fugue, the dramatic feeling of the Toc¬ erties of the building, the qualities and
cata and Fugue in D minor, the superb resources of the organ and the character
brilliance of the G major (My Spirit of the movement being played. The only
Was in Heaviness) theme, the “spacious¬ way for an organist to cope successfully
with these considerations is to get a fel¬
ness,” to use Parry’s word, of the
low “Bachist” to play the pieces at pre¬
matchless A minor and G minor fugues,
viously arranged speeds, and himself be¬
while Dr. Percy Buck has aptly named
come the listener from' various places in
the D major a Scherzo. These are only
Registration
the building. Much will be learned bv
The registration of Bach’s organ a few; each of the others strikes its Hhese means to the great advantage of
works is another phase of the subject characteristic note and each demands its both player and listener. “Ritards”
which is exercising many minds. In special registration.
should be sparingly used, while “accelerA certain type of organist—a modern
the old days a player would pull out
andos” and the “rubato” had better be
full great, coupled to full swell, and full production—will invariably announce the left alone by the student.
pedal, coupled to manuals, and set to theme pp, working up to ff at the finish.
work grinding away without a change This savors of affectation, and as a mat¬
Method of Study
of stops or of manual. There are not ter of fact only an occasional fugue here
An early teacher of mine always ad¬
lacking such players at the present time. and there will bear this treatment. An¬ vised me not to analyze the fugues of
But conditions are gradually changing other method, less affected and frequently Bach when practicing them, as, for the
and organists are beginning to give more adopted, is to start mf with the great dia¬ most part, they are so very free in con¬
attention to the matter of registration pasons, for instance, again working up
struction. This seems to me now to be
than heretofore. To begin with, the seri¬ to full organ. Many of the fugues astoundingly narrow, and I would cer¬
ous student should study the specifica¬ admit of this treatment, but the student tainly advise the student to analyze most
tions of the various organs which Bach should avoid always following this
carefully before taking them to the key¬
had at his disposal at different times of method. Indeed, a close study of the
board. The phrasing and registration
his life. After that the remarks of Grie- various pieces will disclose the fact that
should be marked and the fingering de¬
penkerl and Schweitzer upon his manner a far less stereotyped plan is demanded
cided upon. An excellent device is to
in
some
of
them;
this
plan
will
surely
of, playing should be read. These will be
memorize the chief features disclosed by
found not only interesting, but extremely reveal itself to the earnest seeker. Above
all, do not follow the custom, and cus¬ the analysis—the subject, answer, coun¬
helpful to a formation of style.
ter subject (these three should be mem¬
After all, the main thing in registering tom it is with many, of playing all
these works—as in phrasing them—is to through at a dead level of f or ff tone. orized in all the keys in which they ap¬
bring out the poetry of them, and the Also do not be afraid of uncoupling the pear), any variants of the subjects, the
form of the fugue, the key-scheme, the
pedals
sometimes.
The
swell
to
great
writer would urge the student to become
one of the growing school of players coupler, too, is far too frequently used. various fugues used in the episodes and
other points of interest which will not
who endeavor to seize upon the many
fail to present themselves. All this pre¬
Tempo
points of interest and to bring out their
It is becoming generally conceded that liminary study will go far to lessen the
beauty and significance by means of all
the resources of the modern organ. Of Bach has, on the whole, been played too keyboard work, and after much slow
course, coherence must be aimed at, and fast. A high rate of speed is easily pos¬ practice a fluent, coherent and wholly
anything in the nature of mere virtuosity sible when a wholly legato performance satisfying performance should result.—
is given, but when the music is carefully From The Diapason.
and sensationalism should be tabooed.

accent, which are so characteristic of the
violin family. This treatment of Bach
is best acquired through the serious study
and frequent practice of the sonatas.
Another work which is ideally suitable
for this purpose is the Passacaglia.
It cannot be denied that this method of
playing, demanding, as it does, not only
perfect technic, but much experience
in such things as harmony, counterpoint
and form, not to say a practical acquaint¬
ance with some member of the string
family, is far more exacting than the old
style of rendering with an unbroken
legato. For this reason a very rapid
speed is neither necessary nor advisable.
But more on this question of tempo later.

Joining the Chorus Choir
By Katharine Ben is Wilson, Mus.B.
Owners of small voices can make them
Any director of /a church choir can tell
you of the difficulties he has experienced larger by correct training, and embarrass¬
in assembling his choir. There seems to ment, is a big fault that should be re¬
be a stereotyped form of excuse, which moved, not encouraged. Until one can
he is forced to receive in a genial and sing correctly, time should be given to
kindly spirit. If he is one who has spent improve the music in one’s own church
years of toil in acquiring his musical without expectation of remuneration.
knowledge he begins, after a time, to feel
Musical Training
very inconsequential. In short, the ad¬
If you are an -observant person you
vantage of his training is not appreciated
by the people of the church. This is dis¬ can learn much from a good director.
Go to him and ask to have your voice
heartening to any earnest worker.
“I have so little voice,” says one, and tried. Even this preliminary will ac¬
another, “I would be embarrassed to sing quaint you with a few facts that, possibly,
before a congregation,”' and others, “We you did not know before. You may pos¬
have no time and, besides, we think we sess the material for a splendid singer
and discover it in this way.
should be paid.”

If admitted to the choir, give the di¬ ops the lungs, throat, abdomen and back.
rector your individual attention during Practically your whole body is thereby
the rehearsal. Not only will you learn assisted.
Did you ever see in a successful singer
more, but the contrast will be so great be¬
tween you and the one who comes *o a flat-chested, hollow-eyed human beingchatter that Mr. Director will be apt to On the contrary, you behold physical de
give you especial attention.
velopment of the highest order.
Health is the most valuable asset y°u
Do not treat the director or the mem¬
bers of the choir as if you were confer¬ can gain in this world. Even if you can¬
ring a favor upon them by joming. not become a great singer, try to secure
some
of the physical strength that ca
Join to learn and appreciate the privilege.
be obtained through this art.
Health
. With health comes mental alertnessWhether you care to sing or not, yon This is, in turn, developed by the respon
should consider your general health! sibilities of the choir. You have certa^
Correct breathing strengthens and devel¬ duties to perform during a service. Pe
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haps the methodical arrangement is writ¬
ten on a card which is placed before you.
You must be prepared to sing at the
right time and in the right place. You
fflust think and act quickly or else be
humiliated. Do you feel the same sense
of responsibility when you are a member
of the congregation? When hymn 99 is
announced perhaps you will find your
place when the choir is in the middle of
verse one or two. If you are especially
indifferent, perhaps you do not sing at all.
Do you ever envy the man or woman
who can sing or speak in a crowded audi¬
torium in an apparently unconcerned
manner? Perhaps you think these per¬
sons are not nervous or the least dis¬
turbed. But although they appear per¬
fectly at ease they have as many nerves
as anyone. The difference is that they
have learned to control their nervous
fright in public by appearing often be¬
fore people. All embarrassment is over¬
come, and you see in the successful
Singer a well-poised person. But remem¬
ber, he did not acquire this by sitting in
a pew or upholstered chair in the audi¬
torium. Possibly he started his career
in a chorus choir and found his talent in
this way. Successively appearing before
a congregation Sunday after Sunday
will give anyone self-confidence. And a
certain amount of this quality is most
convenient to possess.
If you are a member of a church and
enjoy singing why do you think the
choir has enough voices without the addi¬
tion of your voice? Many that should
be members give themselves this feeble

excuse. If you are a member of the
choir why do you imagine, when you
feel a disinclination to go to the re¬
hearsal, that the So-and-Soes will cer¬
tainly be in their places, and that another
soprano, alto, tenor or bass, which¬
ever you are, will not be needed? Per¬
haps, on the other hand, all the So-andSoes think someone else will be out, so
they remain at home. Result, no choir
for a rehearsal, and a very certain out¬
look for some ragged singing the fol¬
lowing Sunday.
Certainly Mr. Director receives remu¬
neration, but if he is one of the good
directors he does not care entirely for
his monthly check. He likes to get re¬
sults, enjoys making you sing, and de¬
lights in watching his work grow.
Do not try to throw the responsibility
of your work on the shoulders of your
neighbor. Do not forget that should he
do your work he will also reap the re¬
wards.
In the church choir you will meet de¬
sirable companions, and your c01®11011
interest in music should form a bond of
friendship between you. The others, too,
have come to learn and to sing for the
joy of singing and to serve.
Do not make the mistake of feeling
antogonistic to any other member of the
choir. This will only hamper your use¬
fulness and happiness.
Have confidence in your leader and try
to have patience with him as he has with
you. And the pleasure and enjoyment of
a worth-while endeavor will be yours.

Stop Hints for Organ Students
By William E. Warner, Mus.B.
(Dunelm), A.R.C.O.
The different methods of manipula¬
ting the stops of an organ, whether by
hand or by means of composition pedals
and pistons, form a subject worthy of
more consideration than it usually re¬
ceives from organ students. It is quite
a common experience to hear a piece of
music spoilt by careless stop management
on the part of the organist, unwarranted
pauses and breaks being -introduced to
afford an opportunity for altering the
stop combinations, or phrasing spoilt by
stops being added or taken off at the
wrong time. Things of this descrip¬
tion produce most clumsy and inartistic
effects.
At the best of times the changes of
tone in the organ are somewhat mechan¬
ical and of a much less subtle character
than those of the orchestra, but it should
be the aim of the player to conceal this
as much as possible from his hearers, by
making all his changes in a natural and
easy manner, which will help and not
hinder the effect of the music.
The following hints are intended to
assist students in overcoming the diffi¬
culties of this part of their work.
1. Never make stop changes in a hap¬
hazard manner, or merely for the sake
of a change. As a general rule changes
should be made at the beginning of a
new phrase or section. A little study of
the form of a piece is one of the best
methods of finding suitable places for al¬
tering the registration.
2. Before commencing to play, prepare
suitable combinations on each of the
manuals and on the pedals. Many pieces
require very few changes during the
course of performance, if this matter of
preparation has received attention at the
outset. Note, for example, the simplicity
of the registration of a piece like Guilmant’s well-known Cantilene Pastorale.
With the exception of one or two very
easy changes in the middle section
everything is prepared at the commence¬

ment. The registration of most of Guilmant’s pieces is laid out in a convenient
manner for the player. Probably the
fact that Guilmant himself was a great
performer accounts for this. At any rate
this aspect of his pieces is well worth
studying.
3. Do not use the manual couplers too
frequently. The Swell to Great Coupler,
in particular, is a very much overworked
piece on the mechanism Clearer and
fresher effects are often secured by leav¬
ing the manuals uncoupled; and the effect
of the single stop is often better than
that of two or more in combination.
4. It is often convenient to prepare a
change on one manual while playing on
another. Take the case of a fugue like
Bach’s Fuga Alla Giga in 12/8 time.
The following is a simple and conveni¬
ent method of registering it, which can
be applied in general plan to many more
of this masters fugues. Commence on
the Great (m. f.) with Swell coupled,
and Great to Pedal drawn. When the
first pedal passage comes to an end trans¬
fer both hands to the Swell for the cen¬
tral “Intermezzo” passage. During this
section the Great and Pedal can be
strengthened by means of the composi¬
tion pedals, and with the first note of the
next pedal entry both hands return to the
Great. Continue thus, adding the full or¬
gan for the final entry of the subject.
Such a method brings out the plan of the
fugue most clearly and effectively.
5. When it is necessary to alter the
registration on the manual being used
great care must be taken to make the
change at exactly the right moment.
Composition pedals and pistons are often
a fraction of a second late in responding,
and this needs to be taken into account.
6. Above all endeavor to cultivate an
easy and natural manner at the keyboard
and to make all stop changes in as noise¬
less and unobtrusive a manner as pos¬
sible.
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Responds to your instinctive musical

feeling

through the pedals as a piano responds to the
touch of the hands.
Gives you instantaneous,
complete realization of every musical wish, no
matter how subtle.
The Manualo may be had in any of the Baldwin-made pianos
—the Bald win,Ellington, Hamilton, the Howard. Wherever you
live you may hear and try any Baldwin-made instrument with¬
out obligation. Write for catalogs and complete information.
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"Oh, how charming!" That’s
what almost everyone says after
hearing this simple recital song—
so useful to voice teachers. Short
range—effective climax.
A cunning lullaby with a
pleasingness from beginning
to end. It is a short number
which is always cdesirable
for the effective rendering
of a lullaby. The refrain
is repeated bumming and
makes a delightful ending.
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By John A. Van Pelt
Altogether too frequently the archi¬
tect gives deplorably little consideration
to one of the most prominent fixtures of
a well-equipped church auditorium and
’
what could be one of the most beauti¬
ful architectural features of a church—
the organ. Instead of placing the in¬
strument where its resources may be
heard to best advantage, frequently it is
relegated to some recess where not only
is it virtually out of sight but measur¬
ably out of sound.
The architect should make provision
in his plans either for the installation
of the organ within the auditorium
proper, as is done in the churches of
Europe and in many of the finer
churches in America, or he should plan
an organ chamber sufficiently ample to
necessitate no crowding of the pipes and
where no obstructing walls or partitions
shut off the volume of the instrument.
The organ console should be placed
at a sufficient distance from the in¬
strument to permit the organist to
advantageously hear the results of his
performance and also where he may
easily see the director.
People of means who give the church
a pipe-organ or a sum of money to take
care of the music should do so without
any incumbrances—no fast line stipula¬
tions as to who shall be organist, di¬
rector, whether man or woman; whether
the music shall consist of a quartet Sr
chorus, etc.
Otherwise the case is
bribery purely, not service. Then when
the music goes on the rocks the pastor,
music director and the church at large
suffer the consequences. No individual
should become married to any position
for life. Merit should be given prece¬
dence everywhere and paid for accord¬
ingly, regardless of the age of the in¬
cumbent or his or her religious affiliations.
The ideal choir loft should be bowl¬
shaped, with each seat in the circle facing
the director and each row of seats rising
in tiers. Where there may be a side bal¬

cony, the choir loft cquld be made to
join the side balconies, giving no limit
to the expansion of the choir and at the
same time preserving the appearance ot
the choir picture when not expanded to
full capacity. In our large churches
choir lofts should be so arranged that
on occasion there would be no limit to
the seating capacity up to 300 singers'.
Small volunteer choirs, as a rule, are not
a success musically. They lack the en¬
thusiasm of numbers. The larger the
organization, the easier to run.
This is another argument for church
union in some form. How is it possible
to have large congregations and great
impressive singing organizations to lead
them in song worship when our musical
resources are scattered over such a wide
range as now?
For example, the average town ot
30,000 population has at least thirty
churches. One-third of the townspeople
are members or church attendants,
which gives an average of three hun¬
dred and thirty-three attendants to a
church. Now from these men, women
and children select your singers, and
from these pick out the willing singers,
and you have answered the question as
to why there are so many small and
inefficient organizations.
In our cities, the larger the church the
greater the a'traction, hence the scarcity
of musical material in the outlying
churches.
Again, is it reasonable to expect thirty
competent directors and organists for
every 30,000 inhabitants throughout the
land with all the requirements of leader¬
ship, talent, personality and character ?
A smaller number of better paid min¬
isters, assistant pastors, musical direct¬
ors and organists, with the proper per¬
sonal requirements and backing, could do
the work with greater success in large
union churches that many are trying to
do now with a marked variety of results.
—From The Church, Choir.

is necessary so long as sleeve‘35
less gowns and sheer fabrics for sleeves |
are worn. It assists freedom of move- |
ment, unhampered grace, modest ele- |
gance and correct style. That is why |

By H. W. Richards, F.R.C.O.
Don’t pause between two verses and
then hurry after the choir that has left
you behind.
Don’t play hands and feet after each
other, but precisely together.
Don’t aim at being picturesque and
graphic.
Don’t suddenly add “full swell” the
moment you make mistakes by way of
covering them up.
Don’t indulge in meaningless twiddles

and shakes. They are never reverent,
and generally absurd.
Don’t accompany irrespective of the
meaning of the words.
Don’t blaze away and drown the
voices. Remember the voices are not to
accompany the organ, but vice versa.
Don’t pause after playing over the
chant while you make a choice selection
of stops. If you want a stop and cannot
draw it without awkwardness, omit it
rather than make blunders.

Graded Materials
tor

the Pipe Organ
By JAMES H, ROGERS

“they all use Delatone”
Delatoneisan old and well known scientific prepfor quick, safe and certain removal of
hairy growths, no matter
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HE author, a most competent organ¬
ist and musician, has attempted to
get from the great mass of valuable
material of Bach, Stainer, Rinck, Merkel,
and Guilmaat, only the best, and to pre¬
sent it in as practical and concise a form
as possible.
The explanations and directions in this
work will be found so clear that any one
with a knowledge of music or of the piano
can study the work without the aid of a
teacher, even though it is not so intended
by the author particularly.
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THE WORLD PAYS FOR SKILL
This profession now offers unusual opportunities for making money. It is uncrowded, your
time is vour own. Our Correspondence Course
with tools, and the wonderful Tune-a-Phone, our
natented instrument of precision in sound, make
the seemingly difficult easy to understand by any-
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N THIS unique work each separate de¬
partment of technic is considered by
itself, all the studies bearing upo,. any
particular technical point being classified
together and arranged in logical and pro¬
gress! ve order. Proceeding in this manner,
each subject is treated exhaustively in a
separate part. The entire literature of
educational piano music has been ran¬
sacked in order to select the best possible
studies adapted to each of the classifica¬
tions. Each classification is published as
a separate part.

Will keep your music
in order, free from
damage and where you
can easily find it. Var¬
ious sizes, holding 200
to 1200 pieces or more.
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Your Music Is Torn!
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By Pietro A. Yon

Faust School of Tuning
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Infant or Adult. At all Druggists. Write for
Free Eye Book. Marine Eye Remedy Co., Chicago

You folks with the silver strands filter¬
ing through your golden locks, do. you en¬
joy music more or less than you did
years ago, twenty or twenty-five years
ago? Science says that your ears do not
begin to accept the finer vibrations that
they used to record. Dr. Seashore, in his
Psychology of Musical Talent, represents
that a person of sixteen may be able to
hear up to 30,000 vibrations, while a per¬
son of sixty can recognize no more than
15,000 d. v. He says : “This decrease with

age seems to be independent of training
and use of the ear. It is undoubtedly in
accord with the biological law that the
most delicate structures are the first to
suffer decline.” Notwithstanding the fact
that we do not hear as minutely as when
we were children, there are many of us
who enjoy music more and more as time
goes on. After all, it is the music of the
brain, the imagination, which is the high¬
est joy of our musical life.

TT is one thing to ow
A piano and another to <
ceive a genuine affection
it—an affection based on n.s
fine qualities,- its responsive¬
ness to your moods, the solace
of its voice. To purchase a
Steger Piano or Player Piano
of incomparable beauty of
tone is to establish such a life¬
long friendship.

Music and the Common People
By Walter Karlton Krai

IN EIGHT BOOKS

Just what you

If your music dealer does not carry it, send to

The best organs in the world are being
built in the United. States. You see, the
United States has the three things necessary for such a result: The money, the
^PP1? of wood necessary for idealIconstruction purposes, and the workmen.
The men have been recruited from all
parts of Europe, and naturally gravitate
to the land of best opportunity. And

aisle, leaped upon the stage, arched his
back, rubbed his fur against my leg, ele¬
vated his tail, and purred with great sat¬
isfaction as he made a series of figure-ofeights between my feet. Dolmetsch,
seated with his back to me, saw nothing
of what was going on. I had to continue
with my song, but when a young girl
burst into a giggle of merriment, the
whole audience went into shrieks of de¬
light.
“Presently the distinguished Belgian
Harpsichordist, turning to see the cause
of the disturbance and catching sight of
the cat, hastily snatched from the piano
desk the whole volume of music and
hurled it at the beast which, with a savage
yowl, sprang in the air, almost into my
face, and dashed away. The laughter of
the audience continued so long and loud
that we performers were obliged to leave
the stage, not to return for many minutes,
when some semblance of order had been

Is Music Most Enjoyable in Youth?
lo make up a valuable addition
THEODORE PRESSER CO.,

Transparent Adhesive Mending Tissue

World’s Best Organs Being Built Here

That certain animals are apparently
attracted by music has been the experi¬
ence of most all music lovers. David
Bispham, in his recently published A
Quaker Singer's Recollections, has a
very amusing story of something that
happened in London when he was appear¬
ing in a series of concerts with Arhold
Dolmetsch.
“It happened that once whilfi Dolmetsch
was accompanying me on the Harpsi¬
chord, as I sang Henry Purcell’s remark¬
able Let the Dreadful Engines, I ob¬
served a cat quietly walking across the
back of the hall. He glanced up the mid¬
dle aisle and caught sight of me, in whom
he doubtless recognized a sympathetic
friend, for I am fond of animals. A dog
has come upon the stage to me; two rats
have played at my feet for a considerable
time in the glare of the footlights: and
at one concert a bat kept flying about my
head—much to my discomfiture, for to
that sort of a creature I am not partial.
But at this concert the cat walked up the

An instruction book of ereat worth, providing

Sail jot Catalog I
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THE SPENCER
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HARTFORD, CONN.
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It was Abraham Lincoln who sa:d,
“God must have loved the common peo¬
ple because he made so many of them,”
and it is Lincoln’s love and sympathetic
understanding of the common people that
endears the “Great Commoner” to-day to
the hearts of the American people. He
understood them so well because he sin¬
cerely felt he was one of them.
How often we see aspiring musicians
whom we wish had more of the Lincoln
spirit, when it comes to performing be¬
fore people, especially those of the rural
districts, where the advantages of hear¬
ing good music are not so plentiful as
in the large cities. These people are at
heart just as intelligent and appreciative
as the people who compose our metro¬
politan audiences, only circumstances
have not permitted them to enjoy the
musical advantages. It is to musicians
whose work takes them to these people
that these lines are written.
Nothing is more contemptible To the
real American than the tendency of some
American musicians to imitate the Euro¬
pean aristocrats. These musical snobs
instead of trying to obtain a deeper un¬
derstanding of the common people, pity
them for their shortcomings (?). They
remain perched high on their little ped¬
estals, and then wonder why the audi¬
ence does not applaud as heartily when
they perform a great technical feat, as
when someone plays with a rich singing
tone a simple piece on the order of Rub¬
instein’s Melody in F. They forget that

the majority of persons in their audiences
have not studied music all their lives as
the performer has, and cannot appreciate
the heavier works as he can.
As an American musician please re¬
member that no field for service is quite
so broad as the musical profession. Are
you narrowly giving music that is in¬
teresting to a limited number, while the
really melodious pieces that would bring
the common people to a higher under¬
standing and appreciation of our sacred
art, are snobbishly ignored? Music, like
all culture, must develop slowly from
the bottom up. This does not mean that
you must perform the trashy ragtime
music in order to play something com¬
mon folks can appreciate, for the gulf
between ragtime and the wonderful sym¬
phonic works is great, and there is a
crying need for music that will bridge
these extremities.
You can do no
greater service for American musical cul¬
ture than to play simple, melodious
music that will appeal to the great mass
of people.
_
Resolve right now, that the next time
you sing or play you will perform some¬
thing that the people in your audience
can sincerely enjoy. Their applause will
determine whether or not you have satis¬
fied them. Make your musical ministra¬
tions so broad that wherever you go, or
whatever you do you will be raising
America’s musical standard by reaching
its “common people.”

Easy Pieces
. Cultivate a respect for easy pieces.
Many of the greatest art Works are ex¬
ceedingly simple. To think that great
playing is only that which is difficult is
a serious mistake. The most famous per¬
formers of the day have often related
the careful steps they take in preparing

very simple pieces. Every possible de¬
fect shows in the simple piece, whereas
it may be covered up in the more elabor¬
ate piece. Robert Schumann said, “En¬
deavor to play easy pieces well and beau¬
tifully; that is better than to play dif¬
ficult pieces indifferently well.”

Arranging' and Correction »f Mss.
A SPECIALTY
A. W. BORST, Presser Bldg., Phila., Pa.
Composer of Cantatas, Songs, Pianoforte and Church Music
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“If All Would Play First Violin We Could Get No Orchestra Together.

Maud Powell
The death of Maud Powell, the fore¬
most woman violinist of the United
States, perhaps of the world, came as
a shock to lovers of the violin and of
music everywhere.
Miss Powell had
been in failing health for some time. On
Thanksgiving Night she had a nervou
nervous
collapse during a concert at St. Louii
She seemingly recovered from that and
resumed her concert tour. She had a
second nervous breakdown on January
7th at Uniontown, Pa. Her concert at
that city had to be abandoned, and she
died at the hotel there the next day, on
Thursday, January 8th.
By Miss Powell’s death the United
States loses a great violinist and a charm¬
ing, cultured woman. It would be im¬
possible to overestimate the benefits to
the art of violin playing which have
come from her precept and example.
Miss Powell was born in Peru, Ill.,
,August 22, 1868. On her father’s side
she was American, and on her mother’s
Hungarian. From babyhood she showed
great talent for music. At the age of
four she was taught to play little pieces
i the piano, and at eight she showed
such fondness for the violin that she
sent to Chicago to study it with
William Lewis. She remained with him
for four years, and was then taken to
’Leipsic, Germany, where she studied with
, the famous violinist and pedagogue,
Henry Schradieck. She made such rapid
progress with him that she was given
diploma in one year, and played at one
of the Gewandhaus concerts.
Wishing to become familiar with the
French school she went to Paris, where
,.»j the first to be selected from a
list of eighty applicants for admission
to the conservatoire. Her teacher there
was Charles Dancla, the well-known violinist and writer of works for violin
study. She always talked enthusiastically about how much Dancla did for her
in developing her style and the musical
side of her playing. A concert tour to
England followed, where she met the
famous violinist Joachim, who advised
lier to go to Berlin. She did so, and
became Joachim’s pupil for two years,
Unlike so many violinists who make it a
point to forget their first teachers, Miss
Powell often said that she felt that she
owed the most to her first teacher,
the American, William Lewis, whom she
characterized as a born violinist and
teacher.
Her debut as a concert violinist took
place in Berlin in 1885, and was highly
successful. Shortly afterwards she made
an American tour, meeting with the
greatest success, and playing in all the
large American cities. From that time
on her life was an almost constant suc¬
cession of concert tours. She played in
almost every American city of any size,
and also made concert tours to the prin¬
a, countries of ____
cipal
continental Europe,> the
BritislT'Tsles, and South Africa. She
.
toured Germany and. Austria
with theArion Society of New York in 1892. She
formed a string quartet of woman play¬
ers and a number of successful concerts
were given by the quartet. This is said to
have been the first woman’s string quar¬
tet organized in the United States.'
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Although she had rather a small hand,
she had technical abilities of a high color
Her tone was delicate and refined, and
her intonation extremely pure. Although
olaved with masculine
_n woman, she played
breadth when the composition demanded
She took great interest in American
c0mp0SerSi and brought American violin
compositions to the notice of the public
by p|aying them on her programs when: could.
' She
~ also took great
she
terest in young American violin students,
heard them play, and gave them wefrds
of advice and encouragement, if she
thought they had the requisite talent for
the concert platform. She contributed
number of valued articles to The Etude
past years.
In private life Miss Powell was Mrs.
H. Godfrey Turner, her husband acting
her manager.
By her death the American concert
n loses an artist whose place will

Foreign Goods
The news that shipments of violins
and other musical goods from Europe,
badly held up during the
entire period of the great »«, have
iw>s •■«>«
commenced to come through again, will
be of the greatest interest to violinists,
A leading importer has the following to
say in regard to this matter:
“The indications are that within a few
weeks at the most we will be in position
fill orders for European made violins,
bows, strings, clarinets, flutes, accordharmonicas and countless other
. obtainable in foreign
... _
markets up to 1914: the principal difficulty anticipated is
the matter of quantity. Economic conditions in Europe will
restrict the output for a long time to
come,, which means that prices will be
high and
remain so until a
""j will -*'■
’ period
*****
approaching the normal is reached,
“Dealers will serve their interests by
accommodating themselves to prevailing
conditions rather than in postponing purchases in the expectation that prices will
drop. Prices are still on the upgrade,
and when the maximum is reached, the
recession (if any) will be very gradual.”
A number of the neutral and allied
countries tried to fill the demand for the
cheaper grades of violins, and other bow
instruments, and furnishings of all kinds
for these instruments, during the war
with varying success. Japan went into
the business with considerable success,
owing to her great supply of cheap labor,
was unable to produce goods
’but* she
’-‘-J-J'
comparing in quality and cheapness with
instrument-making centers on the continent of Europe, where whole villages and
towns have been given over to making
these goods for over a hundred years.
————
“A bow in daily use should be rehaired every two or three months, for
after that .time,
time, the hair, though intact,
loses its “bite” upon the strings, and
r-:i~ to
*--> assist -i.fails
the player in the production of a good tone.”—Hart.
Marteau, the famous French violinist
said, “The most important thing for a
violinist is first of all to ‘eat well and
sleep well,’ ” meaning that the health and
vitality must be in perfect condition.

”"ti1

Effect of Violin Tone
No musical instrument has ever been
duced by man> which possesses such a
thrilling
,..0 _, and’ -U’A
which *■—
has """u
such pow<
.. ...
u„,
the human emotions as the violin.
The tones of a violin, played by a real
master, seem to go straight to the heart,
and make the violin the most popular of
all musical instruments. A remarkable
instance of the power of violin tone in
certain medical cases comes from New
York city. A special from that city says:
“A new sleeping record was established
to-day by Mrs. Dora Mintz, whose long
period of unconsciousness now totals fif¬
ty-one days. Dr. Robert J. Wilson, super¬
intendent of the hospital where her
has puzzled the medical authorities, said
that her moments of wakefulness are
creasing, and that it is hoped that violin
tone, which may be resorted to to awaken
the sleeping woman, will rouse her and
bH
her ,nt{) nom’aI condition again,
------'Dr.
E. Gidding, one of....
the doctors in¬
terested in the case, said that in a similar
instance last year a woman who had been
asleep for six weeks had been roused
-—■*■ --- -— —
. .. . ,
,
from her lethargy by a violinist who
P^ed to her for several hours
Many other instances could be related
■ , . ..
, .
.
. on'
medical cases. It has great influence
the insane, and much benefit has been
noted in treating cases of insanity where
it was employed.
A Sure Remedy
A woman once wrote to Horace GreeLy, editor of the New York Tribune,
stating that the church to which she beionged was in a distressing financial con¬
dition. Every device for raising money
bad been
_ tried
_ in
... vain—fairs, kissing,
beeSi strawberry festivals, oyster suppers,
chicken dinners, stereopticon entertainments, donkey parties, poverty socials,
mock marriages, fake trials, Japanese
weddings, grab-bags, box picnics, and
necktie sociables.
The reply of the great, old-fashioned
ed[tor was very, very short, and
editor
n)UfjJ
fact it
it consisted
much w
to the
the point.
point. i„
In fact
of only two words as follows
Try Religion!
To paraphrase this story, the editor of
this department would suggest to the
hundreds of violin students who write to
The Etude for short cuts to violin
technic:
The plain truth is that the majority of
violin students fail to get anywhere with
their violin studies because they do not
practice enough. There :.
is no royal road
MM*’.'rw*
to perfection in violin playing. It is of
course necessary to know how to practice, but having mastered the theory of
how to execute a certain branch of violin
technic, it must be worked out by hard
practice.
Innumerable violin students
know the road which leads to success in
.violin playing, but fail to get anywhere
through sheer laziness. Others again,
try to overcome a difficulty, like—say—
the vibrato, the trill, a harmonic, a dif¬
ficult leap to a note at the top of the
fingerboard, a few times, and failing in
the effort, throw down the violin with
vexation saying, “Oh, it’s no use, I can’t
do it.” I f they would only keep on trying
they would succeed.

R. SCHUMANN
Violin practice with the proper con¬
centration is hard work, and extremely
hard work at that, taxing the muscular
and nervous systems to the utmost, but
if one would really master the instru¬
ment he must pay the price in the way
of hard work. So great a teacher as
Prof. Leopold Auer, who has produced
so many concert violinists of the first
rank, says that a violin student with only
fair talent, but with great powers of ap¬
plication and unflagging industry will go
farther than a lazy genius, who thinks
practice was made for slaves, and does
very little of it.
Genius is defined as the power for tak¬
ing infinite pains, and it certainly is so in
violin playing. How many splendid tal¬
ents come to naught, because they rely on
their talent, and will not work. The mo¬
ment a violin student gets the idea into
his head that he is a genius, and can get
along with only one hour’s practice or
less a day, that moment he is lost, so far
as ever getting to the point where he can
master really big violin works.

Difficult to Answer
Many of the readers of the Violin De¬
partment of The Etude are evidently
under the impression that that the editor
is possessed of supernatural powers to
foretell the future, and to judge of the
talent of people whom he never saw or
heard play. Many of the letters received
by the department can be answered help¬
fully, but some cannot. Here is one
which cannot:
“Dear Sir—I am 24 years of age. I
have good talent for a violin. Do you
think that it would be good for me if I
began to study music in the conservatory
at this age? I have been playing the
violin for nearly six years by ear.
“Can I be a great musician ?
“How long would it take me to reach
the rank of Heifetz or Elman?”
This is certainly a large order in the
line of prophecy, and we fear that we
will have to disappoint the writer. How¬
ever, since the age of miracles is past,
we are just a shade in doubt as to our
correspondent reaching the rank of
Elman or Heifetz very soon if ever.
People have the queerest notions about
these wizards of the violin. Thousand^
of ambitious students believe that if they
work hard ' enough they can become
world-famous artists. In our school boy
days we were constantly taught that "per¬
severance conquers all things.”
This
is no doubt true up to a certain point,
but there is much beyond that point
which no amount of perseverance tan
conquer. For one thing, no amount of
perseverance can bridge the gulf between
mere talent and genius. It is a grand
and necessary thing for the violin stu¬
dent to have high ambition, since without
it he will not get very far; but he must,
not allow a failure to reach the extreme
pinnacle of the art, to embitter his whole,
life, as is so often the case.
To be an Elman or a Heifetz is to be
one picked out of fifty million people, so
rare a combination of qualities is neces¬
sary to become a violinist of the fitst
rank.

This article is for the benefit of those
who have begun taking music lessons and
hate to practice. The writer went through
the period of excruciating agony, pro¬
duced by the caterwauling of his violin,
during the first lessons. He longed for
freedom, used to watch the clock at prac¬
tice and actually cut lessons to go skat¬
ing or play baseball, in spite of powerful
parental opposition. The writer, how¬
ever, recovered from all this nonsense
and discovered that there were enormous
possibilities for a good time with the
violin, and developed a genuine fondness
for practice. This article of encourage¬
ment for beginners ought to be worth
something to them, for my relatives tell
me that my early efforts on the violin
reminded them of a lost soul wailing in
the dismal swamp. It is hardly probable
that I played as poorly as do any of you 1!
The ingredients necessary to produce
a thoroughly good time with a violin (or
any other instrument for this matter)
consist in the ability to play fairly well,
but not remarkably so;'a willingness to
please; a mind, interested in different
classes of people and history. Mix all
this with a little old-fashioned “nerve”
and a good time will be waiting right
around the corner for you. With these
requirements there is scarcely a door any¬
where in the United States that will not
be thrown open gladly to you. The abil¬
ity to play a musical instrument is liter¬
ally a standing letter of introduction.
Everyone loves the music, and if you are
at all genial and generous in your playing,
you will be welcomed enthusiastically
everywhere you go. I have never known
it to fail.
Music has carried me into all sorts of
interesting places.
A picture flashes
across my mind—I see old Chief Charg¬
ing Eagle and a crowd of howling sav¬
ages on the Cheyenne River Reservation
making night hideous with the awful
representations contained in their war
songs of souls writhing in the agony of
misspent lives, while I sit in the middle
of the howling circle imitating their songs
for them on my violin to their unbounded
delight.
The beaded moccasins and
arrows I received as presents from them
hang in my cabinet to-day.
Music in the Wilds
Flashing before me come in turn lum¬
ber camps, French-Canadian settlements
and western ranches where my violin has
made interesting friends by the score.
I recall climbing off a train way down
m South Carolina where I was absolutely
unacquainted—not a single person did I
know. I just let it get around generally
m this community, where everyone loves
a fiddle, that I could play Arkansas Trav¬
eler, Turkey in the Straw, Girls Come
Round and Hook um and Squeeze um
and call the “figgers,” and in no time the
young bloods of the neighborhood were
getting up a dance in honor of the oecaS1°n. I was invited out to dinner. (Have
you ever eaten Southern fried chicken
Wth cream gravy, sweet potatoes, old
ickory-smoked sugar-cured ham, Corn
pone and beaten biscuit?) After dinner
we had the dance; I fiddled and pretty
soon someone relieved me at the fiddle,
■tnd I, too, danced aroun’ with some of
we prettiest girls I ever saw. These old
ashioned Virginia reels sure do put the
fiyL,n one. It wasn’t all just “cheap
nddling” either. What attracted them
ost was that I could entertain them
t-1,* few classics fairly well played—
We old folks liked that particularly. Both

Ear and Note” music are necessary if
y ou are going to make the right impres¬
sion.
Other colorful experiences in old Vir¬
ginia come in review. I went with the
survivors of Mosby's Immortal Guerillas
to the Con federate Reunion at Richmond
as their “Official Fiddler,” and the city
opened its arms to the violinist who
played for the veterans in gray. How
well I recall playing Dixie at the dedica¬
tion of the monument commemorating the
Battle of Bull Run at Manassas, with a
company of forty-eight girls dressed in
white representing the states grouped
around me in tableaux.
At college—What splendid memories!
Why, in college anybody who can play the
violin at all is sure of a good time—he
can’t help it. At Princeton I, of course,
played on the Triangle Club (founded by
Booth Tarkington), the Glee and Mando¬
lin clubs and the Orphic order—and such
trips! New York, Washington, Chicago,
Atlantic City, wherever a good time was
to be had, there I was taken without cost,
Smokers, banquets, receptions, dances, all
in the company of as fine a crowd of boys
as this world produces.

Tones full of expression—soft, smooth and soothing, or
full-rounded, sonorous and strong, as the mood de¬
mands—are the measure of a violinist’s ability.
“Mak¬
ing the violin speak” depends not only on the player’s
skill, but on the strings used.

•/frmours

II Trova tore
VIOLIN STRINGS—with
“Special Italian” finish
The acme of string perfection.
Endorsed and used by virtuosos
everywhere. The finest selected
materials only are used to pro¬
duce II Trovatore Strings, so
satisfactory and durable. Make

the most difficult compositions
easy by using these superior
strings. Insist on being supplied
with Armour’s strings by your
Dealer.

In the Cities
In the cities my playing was for
ARMOUR aX® COMPANY
churches, schools, policemen, firemen,
among the poor and amid prisoners;
MUSICAL STRING DEPARTMENT
wherever there were people and places
CHICAGO
that were of interest or needed cheering
up, there my violin went and my playing
Also manufacturers of La Melodia, Armour. Helmet and
improved all the time. At first people
Melrose Violin Strings
laughed at my playing, but gradually as
it became better they listened with liking
and respect.
How well I recall standing up on top
“The Violin Price Problem”
of an armored tank during the Liberty
A Pamphlet for Violin Students and Advanced Players
Loan drive fiddling away for dear life
We are ready to mail copies of this pamphlet, one of
the beat in our series of Educational Pamphlets, to any
while the soldiers took the pledges from
beginner or advanced player who will ask for it. It will
the enthusiastic crowds. Yes, even, I
aid greatly in arriving at the solution of the ever impor¬
tant question of obtaining the best violin for the price one
have been rewarded by a statesman-like
We specialize in student instruments, the prices rang¬
grin from our beloved President, WoodThese Books Offer a Goodly Number
ing from the cheapest that are possible for instruments of
row Wilson.
some worth up to the neighborhood of $1 10.00—at
and Variety of Pieces at Prices that
which price we have outfitted many professional players.
It is worth while practicing any musical
VIOLINS from $20.00 to $115.00
Are Most Reasonable
instrument because the more you practice
BOWS
“
3.50 44 15.00
CASES
44
7.00 44 14.00
the more enjoyment you can give and the
Educational pamphlets on all phases of the violin probmore you are wanted. If you are in¬
Jem. Complete list, together with latest quotations on best
Violinist’s
Popular
vited to a party you won’t have to sit
Repertoire
around like a bump on a log, but can
RUGU5T GEMUNDER 82 50N5
Price, 75 cents
enter right into the center of things.
Expert. in Violins 141 W. 42nd Sl„ New York
Subacrlke tor the^
I teach history. I can make my pupils
An album that contains twenty-nine
miscellaneous pieces for the violin. They
appreciate history all the more because I
are of a grade and type as to be appeal¬
have gotten well acquainted with people
ing to the average player. These num¬
OUR “SPECIAL”
bers are selected from the best copyright
living in historic places. Don’t you sup¬
violin pieces in the Presser catalog.
10 Tested Lengths, OCe
pose your history would mean more to
you if you had played where George
Silk Violin E, for£Ot
Student’s PopularAlbum
Washington used to dance the quadrille?
Send for Violin and Cello Catalogue
Wouldn’t the civil war mean more to you
for Violin and Piano
MUSICIANS SUPPLY CO.
if you had followed the trail of Sher¬
60 Lagrange St., Boston, Maes.
man’s armies, of Grant’s, Lee’s and Jack¬
Particularly attractive pieces, suitable
son’s ; played violin on the fields of battle
for players of the early and intermediate
where their fates were decided, met and LONG, UMBER FINGERS ssfaW
grades. It is a bright and interesting
ented stretcher, for Pianists and Violinists, used and
volume throughout, containing material
talked intimately with the survivors and recommended by Byrd, Heifetz, Levitzki.Tbibaud.etc.
which will be found in no other collec¬
played for their children?
Wouldn’t Lasts alifetime. Price $3 each or 2 for *6. P.P. prepaid.
tions. Students of the violin will find
K. FIN N EY, 3231 -3 Wria htwood Ave., CHICAGO
in this volume material for recreation,
Custer’s Last. Fight and the Battle of
for improvement in style and musicianWounded Knee mean more to you if you
ship and for recital work.
AKADEMIE & ETERNELLE
had met and played for the Indians
Silk Strings
who took part in those engagements?
LA
FAVORITA
&
ELITE
Operatic Selections for
Wouldn’t the great cities, the little towns
Gut Strings
Violin and Piano
and villages all have an added meaning if
For Sale by Leading Importers end Jobbers
you had been so closely in touch with
By F. A. Franklin
Sole Distributor. M.^E. SCHOENING CO.Jnc.
them ?
Price, 90 cents
Therefore when you feel like watching
Nothing has proven more interesting
the clock and running out to play on the
to violinists than operatic selections for
violin and piano. Mr. Franklin, recog¬
second—don’t do it—put in a few more
nizing the necessity of a superior book
good licks on that violin! If you ache
of this kind, has produced this most ex¬
to throw away your violin and bat a
cellent work. The violin part Is about
Grade 3.
base ball around the back lot—don’t do
it until you’ve had a good practice. Stick
to the violin—you will get a finer reward
THE0. PRESSER CO., Phila., Pa.
in the end.
Plena mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Junior Etude Competition
The Junior Etude will award three
pretty prizes each month for the neatest
and best orginal stories or essays and
answers to puzzles.
Subject for story or essay this month,
“A Pleasant Afternoon” (must relate to
music). It must contain not over 150
words. Write on one side of the paper
only. Any boy or girl under fifteen years
of age may compete.
All contributions must bear name, age
and address of sender (Not written on a
separate piece of paper) and must be
sent to Junior Etude Competition, 1712
Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa., before
the twentieth of April.
The names of the prize winners and
their contributions will be published in
the June issue.
Please comply with all of these con¬
ditions and do not use typewriters.

CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A.GEST
Daffodils and Music

Ethel lingered after expression class
was dismissed. She had just recited
Wordsworth’s “Daffodils,” or rather she
had tried to, but only after many prompt¬
ings did she haltingly “get through” the
four stanzas.
“I’m so sorry, I thought I knew it per¬
fectly,” she said.
“Can you say it now?” asked her
teacher, and Ethel recited the first stanza
unhesitatingly.
“Good! You really knew it, but you
were rattled; it was your first attempt,
and I will see that you have another
chance very soon,” said Miss Moore.
“Thank you so much. I will try to do
better the next time, but in music I
break down the same way. At our piano
class we play the pieces we have mem¬
orized, and the teacher criticizes us and
tells interesting things about the com¬
posers.”
“How interesting!!” exclaimed Miss
Moore, who loved music, poetry and all
beautiful things.
“Perhaps it is for some of the class,”
said Ethel, “but I always start two or
three times, and break down in the mid¬
dle, and then Miss Chester says, ‘That
will do,’ and calls ot> someone else. It
happens every week!” lamented Ethel.
“Do you know your piece perfectly in
every small detail before you play it?”
asked Miss Moore.
Ethel made no answer.
“What does Miss Chester say about
your class work?”
“She says the girls are listening for the
composer's message, not thinking about
the performer, and the performer cannot
convey that message unless she puts her
whole self into the music and forgets the
listeners.”
“That is what I was just going to tell
you,” agreed Miss Moore. “My long ex¬
perience with students in dramatic work,
debating and other public speaking, has
taught me one unfailing cure for ner¬
vousness, both in speakers and mu¬
sicians.”
“What is it?” Ethel eagerly asked.
“Simply this. Instead of saying ‘I
know my poem (or piece of music) and
shall make a creditable performance,’ one
should say to one’s self, ‘I do not care
how big a fool I make of myself. What¬
ever happens I shall be natural and at
ease.’ And I advise you to go to class
and play your pieces with this in mind.”
“Thank you, Miss Moore! I’ll try!”
Ethel promised.
Three days later Ethel attended the
piano class again. One girl had finished
a brilliant Liszt Etude; another was play¬
ing a dreamy Barcarolle. Instead of
fearfully awaiting her turn, Ethel en¬
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joyed listening as never before. Through
the window she gazed in reverie at the
pines beyond the brook. Around her,
the restful green walls seemed to reflect
the gladness of spring-time. This was
a golden hour, she would make the most
of it. Then she hearl her name, and
arose to play Mendelssohn’s Consolation.
“More Legato—make the melody sing—
watch those dotted eighth notes—don’t
hurry the last arpeggios—now try it
again,” was Miss Chester’s running com¬
ment. And when those last arpeggios
had again drifted away into silence, Miss
Chester talked delightfully about Men¬
delssohn, and how this song is one the
whole world loves, while her kindly
smile betrayed unspoken approval.
And as she sat down, Ethel said to her¬
self, “This is the most wonderful lesson
I have ever had—and two whole weeks
before the next—how I will work for it!
My work was very imperfect, but it was
much better, and I will be still better the
next time!
And the daffodils in the green vase
nodded and swayed as if they knew all
about it!

Automatic Adjusters

Who Knows?
1. How many sonatas did Beethoven
write?
2. What is a tuba?
3. When did Schubert die?
4. What is meant by “tutti”?
5. Of what nationality is Mary Gar¬
den?
6. When was Handel born?
7. What great violinist has died since
Christmas?
8. Who wrote “Rigoletto”?
9. What is a minor scale ?
10. From what is this taken?

The Frogs’ Duet
By R. D. Book
Two little singers were neighbors.
Both sang treble. Each singer could
sing but one note, and each note was
sharply staccato. One sang D and the
other sang C—a very meager equipment
for a duet, don't you think? And yet
they managed to make a wonderful little
song out of it. With the sky and water
for a background and the rustle of leaves
for an accompaniment, the song of the
little frogs seemed to make the whole
scene complete. At any rate there is no
doubt about the fact that the singers en¬
joyed it.

Answers to Last Month’s
Questions
1. A tambourine is a small instrument
resembling an open drum, played with
the hand.
2. G below middle C is the lowest tone
that can be played on the violin.
3. Caruso is an Italian.
4. Verdi wrote the opera II Trovatore.
5. Liszt wrote fourteen Hungarian
rhapsodies.
6. The correct pronunciation is pian-ist
(pe-ahn-ist).
7. A 6/4 chord is a triad in second in¬
version, or having its fifth for the low¬
est tone, as g, c, e.
8. Sir Arthur Sullivan wrote The Lost
Chord.
9. A quintet is a composition for five
different instruments or voices.
10. Chopin Sonata (Funeral March).

Did you ever hear of an automatic ad¬
juster? Probably the boys who read
The Junior Etude know what they are
even if the rest of us do not. Anyway
they know that there are certain things in
machinery that keep certain other things
Letter Box
controlled and moving regularly.
We are certain kinds of machines our¬ Dear Junior Etude :
While waiting for my music lesson one
selves, human machines—and we too
need adjusters, just as much, if not more morning my teacher said that I might read
so, because the human machinery is the the “Junior Page” in The Etude. I
most complicated and wonderful piece of saw that you would be pleased to receive
machinery and needs more constant su¬ letters from distant countries, so I am
pervision to keep it from getting out of sending you this one from far-away Aus¬
order, and more careful adjusting when tralia. One of my favorite pieces is
America, and I am learning Minuet in G
it does get out of order!
Your machinery does not always run by Beethoven, which I think is lovely.
at just the same speed or efficiency, does One day at theory class teacher read us
it? Some days you just feel fine, as a story, “What Betty Learned After the
though you could jump through the roof Symphony,” and also the verses, which we
and have enough energy left to be a liked very much. The mails from Amer¬
strap-hanger on a ride around the moon. ica were delayed last year on account of
Other days you feel so blue that you the war, but this year we hope to see T he
would make indigo look pale and you Etude regularly every month.
With best wishes from
have not enough ambition to turn around.
Eileen Leamore (Age 11).
Now, you must have an adjuster to
Sydney, Australia.
keep yourself in order, and music—yes,
music, any kind at all—is the very best
adjuster of the human machine.
There once was a person whose phrasing
Was really and truly amazing.
When her friends praised her loudly,
Plant a Few Hours of Practice
She replied very proudly,
and Reap Years of Fun
“I’ve had a good musical raising!”

The secret of their success in song
making lay in the fact that one sang just
a little faster than the other, which gave
variation in time as'well as in pitch and
which made the song approximately as it
is written above.

MUSIC AND ANIMALS
(Prize Winner)
f course, not true fact, but no
Hull it is exciting fiction. We
iocs not expect us to believe It.)

[This
odc will
hope Mai

One day Helen was swinging lazily in
the hammock, she saw a dark object com¬
ing up the walk. She did not pay any
attention to it until she heard a low
growl. She looked up rather startled to
find a large black bear only a few feet
away from her. At first she thought that
it had come from the mountains, but on
second thought she knew that it was one
of the bears from the zoo. After think¬
ing a few seconds she decided upon a
plan to get rid of the animal.
She
walked slowly into the house, the bear
following, and went to the piano. He
lay peacefully down while she played
several pieces and then upon looking
down she found him asleep. She tip-toed
past him and went to the telephone and
told the man at the zoo what had hap¬
pened and the man soon came out to get
the bear. Helen often told her friends
how much the bear liked music.
Marian Snyder (age 11).
Chambersburg, Pa.
MUSIC AND ANIMALS
(Prize Winner)
One day at dusk a violinist was play¬
ing a slow mournful dirge. Suddenly the
dismal howl of a coyote was heard across
the desert, as if in accordance with the
music. Desiring to find out whether he
was touched by her music or just calling
his mate she changed to a lively jig. This
was answered by a series of staccato
yelps keeping perfect time with the music.
The moment she stopped playing the
yelps stopped also.
I have had a little experience in this
way with my pet rabbit, too. He is very
tame and loves to be petted. If I hum or
sing while petting him he will go to
sleep, but if I do not sing he will only
shut his eyes and open them the moment
the petting stops.
Winifred Wise (age 13),
Fond du Lac, Wis.

Who Can Read This?
once i went to sleep and began to dream
that i was playing the piano and i played
a little bit of a piece but i could not play
all of it so i stopped and said oh i can
not play the rest of this i am a rest said
a wee small voice you play me bv not
playing me don’t you see oh i see i said
only i said it may B but i do not C >
struck a wrong note no you did not said
a wee small voice you struck a wrong key
maybe i said maybe it was a dot only y°u
can not strike a dot because you play a
dot by not striking it finally i got awake
and i am very glad that i did—asleep now

MUSIC AND ANIMALS
(Prize Winner)
When my kitten, “Bobykins,” was very
small he used to sit in mamma’s lap
while she practiced and seemed to enjoy
the music very much. One day mamma
thought she could teach him to play himEvery one thought this very foolish, but within a week he could play
alone. He is the only cat I have ever
heard of that could do this. His trick is
fourfold; first he is requested to play in
the upper part of the piano, then in the
lower part; third, to hold his tones ; and
fourth to look at his notes. He always
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responds and will play anywhere. He
has traveled over' much of Maine and is
now thirteen years old. He will also
shake hands with anybody.
Dorothy Nye (age 11),
Showhegan, Me.

WIRGIL Piano Conservatory
▼

Roll of Honor
Music and Animals” was a very popu¬
lar subject for the competition and we
were simply deluged with stories, and all
about the most lovable pets! It was very
hard to select the three best ones this
time and we would like to give a LOT
of prizes and put everybody else on the
honor roll, but, of course, this could not
be done. The honor list is increased a
good deal, however, and if you do not find
your name on it, it is because there were
so many better stories than your own.
Louise Stephenson, Alfred Billib, Geraldine
Brown, John Black, Jr., Georgiana Paquette,
George J. Schlegal, Anna Lo Massney, Kita
Lucile Brown, Mabel C. Bradbury, Manes
Holshonser, Julia Gardner, Mildred Bennear,
Catherine Stouffer, Philip White, Marjorie
Smith, Harlow Thompson, Matia Coulter,
Florence Stirling, Lisette C. Mower, Lola
Whitt, Dorothea B. Fraleigh. Mary Monroe,
Marjorie Warner, Dorothy Hobson, Helen E.
Harvey, Maty A. Woozley, Cecelia Wallace,
Iomie Elizabeth Jasper, Mary Miller, Joyce
Talbert. Beatrice Nielson, Helen Coleman,
Celestine Massnick, Paul Nelson, Eleanor
Rchnieder, Vivian Dworak, Mildred Kunen,
Dorothy Weton, C. Evelyn Wolcott, Dorothy
I. Dixon, Margaret M. Hennesey, Alvera Un¬
quiet, J. B. Helms. Geneva Phillips, Georgiana
Wallace, Mathilde Ludwig, Evelyn Hartnett.

SUPERIOR METHOD) _ u
t
SUPERIOR RESULTS/WorId Wlde Reputat,on

Course for Teachers
Write for information

MRS. A. M. VIRGIL, II West 68th St., NEW YORK

VIRGIL
PORTABLE

V K
KEYBOARD

Fine touch with
variable weight.
In use by hundreds of
Artists and Students.
SEND FOR CATALOG

The VIRGIL PIANO SCHOOL CO., 11W. 68th St.,NewYork

TEACHING PIECES
Answer to February Puzzle

By Mrs. A. M. Virgil

ATTRACTIVE, INSTRUCTIVE—FINE FOR RECITALS
.iso

Toreador’s song from Carmen.
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"THE PIANO PEDALS.

wbe"
Of exceptional value to teachers and students. Send for graded catalog.
Music on Selection to Responsible Teachers

THE VIRGIL PIANO SCHOOL CO., II West 68th St., New York

Prize Winners
Dorothy Drew (age 10), St. Louis,
Mo.; Eva Poitras (age 13), Ville Marie,
Canada.
Honorable Mention
Marian Brooks, Ruth Turner, Elinore
McMillan, Dorothy Wells, Robert Standen, Ruth Wells.
Dorothy Weaton might have been a
prize winner but her address was illegi¬
ble. Always write names and addresses
very plainly.

To Young Piano Teachers! Lulu Graham ■
“First Ten Lessons in Piano Teaching” si
technique and many other invaluable ideas and rules born of years of experience in artistic piano teaching.
Original Price per set of ten, $20.00
Single Lesson, $2.00
To settle the estate the limited supply left is offered at half price:
Complete Set only, $10.00
Single Lesson, $1.25 prepaid
or limited time only. Mail remittance to Chas. E. Graham, Adm’r, 829 Peoples Gas Building, Chicago, III.
First Grade Studies
By L. A. BUGBEE
An Unusually Popular Set of Studies

Puzzle
THEODORE PRESSEH CO.

Price

-

-

PIANOFORTE
- $1.00

d a great popularity. AH the exercises
iring text. They may be taken up after
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

By Walker Hancock
Find twelve musical terms in the
sqiiaTe hy beginning on any letter and
moving one Space in any direction.
A D G IOCNA
N T A T D A T I
EEMLROAM
VCLESTSE
A I G G R O M A
ROGSDOGN
P E T E R A R R
AFMPOTAL

Thought Seeds for Students’
Spring-time Planting
Slight your two-finger exercises and
your arpeggios will become a pitfall for
A hundred brooklets concentrated in
one stream make a river. Far better to
concentrate for ten minutes upon some
worth-while piece than to waste ten hours
dawdling over the keys.
Do you want to be happy in your mus:c
practice? Then see to it that you w6rk
honestly to perfect some one thing every
day in the year.
You will get just as much fun out of
your music as you put love into your
music-study.

MUSIC PILGRIMAGE TO EUROPE

—1920—
Leader, PROF. HENRY D. SLEEPER, Smith College
Delightful route, special musical programs, inspiring interpretation. Cathedral organs
and choirs, chamber and orchestral music, carillons, opera in London, Paris and Aix-les-Bains.

INTERCOLLEGIATE TOURS, 1024 Little Bldg., Boston, Mass.

DUNNING SYSTEM

for Beginners
The Demand for Dunning Teachers Cannot Be Supplied. Why?

1 FOLLOWS:
b St., New York City. Portland, Ore., Jane I
China_
Mary E. Breckisen, 354 Irving St., Toledo, Ohio. Louisville. Ky., Jane; Toledo, Ohio, July.
Harriet Bacon MacDonald, 609 Fine Arte Bldg., Chicago, lUinois. Chicago, July.
Anna Craig Bates, 732 Pierce Bldg., St. Louis. Mo.
Mrs. Oscar E. Busby, 233 North Ewing Ave., Dallas, Texas. Memphis, Tenn., June 21st.
Jeanette Currey Fuller, 50 Erion Crescent, Rochester, New York. Rochester, Julv.
Mrs. Jean Warren Carrick, 977 East Madison St., Portland, Ore. Portland, April 15th; August 1
Clara Sabin Winter, 410 North Main St„ Yates Center, Kansas. Wichita, Kansas, Ju/e 2nd.
N. Beth Davis, Whitman Conservatory of Music, Walla Walla, Wash. Walla Walla, July 12th.
Mrs. Wesley Porter Mason, 5011 Worth St., Dallas, Texas.
Virginia Ryan, 1115 Washington St., Waco, Texas.
r-^. as.-. ... cno r,_. .... BWg Chicago, ,Ilinois. Chicago, April.
Stella.. » Seym!
Mattie D. Wi - Vaco, Texas. Waco, June 17thj New York City, August 2nd.
Laura Jones Rawlinson, 554 Everett St., Portland, Oregon. Portland, April.
Mrs. Ura Wrinkle Synnott, 824 North Ewing Ave., Dallas, Taxas. June 28lh.
Ruby Frances Jahn, Dallas Academy of Music, Dallas, Texas.
Maud E. Littlefield, 204 South Olympia St., Tulsa, Okla. Enid, Okla., Phillips University, June; Cc
Col., July, August.
Cara M. Garrett, Bay City, Texas.
Irobol M. Tone, Lakeviow Hotel. Los Angeles, Cal. Los Angelos, June 17th.
Elizabeth Hasemeier, 41 South 21st St., Richmond, Ind. Richmond, Juno.
Mrs. Beatrice S. Eikei, Normal Class. June 15, 1920, Kidd-Key Cons., Sherman, Texas.
Mrs. H. R. Watkins, 124 East 11th St., Oklahoma C tv, Okla. Okhhoma Citv, Spring and Summer
Una Clayaon Talbot, 3068 Washington Boulevard. Indiana-olis. Indians.
INFORMATION AND BOOKLET UPON REQUEST
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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NEW WORKS.
Advance of Publication. Offers—
April, 1920

8p'c“c°fl

Easy Arrangements of Celebrated Pieces
Favorite Old-Time lunes, V & P . . . .
Fifty Violin Studies in First Position,
First Studies for the Violin, Hoffman,
Op. 25, Book One.
Four Octave Keyboard Chart ........
jut Notes, Hudson..
New Indian Song Collection, Lieurance.
Nursery Tales Retold, Four Hands,
Spaulding .
..
Part Songs for Men’s Voices... • ■
Piano Questions Answered by Josef
Hofmann .
Polyphonic Studies.
5d Violin Studies, Second and
:d Position, Levenson .■ ■
and Dances from Foreign Lands,

Paloverde .
Standard American Album.50
Standard Elementary Album.30
Teaching Song Album.40
Tschaikowsky Album.
Twelve Games for Children.■ ■■
-JO
Twenty Progressive Studies, Greenwald.
.35
Mail Order
Music Buying
Mail order houses are in a class of
business by themselves. It is far less ex¬
pensive to fill an order in a mail order
house than it is over a retail counter.
The Theodore Presser Company is no
doubt the originator of that method of
supplying schools and teachers with
everything they need in the way of music
supplies.
Every one of our publications has been
selected with the view of its being of the
greatest value and assistance to educa¬
tional musical work. The retail price of
our works and the discounts have always
been the lowest that could be consistently
given, and because of the mail order
feature, usually at a lower cost than if
purchased otherwise.
The prices to us on everything that we
use, paper, printing, binding, etc., have
been soaring during the past three years.
It has been necessary for us to raise our
prices, but our patrons know what a
small advance we have made as compared
with the advance made by others on, par¬
ticularly, the necessities of life.
Let us assure every one of our patrons
and every one of our readers that every
order sent to us, large or small, will re¬
ceive the very best service that we can
give it, and that the prices will be the
very lowest that can consistently be al¬
lowed. We have not taken anc will not
take advantage of the present business
conditions.
We are constantly issuing new cata¬
logs.
Let us have the name-- of all
teachers and professionals and :heir par¬
ticular
irk so that we can send them
catalogs of interest from time to time.
Try us with a small order. Pei haps the
greatest of all the advantages which we
have inaugurated in favor of he school
and the teacher is the sending of music
“on selection.” We have a special cir¬
cular of explanation of this subject. Let
us send it to you.
Advance of Publication
Offer Withdrawn
Advance Study Pieces for the Piano¬
forte. This work is now on the market.
The special price offered in advance of
publication is hereby withdrawn. The
work includes sixteen compositions, every
one possessing some technical quality as
well as musical merit. The retail price
is 31.00, and we will be very glad to sendit to any of our patrons on inspection at
the usual professional discount.

Commencement
Needs
Music for the Program, Diplomas,
Gifts, etc.
Our Selection Department is preparing
for the usual receipt of orders for se¬
lections suitable for use at commencement
exercises. We have a wealth of material
in our own catalog. On another page
of this issue we will list a large number
of selections for various classifications,
such as music for a number of players at
one and two pianos, brilliant vocal solos,
showy and difficult piano compositions
and choral music.
We are publishing and will have ready
in a very short time three compositions
most suitable, and published particularly
for public performance. Every one of
these compositions is especially suitable
for commencement use. The compositions
referred to are:
Rubinstein’s Melody in F. Trans.- by
E. Schiitt.
Wagner’s Ride of the Valkyries.
Trans, by Ernest Hutchinson.
Chopin's Valse, Op. 61, No. 1. Trans,
by M. Moszkowski.
The transcription of Rubinstein’s Mel¬
ody in F, by E. Schiitt, is in similar style
to other successful paraphrases by this
popular writer. While preserving the
beauty of the original intact, the arranger
has introduced a variety of passage work
in modern style, making a delightful re¬
cital number. Grade 6.
The transcription of Wagner’s Ride of
the Valkyries, by E. Hutchinson, is a
dazzling concert number of highest class.
It is less difficult than the arrangement
by Tausig, but equally effective
Mr
Hutchinson has had great success with
this number in his concerts. Grade 1.
There have been a number of transen tions of the favorite Minute Waltz r.i
Chopin in which the principle theme is
given out in “double notes ' but xnis new
one by Moszkowski :z oy iar the best.
It is especially happy in its treatment of
the middle theme. Grade 6.
We will be very glad to send these “on
sale” to any of our patrons who desire to
look at them.
In this same advertisement we will list
musical literature, and some novelties,
that a-: suitable for graduation gifts,
i here s also mentioned the blank pro¬
gram orms which are sold at a nominal
figure on account of their advertising
value to us, and mention made of our
various forms of diplomas. We have
made quite a specialty of these diplomas.
They can be obtained in various sizes,
quaiities of paper, with and without the
blank printed form. The prices are ex¬
ceedingly low.
Songs of the
North American Indian
By Thuriow Lieurance
This is the title which has been adopted
for Mr. Lieurance’s new Indian song col¬
lection. This work has now gone to press
but the special introductory offer will be
continued during the current month. It
contains some of Mr. Lieurance’s finest
songs, including the immensely popular
By the Waters of Minnetonka, the very
artistic song. By Weepiny Waters, to¬
gether with a new Canoe Song, which is
destined to become very popular. The
book is beautifully illustrated; the preface
and explanatory notes by Mr. Lieurance.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 50 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Henlein Mandolin Method
Book 1
We have come into possession of this
most popular mandolin method and will
issue a new edition in a very short time.
This is one of the standard works for this
instrument, and this volume is intended
for the veriest beginner on this instru¬
ment. Henlein is the greatest authority
on the mandolin in this country.
The book has been published by another
firm and has met with great success. It
has been used by many thousands of man¬
dolin teachers in the past, and we are very
glad indeed to add the work to our cata¬
log. Those who are interested in a book
of this kind will have the opportunity of
purchasing the same at a reduced rate;
40 cents will purchase the book in ad¬
vance of publication.
Twelve Games
for Children
This will be a very amusing volume for
young children.
Each selection has a
number of verses, and there is a little
variant melody which adds zest to it.
The names of some of these little pieces
are as follows:
The Gobbler,
The Shoemaker,
The Rattlesnake,
Nuts in May,
Forty Dukes a Riding.
These pieces are in the latter part of
the first grade or early second and are
most attractive, as all the compositions
of this writer are.
Our special advance price is but 40
cents, postpaid.
Part Songs for Men’s Voices
By W. Berwald
We are continuing during the current
month the special introductory offer on
this new work. Mr. Berwald’s success as
a writer of anthems and part songs is a
sufficient guarantee of the excellence of
this new collection. Most of the pieces
in this book have been specially com¬
posed and in addition Mr. Berwald has
made some effective arrangements of tome
successful solo works. The selections are
both sacred and secular, and among the
secular selections will he found a few that
are of humorous character. The pieces
are of intermediate grade and length. It
is a most desirable book in all respects.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Melodies Without Notes
By Mrs. H. B. Hudson
This work is now well advanced in prep¬
aration, but we will continue the special
introductory offer during the current
month.
Mrs. Hudson’s previous work,
A, B, C of Music, has had a very flat¬
tering success. In the work last men¬
tioned the idea was carried out of ha'vmg
the young beginner play from large
“Capital Letters” instead of from notes
and this device has proven very popular.
In the new book. Melodies Without
Notes, the same idea has been further
developed so - at the new book can be
used to foliov the first one It will prove
equally attractive.
Our special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Piano Playing With
Piano Questions
By Josef Hofmann
This work is one that should be in the
hands of every piano teacher. It con¬
tains so much good advice and is so prac¬
tical that we cannot understand how a
teacher can resist buying at least one
copy. There are many little thoughts
thrown out that will prove invaluable in
the teachers’ every-dav work, and coming
from such an authority gives it double
value. It is unquestionably the most val¬
uable book on piano work that has ever
been published, and we take great pleas¬
ure in recommending it to every teacher.
Why not procure a copy while it is
still to be purchased at the introductory
price of $1.00, postpaid.

Child’s Own Book—Liszt
By Thomas Tapper
We take pleasure in announcing another
volume of this most popular little work
on the great composers. We have pub¬
lished some dozen of these volumes and
every one of them has been wonderfully
successful, and why Liszt should not have
been added to this collection before this, is
quite a surprise to us. The Liszt, with¬
out doubt, will be one of the most inter¬
esting in the series.
These little volumes are for children to
make up themselves, that is why they are
called the Child's Own Book. A needle
and a silk cord go with the volume.
They are to be bound up and the pictures
to be pasted in certain blank spaces in
the book, and the biography is to be writ¬
ten in by the child. They have proven
most inspiring to the little ones, and the
mere announcement is sufficient to bring
a response from a great many teachers.
The Child’s Own Book, when pub¬
lished, will sell for 20 cents each; our
special offer will be just half price, that
is, 10 cents. Teachers may order as many
as they desire while the book is on special
offer.
Two Albums
By Rachmaninoff and
Tschaikowsky
These two volumes will contain the
most favored pieces of these two Russian'
composers. Some of the pieces will go up
as high as the sixth grade in the scale of
ten, but there will be plenty of material
in the volumes that will be attractive to
the average player. We have a large
number of pieces in sheet form and the
volumes will contain the most attractive
of these two most modern composers. This
is the best form in which to buy these
composers’ works. The whole volume may
be purchased for what you would pay for
one piece in sheet form, and especially is
this true while the volumes are on special
offer.
The retail price of the volumes will lie
$1.00, but during the publication our ad¬
vance price will be but 50 cents each,
postpaid.
Beethoven’s Selected
Sonatas
This most important volume will be is¬
sued by this firm during the course of the
present summer. It will contain the most
popular sonatas of this great composer.
There will be at least ten in the volume
and this will lie added to the Presser Edi¬
tion of Standard Works, and will be one
of the most* important volumes in the
whole collection. The Sonatas will be
graded according to difficulty. For prac¬
tical purposes this volume will answer
every need of Beethoven’s Sonatas for
every purpose and does away with the
necessity of purchasing the sonatas com¬
plete.
The retail price of this volume will be
at least $2.00 and the postage on such a
huge volume will be considerable. Our
advance price will be but $1.00, postpaid.
Easy Arrangements
of Celebrated Pieces
for the Pianoforte
As an aid in familiarizing students of
intermediate grade with the great mas¬
terpieces of the most celebrated classic
and modern composers easy arrange¬
ments and transcriptions of these works
are almost indispensable. In our new
compilation, arrangements from Handel,
Mozart, Beethoven, Mendelssohn, Schu¬
mann, Chopin, and others will be found.
Among those who have made these ar¬
rangements may . e mentioned Moszkow¬
ski, Sartorio, Harthan, and others. In
making these transcriptions no violence
whatever has been done to the original,
all the melodies and harmonies being re¬
tained; but the pieces have been brought
under the hands of the average student.
Our special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 40 cents, postpaid.
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Favorite Old-Time Tunes
Polyphonic
for Violin and Piano
Studies
This work is now on the press but the
This is a work to which constant attenrnecial introductory offer will be con¬
• tion is given and we are not yet ready to
tinued during the current month. This
book contains a variety of the good old withdraw it from the special offer. All
melodies, all carefully and artistically ar¬ piano pupils will be benefited by more
ranged for the violin with piano accom¬ polyphonic studies, that is, counterpoint
paniment. The piano part alone will con¬ work for the fingers, such as is found in
sist of 68 pages. This is just such a vol¬ Bach's works. This work will be elemen¬
ume as every violinist should have in his tary and can be taken up after a pupil
library for ready reference whenever has passed the second grade. This is one
there is a call for some of these old-time of the few features of a study that has not
been over-done and we are very glad to
melodies.
.
.
The special introductory price in ad¬ be one of the first to present a work of
vance of publication is 20 cents per copy, this kind.
postpaid.
Our special introductory price is 40
cents, postpaid.
Standard American Album
Fifty Violin Studies
for the Pianoforte
This is the day in which the American in the First Position
composer is coming into his own. The By Chas. Levenson
impetus was given during the war and has
This volume is now off the press and
not yet stopped. The American com¬
poser, we find, is bolding his own against copies are ready for distribution, but the
the composers of the world and we are special introductory offer will be con¬
very glad indeed to announce the publica¬ tinued during the current month. It is
tion of an album containing only composi¬ an attractive volume of 60 pages; the com¬
tions by American composers, and most pilation is of the very best first position
of them living'. The volume will contain studies selected from the great violin
many of the pieces that have been pub¬ masters, such as Alard, Beriot, Sitt,
Kayser, and Wohlfahrt, all carefully ar¬
lished in Tin Etudk from time to time.
Our special introductory price is but ranged in progressive order.
The special introductory price ’ in ad¬
50 cents.
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
Twenty Progressive Studies
postpaid.
for the Pianoforte
Songs and Dances
By M. Greenwald
This is a \ obi me of very attractive from Foreign Lands
pianoforte d dies of rather an easy Arrranged for the Piano
grade, cone ponding somewhat to Streab- By M. Paloverde
bog Opus 1 ■ mid (14, suitable for easy
In this new collection of easy pieces
third grade.
They will not be entirely for the piano a number of dances and
mechanical, and each one will have an at¬ folk songs of foreign countries have been
tractive name, also each study will con¬ transcribed very cleverly as little piano
tain some feature of pianoforte technic, pieces. This is in reality about a second
rhythm, wrM study, staccato, scales, etc. grade book in point of difficulty. Among
You will not go amiss by sending in your the pieces will be found a Spanish dance
order for this work.
and serenade, Servian, Russian, Italian,
Our special advance price is 35 cents, Hungarian, Danish, and Bohemian dances
postpaid.
together with Roumanian, Polish, Italian,
French and English folk songs.
Selected Studies in
The special introductory price in ad¬
the Second and Third
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy,
Positions for the Violin
postpaid.
By Chas. Levenson
This liii'ii. A now- ready for distribution Nursery Tales Retold
but the special offer will be continued By Geo. L. Spaulding
during tl , urrcait month. It is intended (Four-Hand Pieces
to follow Mr I . wnson’s first hook men¬ for the Pianoforte)
tioned abo r. These Second and Third
This is a jolly little book of duets for
Grade I’osifi ,n studies are selected from
young beginners. The duets are about
the works ot the same masters as men¬
as easy as it is possible to make them
tioned above, with the addition of some
and they may be played by two first
valuable studies by Dancla. It is one of
grade students or by a first and second
the best books for its purpose ever com¬
grade student. Each duet has an appro¬
piled.
priate text which may be sung ad lib.
The special introductory price in ad¬ The idea is carried out of bringing up to
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, date certain of the old nursery rhymes
postpaid.
but the music is absolutely new and orig¬
inal and in Mr. Spaulding’s best vein.
A New
The special introductory price in ad¬
Anthem Book
vance
of publication is 30 cents per copy,
Tiie new an them book will most likely
lie published during the present month, postpaid.
but we will stjll retain it on the special
offer for one month longer. These an¬
thems will be taken from our catalogue
and be bound up in a strong, flexible
binding for church use. The anthems will
C°it less than one cent apiece in this way.
All the music will be suitable for church
use and only those that have been tested
and gone through many editions wiU be
used in the book.
Our special advance price is but 20
cents, postpaid.
«• mmillitn
Opus 25, Book 1
This book is nearly ready but the sp
*? . introductory offer will be continue
during the current month. Hoffman
Vpus 25 is one of the indispensable stuc
ooks used by the majority of viol
teachers. It is used to follow or to su;
piement any. instruction book or metho
0 , ®s the elementary grades are co:
■erned it exhausts the possibilities of tl
nest position.
van*16 '?edal introductory price in a
postpaid 1>ublication is 25 'cents Per coP

Four-Octave
Keyboard Chart
We will continue the Keyboard Chart
on the special offer for another month.
Teachers who have the veriest beginners
will find a chart of this kind invaluable.
It can be placed hack of the keyboard to
show the location of the key on the staff.
It is the picture method which the chil¬
dren love. It can also be used for silent
table practice of the five-finger exercises.
These charts usually sell for $1.00, but
during the special advance price they can
be purchased for only 20 cents.
Teaching Song
Album
This volume will be found useful for the
average teacher and singer. While it was
intended for studio work the compass will
be adapted for medium voice, so that it
will fit in for every singer. The selections
will be melodious and attractive, there
will be no difficulties of any special kind.
The collection is one that will be valuable
to every singer.
The special introductory price is but 40
cents, postpaid.

Standard Elementary Album
for the Pianoforte
This album is now going to press but
we are continuing the special introductory
offer during the current month. It is a
new volume in our series printed from the
special large plates and it will contain a
very large number of elementary teach¬
ing pieces, by the very best writers,
standard, modern and contemporary,
every one of which is a proven success.
It will prove a most indispensable volume
both for the teacher and the student.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Handsome Rewards
for Cordial
Recomm end ations
Say a few words to your neighbor in
cordial recommendation of The Etude
and it will be a pleasure for us to express
our appreciation by sending you any of
these rewards that are listed below:
For TWO Subscriptions
At $2.00 each
(One of these can be your own Renewal)
Beginner’s Method. Theo. Presser.
Compositions for the Pianoforte by
woman composers.
First Recital Pieces for the Piano. 37
selections.
Flower Sets: Asters, poppies, mignon¬
ette, nasturtiums, cosmos, phlox. One
packet each.
Liszt, F. Albums of Celebrated Works.
Masterpieces for the Piano. 25 selecMathews. 2 vols., Standard Graded
Course of Studies. Vol. I, grade 1 to VoL
VII, grade 7.
Novels.
(Any well-known, popular
book.)
Paperoid Wallet. 18x27.
Silver Thimble.
Any of the following for TWO
Subscriptions
(One of these ,can be your own renewal)
Duet Hour. Collection for the Piano.
Grieg, Ed. First Peer Gynt Suite. Op.
46.
Heins, Carl.
Album of Pianoforte
Manicure Set.
Piano Player’s Repertoire of Popular
Pieces. 39 pieces.
Spaulding. Tunes and Rhymes.
Standard Opera Album for Piano. 15
For THREE Subscriptions
(Send two other subscriptions with your
own renewal)
Baltzell. History of Music.
Black Crepe Bag, morean lined, with
mirror and change purse.
Cooke, J. F. Mastering the Scales.
Cream Ladle.
Diamond-shaped La Valliere.
Ladies’ Fountain Pens.
Scissors (set of 3 pairs).
Weatherometer (combination) Barome¬
ter and Thermometer.
Renew Your Etude
This Month
To anyone sending in their renewal dur¬
ing the month of April we offer the fol¬
lowing inducements. Below are listed a
number of Music Albums selected from
the Theo. Presser Company catalog, and
opposite each Album is given the retail
price. These Albums will be given to
those readers who renew their subscrip¬
tions during the month of April at the
lowest additional prices quoted:
Price
of
Book
Compositions liy
Composers .
Complete Waltzes
Standard Graded
Ten grades, any
2.65
Sunday Piano Music .
Wagner-Liszt Album of Tran2.50
Presser, Theo. Student’s Book
5! 35
Baltzell, History of Music..
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Magazine Offers
for April Only
The wave of price increases has in¬
cluded nearly every prominent magazine.
There are still opportunities, hqwever, for
those who are disposed to take advantage
of them during the month of April. We
list below some of the few magazine clubs
that can be bought for one more month at
prices out of proportion to the prices now
asked on nearly all other publications.
ETUDE .
Woman’s
With I

} $3.75
;> $2.30
i 2 yrs. $4.25

f
ETUDE .
Delineator
With E

$4.25

} $3.75
} $3.75
} $2.25

Mother's Magazine

y Digest . 4.0 }
i ETUDE 2 yrs. $7.75
' . $2.00
Mfe . 2.00 .
[ ETUDE 2 yrs. $5.25
ETUDE . $2.0C
Little Folks . 1.5C }
With ETUDE 2 yrs. $5.00

To-day's 1
With :

$6.00
$3.50
$3.25

f

$5.25

\

$2.50

DE 2 yrs. $4.25

Special Notices
^

ANNOUNCEMENTS
WANTED and FOR SALE
Rate 10c per word

UKELELES—$3.50 and upward; six
correspondence lessons. $5.00. Wm. Buslap,
3731 Concord Place, Chicago.
FOR SALE—Rebuilt violins, $10 up.
Write for prices. Old violins wanted to
rebuild. Send description. A. H. Merrin,
Delta, Ohio,
WANTED—Place as accompanist in
studio or college, vocal, violin or orchestra.
Four years’ experience. Apply “Dana
Owens,” care of Etude.
FOR SALE—Virgil Practice Clavier.
Good condition. Price, $35.00. Mrs. A. J.
Stegmnier. I is Bedford St.. Cumberland, Md.
A CHICAGO DIRECTOR has ideal
opening for young man as piano teacher.
One ambitious to acquire interest in splendid
music school. (Might train clever advanced
student for position.) Address “E,” care
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Dr. Wooler, Buffalo, N. Y.
YOUR DEATHLESS SMILE—Appeal¬
ing lyric, music by Leo Friedman, author ot
“Meet Me To-night in Dreamland.” Words by
Lona M. T. Clarke. War Memorial Song to
Boys Who “Met Death Smiling” In France.
Now readv to mail. Fifteen cents, postage
paid. Order from North American Music
Publishing Company, Grand Opera House
Bldg., Chicago, Illinois.
MANUSCRIPTS prepared for publication.
Music composed to words. Compositions criti¬
cized. Irving Gingrich, 646 Belden Ave.,
Chicago.

shall, Texas.

Idepartmei
itt. Mgr.. 1

INTERNATIONAL
MRS. BABCOCK
/"OFFERS Teaching Positions, Colleges, Conservatories, Schools.
Also Church and Concert Engagements
CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.
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ROSES, BULBS
arid SEEDS

At Home 1

Ask your neighbor to subscribe
for THE ETUDE. Any of the re¬
wards illustrated on this page can
be had for your trouble:-

CHICAGO-SEE ALSO PAGE 286

Summer Master School
June 28 to August 7

1920 P. C. 80. Entire Set of
Six Roses. These plants are
shipped direct from the
nursery. Given for two sub¬
scriptions.
FLOWER SEEDS. Six Mixed pack¬
ets. One subscription.
Twelve Gladioli Bulbs. One sub¬
scription. Assorted Dahlias. Two
subscriptions.

You Can Take a Complete
Conservatory Course
Either Students’ or Teachers’ and learn how to play or teach correctly
in your spare time at home, by the University Extension Method, which
is now used by leading colleges of the country.

Sherwood Piano Lessons
for Students

VOCAL
VIOLIN
ORGAN
OSCAR SAENGER
LEON SAMETINI
CLARENCE EDDY
HERBERT WITHERSPOON
MAX FISCHEL
ERIC DeLAMARTER
MME. DELIA VALEhl
FREDERIK FREDERIKSEN
C. GORDON WEDERTZ
FLORENCE HINKLE
MAURICE GOLDBLATT
HELEN W. ROSS
ADOLPH MUHLMANN
LOUISE FERRARIS
ELIAS BREDIN
MRS. 0. L. FOX
RUDOLPH REINEhS
EDOARDO SACERDQTE
LOIS DYSON
GRAHAM REED
KATHERYN MILLS
BURTON THATCHER
RAY HUNTINGTON
MABEL SHARP HERDIEN
JOHN B. MILLER
REPERTOIRE AND INTERPRETATION CLASSES
ROSE LUTIGER GANNON
EDOUARD DUFRESNE
HERBERT WITHERSPOON (Vooal)
GENEVRA JOHNSTONE-BISHOP
OSCAR SAENGER (Vocal)
MME. DELIA VALERI (Vooal)
EDITH W. GRIFFING, ELIAS BREDIN
PERCY GRAINGER (Piano)
LEON SAMETINI (Violin)
HARMONY, COMPOSITION, COUNTERPOINT, CANON AND FUGUE
FELIX BOROWSKI LOUIS VICTOR SAAR HAROLD B. MARYOTT LAURA D. HARRIS BARTON BACHMANN
PAULINE HOUCK
TEACHERS NORMAL COURSES
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
HERBERT WITHERSPOON (Vooal)
HAROLD B. MARYOTT
HAROLD
B. -MARYOTT (Vocal)
UAnm " “
• HISTORY OF MUSIC
ANDREAS PAVLEY
PERCY GRAINGER (Piano)
FELIX BOROWSKI
MAE STEBBINS REED
GLADYS PRICE
JULIA LOIS CARUTHERS (Piano)
ENSEMBLE PLAYING & ACCOMPANYING Ruth Austin
Gladys benedict
MAX FISCHEL (Violin)
LEON SAMETINI
MAX FISCHEL
SCHOOL OF OPERA
WALTON PYRE (Expression and
Dramatic Art)
ITALIAN
FRENCH
ADOLPH MUHLMANN
GLADYS BENEDICT (Dancing)
AMEDE C. NOBILI EDOUARD DUFRESNE
EDOARDO SACERDOTE

World Standard
Dictionary

Now That
| Short Sleeves
■e here, Bracelets
are in order

Contain complete, explicit instruction on every phase of u.^o playu
ing No stone has been left unturned to make this absolutely perfect.
It would surprise you to know that Sherwood devoted to each lesson
enough time to earn at least $100.00 in teaching. It is possible for you
to get all this time and energy for almost nothing, compared to what it
cost. The lessons are illustrated with life-like photographs of Sherwood
at the piano. They are given with weekly examination papers.

S

FREE SCHOLARSHIPS^
Mr. Saenger, Mr. Witherspoon, Mme. Valeri, Mr. Grainger, Mr. Sametini and Mr. Eddy have each consented to award a Free Scholarship to the student,
who, after an open competitive examination, is found to possess the grealesl gift for singing or playing. Free scholarship application blank on request.
Write for complete summer catalog.
Lesson periods should be engaged now.
Private and Class Lessons are given by all teachers.

Sherwood Normal Lessons
for Piano Teachers
Contain the fundamental principles of successful teaching—the vital
principles—the big things in touch, technique, melody, phrasing, rhythm,
tone production, interpretation and expression-a complete set of physi¬
cal exercises for developing, strengthening and training the muscles
of the fingers, hands, wrists, arms and body, fully explained, illustrated
arid made clear by photographs, diagrams and drawings.

DORMITORY ACCOMMODATIONS
FELIX BOROWSKI, President
DR. F. ZIEGFELD, President Emeritus

Silver Thimble

Harmony
A knowledge of Harmony is necessary for every student and teacher.
You can study the Harmony Course prepared especially for us by Adolph
Rosenbecker, former Soloist and Conductor, pupil of Richter; and Dr.
Daniel Protheroe, Eminent Composer, Choral Conductor and Teacher.
You will receive the personal instruction of Herbert J. Wnghtson,
Theorist and Composer.

Harmony Teaches You to
ilyze Music, thus enabling you to
1. Analyze
determine the key of any composition and
its various harmonic progressions.
_
e.
..
2. Transpose at Sight more easily accompaniments which you may be called
upon to play.
3. Harmonize Melodies correctly and
arrange music for bands and orchestras.

pi
4. Detect Wrong Notes and faulty
ft
..3d music or dv
gressions whether in
composition.
73.5. Memorize Rapidly, Ou«= w*
greatest benefits derived from the study of
Harmony.
6. Substitute Other Notes when for any
reason the ones written are inconvenient
to play.

Advanced Composition
Edited and personally conducted by Herbert J. Wrightson, distin¬
guished theorist and composer. This is the most advanced musical
course given by any school in America.

Picture
Frames
1920-P.C.20. Made of sterling
silver, quite heavy and beauti¬
fully chased. Furnished in
any size desired; “seven” or
“eight” sizes are those usually
worn. A good thimble, made
of good material, is worth the
small effort required to earn it.
Given for two subscriptions, post¬
paid.

N on - tarnishable.
Platinoid backed with
Velvet. Oval and ob¬
long. Three sizes. No.
1,4x6 in. Two subscrip¬
tions. No. 2, 4tfx6 in.
Three subscriptions.
No. 3, 6x8 in. Four
subscriptions.

Florence Toilet Set
Ivory Finish

Meat Chopper

University Extension Conservatory
Dept. B., Siegel-Myer* Bldg.

Chicago, Illinois

COLUMBIA
SCHOOL OF"’

iusic

-—.x... wBORNIC REED. Director

^

SUMMER SCHOOL
1 weeks June 28th to August 7th
Piano, Theory, Voice, Violin
Public School Music Methods
Normal Training, Advanced Inter¬
pretation and Post Graduate Courses.
Kindergarten, Ear Training, Sight Read¬
ing, Orchestra Conducting, History of
■ Music, Demonstration, Childreu'sClasses.
■ Kree year book.

v@?$ehool ofMusic

Barrel straight ribbed in¬
side. Size 12, chops up three
pounds per minute. Given
for four subscriptions.
Charges prepaid.

Three-piece Set. Hair Brush, Comb and Flor¬
ence Mirror. Given for five subscriptions.

Tlw» Ftljp THE0- PRESSER CO., Publishers
111C CUIUe, 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

W

MARTA MILINOWSKI, B. A., Director
A Musical School with College Standards.
&>und training under teachers of wide
reputation and long experience. Four
Sw ,oourse for degree and diolomo
Special courses in Keyboard Ha
History °f Mu-'- —J
*and Appreciation.
School chorus,
ort
»orus, orchestra
and recitals. Congenial home
,rv*'* envi
ent. Dormitory aci limited. Address
The Director, Box 105,
te Forest, III.
redlls allowed by Lake Feral College
'<> Ferry Hall for Music School work
OTHER CHICAGO SCHOOLS
' ‘ ’•
on page 286

('toIIBI«ki,tonenH?id ) CARL D- KINSEY, Vice-President and Manager

THE A\ ARY WOOD CHASE fCH^L
*F AUSIg£L ARTS
tf=

WALBEAPSH°8703

rUivivcrsity

Unprecedented Special Offer!
Will you take advantage of our offer of 6 lessons which we offer to
Etude readers without charge or obligation on their part? We will send
you 6 lessons from the Normal Piano or Harmony Course or 6 lessons
selected from some other subject, if you prefer. We have courses in
Piano (one for students and one for teachers), Harmony, Choral Con¬
ducting, Public School Music, Violin, Cornet, Guitar and Mandolin. Select
the course you are interested in and write now for 6 lessons and catalog.
You will receive full details of the course and be under no obligation to
us. The cost is nothing and you will benefit much.

620 SO. MICHIGAN AVE., Chicago, III.

I COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC I
|Box73—509 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, m. A

This History

FALL SESSION OPENS SEPTEMBER 13

Chicago Musical College

Best Seal Morocco binding. As flexible as a
five dollar Oxford Bible. Title stamped in
gold. Red burnished edges. Patent thumb
Alphabetical Index. Given for three subscriptions.

History of Music
By Glenn Dillard Gunn, noted writer and musician.
Course includes Analysis and Appreciation of Music.

[Six Weeks]

> FACULTY*

PIANO
PERCY GRAINGER
RUDOLPH REUTER
ALEXANDER RAAB
HAROLD MICKWITZ
EDWARD COLLINS
MAURICE ARONSON
MAX KRAMM
LOTTA MILLS HOUGH
LOUIS VICTOR SAAR
KARL RECKZEH
HARRY DETWEILER
C. GORDON WEDERTZ
BARTON BACHMANN

C M I C A G

O

‘-Y°“ * HEXUJyTEl°°

IYCEUA\
S^RTS
QP«S EBLVATOR.Y
l INCORPORATE

A SCHOOL FOR THE TRAINING OF PROFESSIONAL MUSICIANS

Annual Teacher’s Course
CHICAGO, July 6th to 16th, 1920
and July 19th to 30th, 1920

SUMMER
TERM

FIFTY HOURS under the personal direction of MARY WOOD CHASE.
Concert Pianist, Author of Natural Laws in Piano Technic, assisted by BESSIE
WILLIAMS SHERMAN, Pianist and Lecturer on Modern Tendencies in Music,
Author of On the Road to Toneland, a Primary Course in Ear-Training.
Daily Classes in
TEACHING MATERIAL—Its selection and presentation for the Child and Adult
EAR-TRAINING—Development of musical perception. Child Methods.
KEYBOARD HARMONY—How to train the Memory. Sight-Reading
PREPARATORY. HARMONIC and PEDAL TECHNIC.
INTERPRETATION—Development of self-expression.
zzWRITE FOR FULL INFORMATIONS

June 2Eth—August 1st

d information and free catalog.
Address Registrar
Dept. E
600-610 LYON & HEALY BLDG., Chicago

Written Harmony

I

FcS^^receuxu
Ith the FIRST yearTpikno wo:
“ICE of this COURSE is:
Si r ^hAppiication *25,
or *35 In Three Payments—
*15 Down balance in TWO
Monthly Payments.
EFFA ELLIS PERFIELO MUSIC SCHOOL, Inc.
950 MeClurg Bldg., 218 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Telephone, 8VanderblU8235^
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“Selecting a Phonograph”

> Schools and Colleges

»'■«.1I111B11
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American Conservatory
.— of Music •

DETROIT ftJSSSS
CONSERVATORY of Jgg?

MUSIC®

Offers courses in Piano,Voice.Violin,Organ,
Theory, Public School Music and Drawing,
Oral Interpretation, etc. Work based on

34th Season
CHICAGO’S. FOREMOST SCHOOL OF MUSIC
THE CONSERVATORY ANNOUNCES THE EXCLUSIVE TEACHING ENGAGEMENT
FOR THE SUMMER SCHOOL OF TWO WORLD FAMOUS ARTISTS

Joseph Lhevinne

David Bispham

Joseph Lhevinne and David Bispham aside
from giving private instruction will conduct
Repertoire classes especially designed for
Professional pianists and singers, for advanced
students and teachers. Mr. Bispham will also
have a class in Recitation to Music.
Only a limited number of students accepted.
Apply without delay. Special prospectus
mailed on application.

VALPARAISO
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Summer Normal
Session
JOSEPH LHEVINNE

Six weeks, from June 28 to August 7, 1920.
Special Course in Public School Music of six
weeks, June 28 to August 7, 1920. Lectures;
Recitals. All Departments of Music and
Dramatic Art.

DAVID BISPHAM

Ninety Artist Instructors—Among the Most Prominent May Be Mentioned
Voice: Karfeton Hackett, Ragna Linne, E.
Piano: Heniot Levy, Allen Spencer, Victor VioIir.ee/Io: Robert Ambrosias
Warren, K. Howe, Charles La Berge.
Garwood, Silvio Scionti, Louise Robyn, Public School Music: O. E. Robinson.
Violin: Herbert Butler, Adolph Weidig,
Kurt Wanieck, Earl Blair, May Doelling. Harp;EnricoTramonti,HelenaS.Torgerson.
tl
Composition: Adolph Dramatic Art: Letitia Kerapster Bamum.
Arthur O. Ander i, John
schulte, Herbert
And others of equal importance.
Palmer, Leo Sowe
s. Many free advantages. Teacher’s Certific
Desirable dormitory ac
3g mailed free. Send for Catalog and Sumra
AMERICAN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 571 Kimball Hall, Chicago, Illinois
JOHN J. HATTSTAEDT, President
KARLETON HACKETT, ADOLF WEIDIG, HENIOT LEVY, Associate Di

orthwesterJ --,
r._.N!
I
n
UNIVERSITY

SUMMER SCHOOL OF

I

SIX WEEKS—June 28 to Aug. 7, 1920

1V5USIC

VALPARAISO
(Accredited)
INDIANA
The University School of Music offers courses in
Piano, Voice, Violin. Organ, Theory and Public
School Music. Students may attend the MusiSchool and also take the regular work at th
University.
THE EXPENSES ARE THE LOWEST
Tuition, 336.00 per quarte'r of twelve weeks.
Board, with Furnished Room, *60.00 per quarters
Catalogue will_be mailed free. Address Henry

Minneapolis School of Music,
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART
WILLIAM H. PONTIUS
CHARLES M. H<
Director, Dept, of Muaic
Director, Dram ati

BURROWES COURSE of music study
Kindergarten and Primary—Correspondence or Personal Instruction
Enthusiastic letters from teachers of t
6 HIGHLAND AVE., H. P„

j

KATHARINE BURROWES
DETROIT, MICH.

PETER C. LUTK1N, Dean I

w rnvate lessons in nano, voice, Organ, violin ana violoncello.
.
1
i Class lessons in Harmony, Form and Analysis. Counterpoint. History of Music. Sight Singing. |
I Organization and Maintenance of School Orchestras and Bands, and the scoring and arrangement ■
I Special Lectures and Recitals.
Gymnasium, tennis courts and bathing beach available. I
|
Address the Secretary, Music Hall, Evanston, Illinois, for the Summer School Bulletin.
J
Summer courses also given in College of Liberal Arts, Law and Oratory

■X ARLINGTON, Director
untington College, Endowed, with absolutely no expens
-‘ Aim is to educate, not make money. Faculty of
Cniirwc Ciff• VIOLIN, PIANO, VOICE, HARMONY. HISTORY OF MUSIC,PUBLIC
courses Kjnerea. school MUSIC, LANGUAGES. EXPRESSION and DRAMATIC ART
Special Courses Giving Teachers Practical Work Applicable to Their Needs
BOARDING FACILITIES EXCELLENT—NO BETTER ANYWHERE
detaKnd Sp’Siy'S.^EmaurdMimd. Address. Box 512 - - - HUNTINGTON, INDIANA

THE COSMOPOLITAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
AND DRAMATIC ART

GUY BEVIER WILLIAMS, President
A School which offers every advantage inciden tal to a broad musical education
Fifty artist teachers.
Highest standards.
Artistic Environment.
For Catalog Address
H. B. MANVILLE, Business Manager
1117-1119 Woodward Avenue, DETROIT, MICHIGAN

The phonograph has been gradually
developed until it is something more than
a machine; it is a musical instrument,
nd its purchase should be carefully con¬
sidered You do not buy a phonograph
i spend a little
r day, so it pays
more time rather than buy the first one you
regret your purchase later, lhe first
thing to do is to decide on the amount of
monev you can invest in a phonograph
and records. In doing this it is well to
remember that you can add to your record
library at leisure, but that you cannot in¬
crease the value of your phonograph
every time you have some surplus money.
So set aside the largest part of the amount
for the initial cost of thle instrument.
There are three vital parts to every
phonograph that cannot be too good.
They are the motor, the reproducer and
the amplifying chamber.
The record
storage facilities are important,'but not
so much so. It is not to be denied that
an attractive cabinet is an additional in¬
ducement, but the satisfaction you get
from your instrument will depend on
what is inside the cabinet.
Let us consider the motor first. It is
the power plant of the phonograph. It
must be perfectly made and cause the
turn table to revolve at an even rate of
speed. If it does not, poor reproduction
is the inevitable result, no matter how
perfect the other parts are. The turn
table should rotate on a fixed axis and
should not weave up and down. If it
weaves, the tone will waver and the rec¬
ords will be worn out sooner because the
needle will sway from side to side.
The reproducer, or sound box, is the
part that extracts the sounds from the
record by means of a needle fastened in
the needle arm. The needle arm con¬
ducts the vibrations to the diaphragm of
the reproducer. The quality of tone de¬
pends to a large extent on the construc¬
tion of the diaphragm. Fiber, silk and
mica are the materials most commonly
used.
From the reproducer the sound waves
travel through the tone arm (really a
part of the amplifying chamber) to the
amplifying chamber.
The amplifying
chamber, as the name signifies, increases

the volume of sound. Some companies
equip their machines with a metal ampli¬
fying chamber. This produces great vol¬
ume, but the metal is not so much af¬
fected by the sound waves and some qual¬
ities of tone are said to he lost. The ten¬
dency with many manufacturers seems
to be toward making the amplifying
chamber of resonant wood. If properly
constructed, a wood chamber is believed
by some to produce a mellower sound
than any other. Examination of the
sound chamber may save you much dis¬
satisfaction.
Most phonographs are now equipped
with a universal tone arm so that all
makes of records can be played. Hear
different makes cl records played and, in
this connection, note the needles used.
Most demonstrations are made with loud
tone needles. If the instrument will give
ample volume with soft or fiber needles,
it will be economical on records, as loud
tone needles wear them more than soft
tone needles.
Volume of sound may also be regulated
by means of the tone modifier with which
some machines are provided. The tone
modifier is a shutter or closing door ar¬
rangement in the amplifying chamber.
Closing the shutter or door reduces the
volume of sound. Hear a record played
with the modifier open and then hear the
same selection with the modifier closed.
In this way you can tell if the tone re¬
mains true in the different volumes.
After you get your instrument, or if
you already have one, remember that lub¬
ricating the motor occasionally is time
well spent. Also know that the turn table
is revolving at the correct speed. For
most records the speed is 78 to 80 revo¬
lutions per minute. It is best to time the
turn table for a full minute as the speed
regulators seldom remain accurate. A
piece of white paper pinned on the turn
table makes it easy to time it.
Some people say that different records
should be played at different speeds. They
are wrong. The difference in time was
taken care of when the record was made.
Always treat yonr phonograph carefully
and you will be amply repaid by the in¬
creased enjoyment it brings you.

MacPhail School of Music
•

806 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC—THADDEUS P. CIDDINGS, Teacher
Complete Courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ. Teachers’ Certificates, Diplomas. Dormitory for Ladies.
Summer Session Commences June 21st Students May Enter Now. Catalog Free.

ARE YOU PLANNING TO STUDY THIS SUMMER:

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing 01

red by the Schools Listed on these pages

NEW YORK. NEW JERSEY AND NEW ENGLAND

Ufie American Institute of Applied Music
SUMMER SESSION, JUNE 21st to JULY 30th
Courses in Voice, Pianoforte, Violin, Harmony

INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART
OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK
Special PREPARATORY CENTERS in different parts of
the city for children between seven and twelve years of age.

FRANK

DAMROSCH, Director

Grand Opera perform:

with artist pupils

Skidmore School
of Arts

teacher find that their fingers get very
tired in certain kinds of passages. Often
the entire trouble is in the arm and not
Jn the fingers at all. Good gymnastic
.
«. , .«
exercises, m which the entire arm is employed, always seem to be beneficial to
pianists.

Opens June 15th, closes Sept. 15th
Departments of VOICE, OPERA, PIANO, and SIGHT-SINGING
LECTURES and RECITALS by many well-known Musicians
datef1?'*8 r,ceived f°r l°ng and short jieribds.. It Is important
1"
-

cnleawreyorktc^ynue

Voice
W 206 West fist Street
New York

JddreSS^,

GRANBERRY ™
Pianists

::

Accompanists

Charles Henry Keyes, Ph.D., President
A college for women offering broad general and
cultural courses, while providing splendid opporig, AUIastrumenla.
fg&95JE3£8S: “..

Teachers’ Training Courses

with related subjects. A Ur,
High School graduates.
Degree Granted. 4 year course leads to B. S. 2 and
3 year Normal Course, Teacher's and Supervisor s
certificate. Residence accommodations. 400 stu¬
dents. Summer School, session July5thtoAug. 13th,
For catalogue address Secretary, Box J.
SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y.

Crane Normal Institute of Music

GUSTAVE L. BECKER’S
Condensed Summer Course
lasting3lx weetaqwUl thfa^rsar^begln on {“{“resting
new immi^Uet?with helplul hints tor teachere an?
piano students. Address: Care
STEINWAY HALL
109 East 14th Street
New York City

WINNISQUAM

Fifty-nine Muscles
The self-help student often wishes for
better trained fingers. He rarely realizes
that there are fifty-nine muscles in the
™®pl“yed jn Piano playing directly
or indirectly. All of these muscles must
be exercised properlv to bring about
ideal playing conditions. Often players
who are not under the guidance of a

120

SALVINI-

A Music and Vacation Camp for Young Girls

BROOKFIELD SUMMER SCHOOL OF SINGING—Estb.

Michigan State Normal College Conservatory of Music
YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN
Courses in singing, piano, organ, violin and theory.
Courses for training supervisors and teachers of public school music.
'°
valid in most states of the union.
ceed six dollars per week. Tuition and fees exceptionally low.
Write for Catalog
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, BOX 9, YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN

Kimball Building, Chicago, III.
:d faculty of Artist Tea,
. L. Stephen, Manag

Schools and Colleges

By Smith C. McGregor

CHICAGO, DETROIT AND MIDDLE WEST

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

Training School for Supervisors of Muaic

The Courtright System of Musical Kindergarten
Oldest andmost practical system. Write
Urs. Lillian Courtright Card, 116 Edna Axe.,Bridgeport,Conn.

(P=Ithaca Conservatory of Music=^
certnXrk.adAa|fthfs»umenU.UCVoadr1Dram?5c
Art. Physical Training. Graduates eligible for
teaching without N. Y. State Certificate. Main¬
tain several companies in Lyceum field. Dor¬
mitories and Concert Hall. Terms reasonable.
Catalog.
The Registrar, 1 De Witt Park, Ithaca, N. Y.

An Excellent Vacation for Your Daughter
e\ LET HER SPEND THIS SUMMER AT A BEAUTIFUL CAMP SPOT IN THE
>] WHITE MOUNTAINS WHERE SHE CAN COMBINE ADVANCEMENT IN
The Study of Music With the Joys of Out-doors
This Camp School is situated on Asquam Lake. Holderness, New Hampshire. The campers
have DAILY MUSICAL INSTRUCTION AND STUDY, but a great part of the day
enjoy all die pleasures of out-door life—tennis, safe canoeing and bathing, etc. The Preceptress
M_care for girls away from home. Classes, young women and t—
er twelve. MAKE YOUR RESERVATION EARLY.
..
Prospectus, Address
ALLEN H. DAUGHERTY
HOLDERNESS SUMMER SCHOOL MUSIC i K Girls I 218 Tremont St., BOSTON, MASS.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND ARTS
Opposite Central Park, cor. 95th St., New York City

!!

RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director

New York City’s most beautiful and home-like School devoted to Music and the Allied Arts with UNSURPASSED BEAUTY
OF SCENE FACING CENTRAL PARK
Celebrated faculty Including Arthur Friedheim, Ralfe Leech Sterner, Aloys Kremer, Harold A. Fix, Leila Yale, Eugene Salvatore, Guiseppi Melfi, Frank Howard
Warner, Mabel Rivers Schuler, F. W. Riesberg, Helen Wolverton and many others.
DORMITORIES IN srHnni Rim niNCS AND PROPER CHAPERONAGE WITH MANY SOCIAL AND RECREATION ADVANTAGES.
OPEN THE ENTIRE YEAR.
PUPILS MAY
,N.SCHOOLNY
PUBLC x-urtv-n.kio
CONCERTS EVERY
WEEK.
TERMS.
INCLUDING
BOARD, PRACTICING, ETC., ON APPLICATION.
TER ANY DAY
DAY. t-UBi-ic.
*
BOOKLET
AND
TEACHERS’TUITION,
BIOGRAPHIES
3 MEHLIN PIANO USED EXCLUSIVELY S
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Knowledge as a Factor in the Enjoyment of Music

Schools and Colleges <
VANIA, OHIO AND SOU

COMBS CONSERVATORY
PHILADELPHIA

A SCHOOL OF INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION

‘Che only Conservatory in the State with Dormitories for Women
A School of Inspiration, Enthusiasm, Loyalty and Success
Illustrated Year Book Free

-HaTn Philadelphia

PITTSBURGH
MUSICAL INSTITUTE, me.

Musical “Academy

50th season began Sept, 8. A few vacancies for ad¬
vanced pupils under eminent artistgteachers. Theory,

Students
College____ic
Degrees for
with University of Pittsburgh
4259 FIFTH AVENUE

MR. and MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Claises for Teachers of Piano
for the Study of Teaching Material
MONTREAT, N. C.
July 8-23-1920-August 5-20

like Lakme’s Bell Song, I stopped at the
phonograph store to hear them. With
so much free literature issued by these
companies, it is possible for all to learn
how music is put together, and to ap¬
preciate it upon analysis. The result is
that I now resent being asked to hear
any music without being told the name.
This acquaintance with music yields its
richest returns in idle moments, for I
fully believe I escape many worries be¬
cause musical memories are ever present
in my subconscious mind, keeping me in
tune with happier hours.
If it is well to know their music, it is
interesting to know the lives or the faces
of the composers. The tnan most inti¬

mate with a writer is best able to de¬
cipher his handwriting, of course. These
composers played and understood many
instruments, and this knowledge, even if
it is no more than the fingering, will in¬
crease your interest as you learn what
makes virtuosity in a player and tonecolor in an orchestra. America is a
land where a child’s birthright gives him
training in singing to notes, and practice
in reading of scores will open a new field
of musical enjoyment, when you can
make the printed page speak to the eye
and be more than an aid to memory.
Other knowledge increasing enjoy¬
ment will be opera stories and foreign
languages, valuable both to a singer and
his audience. Emotional, dramatic music
is absurd when one lacks a clue to the
situation; and since genius is inter¬
national, foreign languages will be needed
in travel and social intercourse with
musicians from over-seas. Performers
to-day are well worth knowing as men,
for in an age of player-pianos and canned
music the public supports only the truest
musical interpreters. When anyone says
this is an unmusical age, I ask him if a
modern writer would follow Beethoven
and dedicate a Krcutser Sonata to a
violinist who regularly played in public
holding his fiddle upside down?

Just a Minute
By W. Francis Gates

School of Music
OF

SHENANDOAH COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE
LEADING SCHOOL OF MUSIC IN THE SOUTH
Ask for Booklet FREE. S. C. I. BOX 110 DAYTON. VA.

1

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY

of MUSIC
esvabl.sheo xae/. II
52ND YEAR
CLARA BAUR, Foundress
Conducted according to methods of most
i
progressive European conservatories

Elocution—MUSIC—Languages
Faculty of International Reputation
Exceptional advantages for post-graduate and repertoire
work. Department of Opera. Ideal location and residence
department with superior equipment.
Master class for virtuoso violinists under
EUGENE YSAYE
Season 1919-20

For catalogue and information, address
Miss Bertha Baur, Directress. Cincinnati, Ohio.

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE
WARREN, OHIO

THE SCHOOL OF DAILY INSTRUCTION IN ALL
BRANCHES OF MUSIC
Address LYNN B. DANA, President

Desk E, WARREN, OHIO

ESTABLISHED 1857

PFAROTW

CONSERVATORY

I LriOUi/ I
BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director
One of the oldest and most noted Music Schools in America.

Atlanta Conservatory of Music
THE FOREMOST SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
IN THE SOUTH
Advantages Equal lo TIom Found Anywhere
Catalog.
GEO. F. LININEB, Director
Peachtree and Broad Streets, Atlanta, Georgia

ADVERTISE YOUR
SUMMER SCHOOL
Don’t wait until it’s too late. Send
in advertising copy NOW for the
next issue of THE ETUDE ::

William Mason used to say: “If the
student cannot become a pianist with
three hours’ practice a day, he will never
become one.”

The easy road in music is not for
adults, but children, who travel best
along the easy and pleasant path.

‘‘One thing at a time—and that thing
clearly expressed and understood”—is an
axiom for jhe music studio.

“It’s the small mind that harbors jeal¬
ousy, not the large ones. Read what
Chopin said of Liszt: “I wish I could
steal from him his way of playing my
own etudes!”

The greatest thing that can be taught
a music pupil is self-criticism. All edu¬
cational lights pale before this. Only
the severe self-critic can become an
artist.

How much of the credit the performer
gets is in reality due to the composer?
For the performer is but a voice, speak¬
ing other men’s thoughts.

Some Cold Facts About Musical Education
D&. Rose Yont has made a careful
survey of musical educational conditions
in America and published the results in
The Value of Musical Education. From
the statistics she has collected we draw
the following conclusions:
Generally speaking, far more money is
spent for music in our public schools
than for other so-called special subjects,
Drawing, Domestic Science, Manual
Training. Out of thirty schools investi¬
gated in Maine sixteen, or over half, had
no music course.

Music is not recognized or required by
law in the public schools of the following
States, taken as a whole: Delaware,
North Carolina, Kentucky, Texas, New
Mexico. Massachusetts has 114 Music
Supervisors; New York, 111; Michigan,
82; Pennsylvania, 79; Illinois, 73; Ohio,
61. Is this a fair schedule of local mu¬
sic color?
Only 20 per cent, of all the Music Su¬
pervisors in America are men.

Can My Musical Memory Be Bettered
- —-most encouraging things in
all music is the fact that the memory may
always be developed to a given extent.
Just how great this extent is cannot be
readily determined in all cases. Never
despair and say “I have naturally a bad
memory for music,” because no matter
how bad it may seem to you it can
almost always be bettered.
Professor Carl E. Seashore, in his
latest work, The Psychology of Musical

Talen (Silver, Burdett and Company),
devotes the better part of a chapter to in¬
dicating the capacity of the musical mem¬
ory. He says: “Everybody is born with
a brain capacity for memory far beyond
what is ever developed. Indeed, it is
safe to say that any normal child or
adult beyond middle age may increase his
memory by proper training at least ten¬
fold, and often much more, and still not
utilize his capacity to the limit.”

BEETHOVEN CONSERVATORYstdtl

One of the oldest and be.t Magic Schools in the United State.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

4525 OHve^fee^StTL^ui., Mo.

ft Page Devoted
to the IDo$t
Recent Me
publications
the progressive musician is
HERE GIVEN A RESUME OF THE
NOTEWORTHY MUSIC WORKS PUB¬
LISHED DURING PAST MONTHS
BY THE

Theodore Presser Company
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Teaching Works for Elementary Instruction

TWENTY-FIVE MELODIES FOR
EYE, EAR AND HAND TRAINING
By Mathilde Bilbro

Price, 75 cents

These little pieces may be regarded as second
grade studies. They are intended to aid in establish¬
ing the position of the hand upon the keyboard, at¬
taining freedom, training the eye, especially in leger
lines, in staff positions and cultivating a musical ear.
These studies are all tuneful and interesting to prac¬
tice. Altogether this set of study pieces promises
to become popular with teachers as well as students
well in the second grade.

OLD RHYMES WITH NEW TUNES
By Geo. F. Hamer

Price, 60 cents

The six easy pianoforte compositions in this little
volume comprise the best set of Mother Goose
Melodies the publishers have ever seen. They can
be played or sung and will delight the child pianist
or the little singer. The teacher of children will be
interested to know that these numbers are also pub¬
lished separately in sheet form.

VERDI—CHILD’S OWN BOOK
OF GREAT MUSICANS
Price, 20 cents

Vocal |
CELEBRATED RECITAL SONGS
Compiled and Edited by David Bispham

Price, $2.00

A distinctive compilation of good vocal numbers.
The work of an artist is clearly indicated by the
excellent type and variety of the forty-four songs
together with the well written preface and the
copious annotations. The volume is a handsome
one of 184 pages and the songs are just such num¬
bers as will he found needful in the preparation of
recital programs as well as being extremely fine
for every vocal teacher and vocal student. In fact,
it is just such a volume as every singer will find
profitable to possess. A descriptive circular giving
list of contents and price to profession gladly sent
to any professional requesting same.

|

Technic ^

FINGER GYMNASTICS
By I.

Philipp
Price, $1.50
An epoch-making volume by perhaps the leading
modern technical writer. It is one of those unusual
volumes that makes its appearance in the technical
world only at long intervals. It is a decided depar¬
ture in the completion of finger work in extension,
there being combinations of fingering that have only
been touched upon in previous works and the five
fingers of each hand are treated with equal prom¬
inence. The work is not one for a beginner, and is
only adapted to the earnest, hardworking, ambitious
student. The moderately advanced player can take
up these finger gymnastics and use them over a num¬
ber of years. It is just the type of work for daily
study at the piano.
.

THE ART OF THE PIANO
By Theodore Lack Opus 289 Price, $1.50
This is a modern system of technic for piano play¬
ing by a leading French composer and virtuoso.
There are one hundred special exercises in mechan¬
ism of medium difficulty. All the various points oi
technic are covered in the modern manner and in
addition to furnishing extremely fine material for
teaching purposes this work supplies material for
any pianist’s daily practice at the keyboard.

Piano—Four Hands

FOUR-HAND EXHIBITION
PIECES FOR THE PIANO
Price, $1.25
This is the duet album offered in advance of
publication under the title of Difficult Four-hand
Album. The numbers are both original duets as
well as arrangements of compositions by such
writers as Rachmaninoff, Grieg, Tschaikowsky,
Moszkowski, Dvorak, Gottschalk, Brahms and
others. It is such a compilation of four-hand num¬
bers as to be regarded as valuable to all good play¬
ers. While this compilation offers excellent material
for recital or concert work it is at the same time
useful for profitable practice and recreation playing.

The latest of a series written by Thomas Tapper
to furnish the child music student with interesting
facts about great composers. After gathering these
facts the child is to write a story of the composer
on the blank pages and there are also pictures to
paste in as well as material to bind the book when
all is ready. This is one of the most successful
works for the child music student.

BIRTHDAY JEWELS
VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL
By Geo. L. Spaulding
Price, 75 cents
An attractive new volume of little pianopieces with
verses which may be sung ad. lib. The verses are
pleasing and of the type that appeals to the juvenile.
As the title of the book indicates, there is a little
piece for each month of the year with verse for the
appropriate birthstone. The numbers are easy to
play, very melodious, and similar in style and grade
to those in Mr. Spaulding’s successful book. Tunes
and Rhymes.

SUNNY DAY SONGS
By Helen L. Cramm

Price, 75 cents

A delightful book of a dozen and one bright, easy
piano numbers with words between the staves. These
vocal or instrumental pieces furnish excellent recrea¬
tion material for little players and singers. This
work is the latest of Miss Cramm’s popular books
for little pianists.

PICTURES FROM HOLIDAY LAND
By David Dick Slater

Price, $1.00

Although the composer of these little piano num¬
bers ranks as one of the leading composers that Great
Britain has produced in our time he has shown a
great aptness in producing pieces for children. Each
piece has an appropriate verse under the title, adding
interest to the piece itself. The compositions are
about grade two.

Albums of Piano Music of Unusual Worth

AMERICAN COMPOSER’S ALBUM
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Price, $1.25
We were inspired to bring out an album of pieces
by the best American composers c>f music. Excellent
material for this purpose was available to us, and this
is a volume that is a credit to American music. We
did not include any of the difficult pieces, but only
those of medium grade and of special merit.

SPAULDING ALBUM
For the Pianoforte

Price $1.00

A new collection of intermediate grade. Spauld¬
ing’s work is so well known that it needs no intro¬
duction here, and the many lovers of his music will
welcome the opportunity to possess so many of his
successes all in the one volume.

PAUL WACHS’ ALBUM
For the Pianoforte

Price, $1.00

All lovers of good drawing-room music will be
delighted with this excellent collection. It has been
prepared with the greatest care and contains nine¬
teen compositions carefully chosen from the best
and most popular numbers of Wachs. They are
chiefly of intermediate grade (Grades III-V).
Wachs is one of the foremost French salon com¬
posers, and this collection is, indeed, a notable one in
music publications.

An Opportunity to Ascertain
the Real Worth of the
Publications of the
Theodore Presser Company

CELEBRATED COMPOSITIONS
BY FAMOUS COMPOSERS
Price, $1.00
This collection is the result of careful selection
with the aim to incorporate in one volume such com¬
positions as every good, pianist delights in. The best
description is the following, which are included in the
thirty-three numbers in this volume:
Fur Elise, Beethoven; Intermezzo, Brahms; Scarf
Dance, Chaminade; Nocturne, Chopin; Humoreske,
Dvorak; Second Valse, Godard; Butterfly, Grieg;
Largo, Handel; Gipsy Rondo, Haydn; The Mill,
Jensen; Idilio, Lack; Spring Song, Mendelssohn;
Prelude, Rachmaninoff; Polish Dance, Scharwenka;
Traumerei, Schumann; Reverie, Schutt; Simple
Aveu,Thome; Chant Sans Paroles,Tschaikowsky,etc.

FAVORITE COMPOSITIONS
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
By Carl Bohm
Price, 75 cents
Bohm’s music supplies the kind of material which
is invaluable in teaching pupils who demand melo¬
dies. Many of Bohm’s compositions contain melodoes so near the folk song type that they necessarily
have become extremely popular. There are twentyfour brilliant and popular gems in this album that
have been carefully edited and revised. They are
chiefly of intermediate grade to moderately ad¬
vanced.

Violin

COMPREHENSIVE VIOLIN METHOD
By Mr. and Mrs. Frank T. Benjamin

Price, $1.25

The one method among all violin instructors which
is really adapted for “self-instruction.” A complete
system of diagrams and pictures shows the exact
position of each finger on each string in all the
scales. A book which does something toward light¬
ening so pleasantly the labor of routine instruction.
Besides the usual scale; and exercises, the book con¬
tains 100 easy duets for violin and piano, including
many old-time favorites. The more advanced exer¬
cises are selected from standard works.

To afford a better opportunity of judging the
genuine value of the books listed on this page we will
gladly send any of them
for examination. To fur¬
ther assist in the selection
of music, we have cata¬
logs covering every clas¬
sification. We will gladly
send any of these gratis.
MAIL ORDER SUPPLY HOUSE FOR SHEET MUSIC AND MUSIC BOOKS

THEODORE PRESSER COMPANY
1710-1712-1714 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Harmony
Where taste and cave are re¬
flected—harmony reigns.
Care of your piano and other
furniture means a clean, bright,
reflecting surface. To obtain
this, use 0-Cedar Polish. It
brightens and
at the same time.

Z^tr-

iams

25 Cent to $3 Sizes
At All Dealers

